
From: Analiese Paik (analiese.paik@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 3:55:49 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We have breached planetary boundaries and must immediate stop using the Earth's finite natural resources and
pollution and warming the planet. Let's more urgently to renewable energy with storage. Where is community solar?
We have lots of highway like MA does. Let's line them with solar arrays and get Tesla Powerwalls on homes for
$15/month like VT does. What's going on in CT that we can't do this? THE CLIMATE CRISIS IS  URGENT AND
WE HAVE ONLY 9 YEARS BEFORE WE BLOW OUR CARBON BUDGET. WE'RE AT 413 PPM AND
RISING.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Analiese Paik 
125 Sky Top Ter
Fairfield, CT 06825
analiese.paik@gmail.com
(203) 520-3451

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Clare Brady (clarebrady@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 4:02:50 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Clare Brady 
229 Stilson Hill Rd
New Milford, CT 06776
clarebrady@charter.net
(860) 354-4843

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Chris Schweitzer (cschweitzer3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 4:05:44 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Chris Schweitzer 
361 ELM ST
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
cschweitzer3@gmail.com
(203) 407-9595

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Sharon Anne Byron (s.byron@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 4:14:50 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

On behalf of public health risks, PLEASE REJECT KILLINGLY PLANT NIMBY. The Killingly Plant designed
with antiquated fossil fuel is not in my backyard. However, if my grandchild were to move there, the contaminated
residue in waste water treatment plant would enter her watersupply. The air would exacerbate her allergies and
asthma. In 2020, with a plethora of alternative SMART choice, why overburden our cleaner water and blue skies
with the imposed COVID-19 shelter in place mandate. Now that Connecticut folks have collectively experienced
CLEANER AIR and CLEARER WATER, why muck it up? VOTE NO. PLEASE REJECT THE KILLINGLY
PLANT.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Sharon Anne Byron 
PO BOX 1064
SIMSBURY, CT 06070
s.byron@comcast.net
(860) 305-0215

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Nancy Audette (naudettersm@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 4:26:21 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Nancy Audette 
10 Westbrook
Bloomfield, CT 06002
naudettersm@gmail.com
(860) 877-3605

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Benjamin Martin (bendicoot@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 4:43:57 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Martin 
329 ward st
Wallingford, CT 06492
bendicoot@yahoo.com
(203) 215-0395

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Martin Mador (martin.mador@aya.yale.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 4:51:31 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Martin Mador 
130 Highland Ave.
Hamden, CT 06518
martin.mador@aya.yale.edu
(999) 999-9999

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Tennyson Benedict (tennyson.benedict@uconn.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 5:16:04 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We do not need this plant in our state (we should be investing in green technology) and its infuriating that the DEEP
plans on allowing the plant to discharge 90,000 gallons of toxic wastewater DAILY!!!  Words cannot express my
outrage.  I don't trust that this toxic waste water will not make its way into our wetlands and rivers.  I worry that the
municipal water treatment plant will be overwhelmed and result in either the Killingly waste water being discharged
(untreated) or other untreated wastewater being discharged. 
In conclusion, you are the department of environmental protection.  Approving these discharge permits is not
environmental protection--you are legalizing pollution. 

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Tennyson Benedict 
239 Great Neck Rd.
Waterford, CT 06385
tennyson.benedict@uconn.edu
(860) 550-2871

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: eric haeseler (rhinoric@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 5:24:39 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

eric haeseler 
6 oxford dr
suffield, CT 06078
rhinoric@hotmail.com
(860) 668-7557

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Stephanie Bahramian (mandana803@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 5:30:58 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please please do not let Connecticut move in the wrong direction. All over the state, tremendous efforts are being
made to make wise choices to protect our resources and our lives now and in the future. These types of permits are
in contrast to what we as a collective in this state want and need. Please do not approve of this permit. Thank you

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Bahramian 
44 James Ave
New Britain, CT 06053
mandana803@gmail.com
(860) 882-4058

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Doug Clark (revdlmc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 5:33:32 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Dear Commissioner Dykes, This planned fossil fuel power plant is not needed, would cause short-term and long-
term deterioration of water quality in Killingly, and must not be built. I hope you will use whatever authority DEEP
has to deny this wastewater discharge permit.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Doug Clark 
869 N Madison Rd
DOUGLAS, CT 06437
revdlmc@gmail.com
(443) 852-2439

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kathleen Repole (repland@optonline.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 5:40:34 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

During this time of crisis, which always allows change, so much could be done to move away from fossil fuels and
toward renewable energy

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Repole 
106 Sport Hill Rd
Redding, CT 06896
repland@optonline.net
(203) 938-0509

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Richard Stanley (rjacksonstanley@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15:12 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Richard Stanley 
5 Sherwood Ln
West Simsbury, CT 06092
rjacksonstanley@yahoo.com
(860) 549-3235

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: John Pagnani (pagnani@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:31:47 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

John Pagnani 
32 Hungerford Road East
Colchester, CT 06415
pagnani@snet.net
(860) 537-6679

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dennis Desmarais (dennis.desmarais@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 7:06:49 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Dennis Desmarais 
252 Wood Pond Road
Glastonbury, CT 06033
dennis.desmarais@gmail.com
(860) 430-5711

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dorothy Lovett Buckley (dorothylovettbuckley@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 7:21:18 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

If Dr. Katharine Hayhoe of Texas Tech says that the planet requires all countries to move to renewable energy for
human life to continue, the least Connecticut can do is cut out the Killingly plant. I believe Brian Swimme an Mary
Evelyn Tucker of Yale University would agree as well as Bill McKinnon at Middlebury College in Vermont. Dr.
Hayhoe suggests that more pandemics will occur if we don't keep our air clean. Since the pandemic, the world has
had bluer and cleaner skies than it has in a couple of decades.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Lovett Buckley 
3 fern st
Hartford, CT 06105
dorothylovettbuckley@gmail.com
(860) 523-9291

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Helen Applebaum (helenapplebaum@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 7:30:58 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Water is basic to the lives of humanity and the natural world. If waste and/or pollutants are discharged into the rivers
of Connecticut from the Killingly Power Plant, those germs will eventually get into the state's groundwater and
ultimately to our drinking water. This is a terrible idea. I ask that a public hearing be held to bring this information
to the public.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Helen Applebaum 
75 Buckingham Rd
New Milford, CT 06776
helenapplebaum@mac.com
(860) 946-9946

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Robert Brogna (rbrogna@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 8:12:06 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

DEEP, you allowed a polluting power plant in Oxford, by not listening to us citizens of Oxford who, with research,
realized all the harm this plant would cause and most of us opposed this plant, but you put money over common
sense. Please don't make the same mistake again!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Robert Brogna 
15 Lisa Drive
Oxford, CT 06478
rbrogna@att.net
(203) 881-2731

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Ann Gadwah (anngadwah@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 8:35:39 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Ann Gadwah 
34 lakeshore drive
New Hartford, CT 06057
anngadwah@gmail.com
(860) 733-2249

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Anne Speiser (hannahla3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 9:37:24 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Anne Speiser 
92 Whispering Pines Rd
Avon, CT 06001
hannahla3@gmail.com
(203) 361-2085

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Sally Rogers (sally@sallyrogers.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:02:59 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We live in a beautiful part of the state. Because there are few of us, dirty plants like the Killingly Fracked Gas Plant
find their way into our Quiet Corner. But let me say there IS huge opposition to this plant. The denial of a permit for
discharging waste water is one way we can stop this unnecessary plant from being built.  At a time when our
governor has a goal to reduce our use of fossil fuels and greenhouse gas emmissions  by 45% it is a fool's errand to
continue down the road to construct this plant. Please deny this permit!!!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Sally Rogers 
P.O. Box 285, 113 B Paine Rd.
Pomfret Center, CT 06259
sally@sallyrogers.com
(860) 377-1127

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Ann Gadwah (anngadwah@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:02:48 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Ann Gadwah 
34 LAKESHORE DR
New Hartford, CT 06057
anngadwah@gmail.com
(860) 733-2249

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: richard gressley (gressleyrichard@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 11:47:30 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Granting this permit would be going in exactly the wrong direction; CT should be moving toward non polluting
renewable energy resources.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

richard gressley 
52 milford rd.
guilford, CT 06437
gressleyrichard@yahoo.com
(203) 453-5098

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Charles Weedon (cweedon24@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 10:44:23 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

There is no need for this power so it is not reasonable to risk polluting the states waters

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Charles Weedon 
24 Tull Ln
Pomfret Center, CT 06259
cweedon24@gmail.com
(860) 974-2362

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Chelsea Cherrier (chelseagrace.cherrier@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 10:22:35 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Cherrier 
359 BASSETTS BRIDGE RD
Mansfield, CT 06250
chelseagrace.cherrier@gmail.com
(860) 208-6655

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kristen Larson (krisnls12345@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 9:15:13 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kristen Larson 
10 , Miller Rd
East Granby, CT 06026
krisnls12345@gmail.com
(860) 455-3384

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Scott (ehscott1@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 8:56:49 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

It is NEVER acceptable to "permit" pollution anywhere!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Scott 
49 Tuttle Court
Bethany, CT 06524
ehscott1@comcast.net
(203) 393-3187

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Maria Sangiolo (maria@mariasangiolo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 8:56:12 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This is criminal that we even have to write to oppose such an unnecessary plant in the first place. Protect our waters
in northeast CT!~!!!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Maria Sangiolo 
38 Duffy Rd
Pomfret Center, CT 06259
maria@mariasangiolo.com
(860) 208-5284

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Maria Sangiolo (maria@mariasangiolo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 8:54:38 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This is criminal!  Our environment is at risk daily, already, without the added stressors of this unneeded plant! This
must be stopped immediately!
Maria Sangiolo-Jessurun

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Maria Sangiolo 
38 Duffy Rd
Pomfret Center, CT 06259
maria@mariasangiolo.com
(860) 208-5284

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Edith Cassidy (eabc@optonline.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 8:11:41 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

clean air and water are a priority and there is no reason to build the Killingly power plant. I appreciate your
considering this message.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Edith Cassidy 
245 Ellsworth St
Bridgeport, CT 06605
eabc@optonline.net
(203) 330-9323

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Roberta Echelson (rsechelson@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 8:05:52 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

CT needs to expand energy reduction plans and sustainability. We do not need production that increases dirty waste
dumping into our water. It's unconscionable that in the growing climate crisis anyone should be allowed to increase
harmful pollution.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Roberta Echelson 
143 Haynes Rd
West Hartford, CT 06117
rsechelson@yahoo.com
(860) 232-5819

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Amy Marwood (amy.marwood@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 8:01:03 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Amy Marwood 
PO Box 780
Willimantic, CT 06226
amy.marwood@att.net
(860) 634-1534

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Claudia Volano (claudiavolano@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 7:30:20 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Such dumping into our CT waters should not even be an option in this day and age. How is this even on the table as
a possibility? Please do the right thing and say "absolutely not!" to this disgraceful idea.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Claudia Volano 
24 Strathmore Lane
Madison, CT 06443
claudiavolano@gmail.com
(203) 241-1125

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Yann van Heurck (janinawoelfin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 6:23:41 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please do not give a permit for the Killingly plant in CT to discharge wastewater. Protect CT residents from
pollution and the costs rhis plant will entail. You're supposed to be working for the people not the polluters and
poisoners! There's enough death and misery in the country already without our public representatives selling us out.
-- Yann van Heurck, Madison CT

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Yann van Heurck 
32 Arbor, PO Box 1215
Madison, CT 06443
janinawoelfin@gmail.com
(203) 245-9720

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Melinda Tuhus (melinda.tuhus@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 6:21:23 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

With energy efficiency and conservation we would not need more power plants. The residents of Killingly should
not have to pay the price of putting more dirty energy into the New England grid.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Melinda Tuhus 
103 Carmalt rd
Hamden, CT 06517
melinda.tuhus@gmail.com
(203) 623-2186

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: robin aitro (robin91a@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 3:15:45 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

robin aitro 
91 old towne road
cheshire, CT 06410
robin91a@yahoo.com
(203) 272-6855

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Philip Dooley (philip.dooley@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 1:26:52 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Stop Global Warming NOW, or nothing else we do will matter.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Philip Dooley 
192 Goose Lane
Tolland, CT 06084
philip.dooley@snet.net
(860) 875-4455

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Craig Best (antcrabest@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 9:38:59 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please protect our water and reject the state permit allowing the NTE to discharge waste water.  This discharge will
not benefit the community of Killingly.  I have been a resident of Connecticut for over 30 years and I would not like
to see the beautiful water of the quiet corner polluted.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Craig Best 
30 ARBOR STREET APT 314
Hartford, CT 06106
antcrabest@gmail.com
(860) 977-5227

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: David Michel (davidmichel74@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 3:51:29 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Dear commissioner Dykes, it is time to turn the tide. We are at a determining time in history and we can no longer
afford to continue polluting the soil, air and water that sustains our own existence.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

David Michel 
4 rockledge dr
Stamford, CT 06902
davidmichel74@gmail.com
(914) 843-7545

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: alicea
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Comments re APPLICATION NO. 201615592 PERMIT ID NO. SP0002475
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 2:28:44 PM
Attachments: NTE CT KEC Permit Comments of Rivers Alliance.pdf

Dear Mr. Edwards,
Please find the attached comments on APPLICATION NO. 201615592 PERMIT ID NO. SP0002475 of
Rivers Alliance of Connecticut.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Alicea
Alicea Charamut, Executive Director
Rivers Alliance of Connecticut
7 West Street, POB 1797
Litchfield, CT 06759
(860) 361-9349
www.riversalliance.org
Serving all the waters of Connecticut
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May 22, 2020 
 
 
Stephen Edwards 
Bureau of Materials Management and Compliance Assurance, 
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106-5127 
 
Re: APPLICATION NO. 201615592 PERMIT ID NO. SP0002475 
 
 
Dear Mr. Edwards, 
 
Thank you for extending the deadline to comment on the wastewater discharge from the proposed 
Connecticut NTE Killingly Energy Center to the Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility. 
 
Section 4: Effluent Limitations and Monitoring Requirements 
 
Effluent limits and monitoring requirements for perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances 
should be included. It is our understanding that the majority of the discharge for cooling is not likely 
to contain PFAS chemicals. However, there are concerns with effluent from the floor drains. 
Requiring that NTE Connecticut monitor effluent for PFAS chemicals shields the publicly owned 
treatment works from being solely liable for PFAS effluent limitations from their own treatment 
facility should any permit limitations come about in the future. But most importantly, to ensure the 
health of the Quinebaug River which is of high recreational value. Connecticut NTE should bear the 
full cost of testing and be required to implement pre-treatment measures if it is found that the plant 
is responsible for the discharge of PFAS chemicals that threaten human and environmental health. 


 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Alicea Charamut 


Executive Director 
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 11:50:35 AM

On 5/6/20, 11:04 AM, "Briana Benn-Mirandi (jengalill@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Briana Benn-Mirandi 
    246 Durham Rd
    Madison, CT 06443
    jengalill@gmail.com
    (203) 435-8248

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 10:01:29 PM

On 5/5/20, 4:50 PM, "Lin Russell (linkruss@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message" <automail@knowwho.com>
wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Lin Russell 
    55 Beech Road
    Guilford, CT 06437
    linkruss@aol.com
    (203) 458-0475

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 9:41:53 PM

On 5/5/20, 6:12 PM, "Janet Bellamy (jbellamy23@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Your actions to stop this unneeded plant will help protect our beautiful state for our children and grandchildren.

    Thank you.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Janet Bellamy 
    11 Sunset Dr
    Ashford, CT 06278
    jbellamy23@yahoo.com
    (860) 377-2746

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 9:28:50 PM

On 5/5/20, 7:34 PM, "Karen Ryker (karenryker@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Please. No more Dirty Power in Connecticut!  Invest in our future health.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Karen Ryker 
    757 Route 169
    Woodstock, CT 06281
    karenryker@sbcglobal.net
    (860) 928-3908

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 4:09:18 PM

On 5/5/20, 4:08 PM, "Soule Golden (soulesoule@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Please protect our natural environment and species!!!

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Soule Golden 
    645 Tanner Marsh Road
    Guilford, CT 06437
    soulesoule@gmail.com
    (646) 261-9156

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 3:25:05 PM

On 5/5/20, 3:23 PM, "Edward Boynton (ted@soundboatworksllc.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Edward Boynton 
    14 Hillside Pl
    Madison, CT 06443
    ted@soundboatworksllc.com
    (860) 399-2276

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:46:18 PM

On 5/5/20, 9:15 AM, "Kristen Larson (krisnls12345@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Kristen Larson 
    10 , Miller Rd
    East Granby, CT 06026
    krisnls12345@gmail.com
    (860) 455-3384

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:46:08 PM

On 5/5/20, 8:56 AM, "Elizabeth Scott (ehscott1@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    It is NEVER acceptable to "permit" pollution anywhere!

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Elizabeth Scott 
    49 Tuttle Court
    Bethany, CT 06524
    ehscott1@comcast.net
    (203) 393-3187

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:46:00 PM

On 5/5/20, 8:56 AM, "Maria Sangiolo (maria@mariasangiolo.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    This is criminal that we even have to write to oppose such an unnecessary plant in the first place. Protect our
waters in northeast CT!~!!!

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Maria Sangiolo 
    38 Duffy Rd
    Pomfret Center, CT 06259
    maria@mariasangiolo.com
    (860) 208-5284

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:45:52 PM

On 5/5/20, 8:54 AM, "Maria Sangiolo (maria@mariasangiolo.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    This is criminal!  Our environment is at risk daily, already, without the added stressors of this unneeded plant!
This must be stopped immediately!
    Maria Sangiolo-Jessurun

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Maria Sangiolo 
    38 Duffy Rd
    Pomfret Center, CT 06259
    maria@mariasangiolo.com
    (860) 208-5284

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:45:31 PM

On 5/4/20, 3:51 PM, "David Michel (davidmichel74@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Dear commissioner Dykes, it is time to turn the tide. We are at a determining time in history and we can no longer
afford to continue polluting the soil, air and water that sustains our own existence.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    David Michel 
    4 rockledge dr
    Stamford, CT 06902
    davidmichel74@gmail.com
    (914) 843-7545

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:45:21 PM

On 5/4/20, 3:55 PM, "Analiese Paik (analiese.paik@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    We have breached planetary boundaries and must immediate stop using the Earth's finite natural resources and
pollution and warming the planet. Let's more urgently to renewable energy with storage. Where is community solar?
We have lots of highway like MA does. Let's line them with solar arrays and get Tesla Powerwalls on homes for
$15/month like VT does. What's going on in CT that we can't do this? THE CLIMATE CRISIS IS  URGENT AND
WE HAVE ONLY 9 YEARS BEFORE WE BLOW OUR CARBON BUDGET. WE'RE AT 413 PPM AND
RISING.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Analiese Paik 
    125 Sky Top Ter
    Fairfield, CT 06825
    analiese.paik@gmail.com
    (203) 520-3451

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:45:13 PM

On 5/4/20, 4:03 PM, "Clare Brady (clarebrady@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Clare Brady 
    229 Stilson Hill Rd
    New Milford, CT 06776
    clarebrady@charter.net
    (860) 354-4843

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:45:05 PM

On 5/4/20, 4:09 PM, "Chris Schweitzer (cschweitzer3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Chris Schweitzer 
    361 ELM ST
    NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
    cschweitzer3@gmail.com
    (203) 407-9595

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:44:56 PM

On 5/4/20, 4:14 PM, "Sharon Anne Byron (s.byron@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    On behalf of public health risks, PLEASE REJECT KILLINGLY PLANT NIMBY. The Killingly Plant designed
with antiquated fossil fuel is not in my backyard. However, if my grandchild were to move there, the contaminated
residue in waste water treatment plant would enter her watersupply. The air would exacerbate her allergies and
asthma. In 2020, with a plethora of alternative SMART choice, why overburden our cleaner water and blue skies
with the imposed COVID-19 shelter in place mandate. Now that Connecticut folks have collectively experienced
CLEANER AIR and CLEARER WATER, why muck it up? VOTE NO. PLEASE REJECT THE KILLINGLY
PLANT.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Sharon Anne Byron 
    PO BOX 1064
    SIMSBURY, CT 06070
    s.byron@comcast.net
    (860) 305-0215

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:44:36 PM

On 5/4/20, 4:43 PM, "Benjamin Martin (bendicoot@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Benjamin Martin 
    329 ward st
    Wallingford, CT 06492
    bendicoot@yahoo.com
    (203) 215-0395

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:44:07 PM

On 5/4/20, 4:51 PM, "Martin Mador (martin.mador@aya.yale.edu) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Martin Mador 
    130 Highland Ave.
    Hamden, CT 06518
    martin.mador@aya.yale.edu
    (999) 999-9999

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:43:27 PM

On 5/4/20, 5:16 PM, "Tennyson Benedict (tennyson.benedict@uconn.edu) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    We do not need this plant in our state (we should be investing in green technology) and its infuriating that the
DEEP plans on allowing the plant to discharge 90,000 gallons of toxic wastewater DAILY!!!  Words cannot express
my outrage.  I don't trust that this toxic waste water will not make its way into our wetlands and rivers.  I worry that
the municipal water treatment plant will be overwhelmed and result in either the Killingly waste water being
discharged (untreated) or other untreated wastewater being discharged. 
    In conclusion, you are the department of environmental protection.  Approving these discharge permits is not
environmental protection--you are legalizing pollution. 

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Tennyson Benedict 
    239 Great Neck Rd.
    Waterford, CT 06385
    tennyson.benedict@uconn.edu
    (860) 550-2871

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:43:19 PM

On 5/4/20, 5:24 PM, "eric haeseler (rhinoric@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    eric haeseler 
    6 oxford dr
    suffield, CT 06078
    rhinoric@hotmail.com
    (860) 668-7557

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:43:09 PM

On 5/4/20, 5:31 PM, "Stephanie Bahramian (mandana803@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Please please do not let Connecticut move in the wrong direction. All over the state, tremendous efforts are being
made to make wise choices to protect our resources and our lives now and in the future. These types of permits are
in contrast to what we as a collective in this state want and need. Please do not approve of this permit. Thank you

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Stephanie Bahramian 
    44 James Ave
    New Britain, CT 06053
    mandana803@gmail.com
    (860) 882-4058

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:43:02 PM

On 5/4/20, 5:33 PM, "Doug Clark (revdlmc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Dear Commissioner Dykes, This planned fossil fuel power plant is not needed, would cause short-term and long-
term deterioration of water quality in Killingly, and must not be built. I hope you will use whatever authority DEEP
has to deny this wastewater discharge permit.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Doug Clark 
    869 N Madison Rd
    DOUGLAS, CT 06437
    revdlmc@gmail.com
    (443) 852-2439

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:42:52 PM

On 5/4/20, 5:40 PM, "Kathleen Repole (repland@optonline.net) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    During this time of crisis, which always allows change, so much could be done to move away from fossil fuels
and toward renewable energy

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Kathleen Repole 
    106 Sport Hill Rd
    Redding, CT 06896
    repland@optonline.net
    (203) 938-0509

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:42:42 PM

On 5/4/20, 6:15 PM, "Richard Stanley (rjacksonstanley@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Richard Stanley 
    5 Sherwood Ln
    West Simsbury, CT 06092
    rjacksonstanley@yahoo.com
    (860) 549-3235

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:42:23 PM

On 5/4/20, 7:07 PM, "Dennis Desmarais (dennis.desmarais@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Dennis Desmarais 
    252 Wood Pond Road
    Glastonbury, CT 06033
    dennis.desmarais@gmail.com
    (860) 430-5711

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:42:00 PM

On 5/4/20, 7:20 PM, "Dorothy Lovett Buckley (dorothylovettbuckley@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    If Dr. Katharine Hayhoe of Texas Tech says that the planet requires all countries to move to renewable energy for
human life to continue, the least Connecticut can do is cut out the Killingly plant. I believe Brian Swimme an Mary
Evelyn Tucker of Yale University would agree as well as Bill McKinnon at Middlebury College in Vermont. Dr.
Hayhoe suggests that more pandemics will occur if we don't keep our air clean. Since the pandemic, the world has
had bluer and cleaner skies than it has in a couple of decades.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Dorothy Lovett Buckley 
    3 fern st
    Hartford, CT 06105
    dorothylovettbuckley@gmail.com
    (860) 523-9291

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:41:51 PM

On 5/4/20, 7:31 PM, "Helen Applebaum (helenapplebaum@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Water is basic to the lives of humanity and the natural world. If waste and/or pollutants are discharged into the
rivers of Connecticut from the Killingly Power Plant, those germs will eventually get into the state's groundwater
and ultimately to our drinking water. This is a terrible idea. I ask that a public hearing be held to bring this
information to the public.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Helen Applebaum 
    75 Buckingham Rd
    New Milford, CT 06776
    helenapplebaum@mac.com
    (860) 946-9946

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:41:31 PM

On 5/4/20, 8:11 PM, "Robert Brogna (rbrogna@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message" <automail@knowwho.com>
wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    DEEP, you allowed a polluting power plant in Oxford, by not listening to us citizens of Oxford who, with
research, realized all the harm this plant would cause and most of us opposed this plant, but you put money over
common sense. Please don't make the same mistake again!

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Robert Brogna 
    15 Lisa Drive
    Oxford, CT 06478
    rbrogna@att.net
    (203) 881-2731

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:41:20 PM

On 5/4/20, 8:35 PM, "Ann Gadwah (anngadwah@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Ann Gadwah 
    34 lakeshore drive
    New Hartford, CT 06057
    anngadwah@gmail.com
    (860) 733-2249

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:41:00 PM

On 5/4/20, 9:37 PM, "Anne Speiser (hannahla3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Anne Speiser 
    92 Whispering Pines Rd
    Avon, CT 06001
    hannahla3@gmail.com
    (203) 361-2085

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:40:49 PM

On 5/4/20, 9:39 PM, "Craig Best (antcrabest@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Please protect our water and reject the state permit allowing the NTE to discharge waste water.  This discharge
will not benefit the community of Killingly.  I have been a resident of Connecticut for over 30 years and I would not
like to see the beautiful water of the quiet corner polluted.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Craig Best 
    30 ARBOR STREET APT 314
    Hartford, CT 06106
    antcrabest@gmail.com
    (860) 977-5227

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:40:40 PM

On 5/5/20, 3:15 AM, "robin aitro (robin91a@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    robin aitro 
    91 old towne road
    cheshire, CT 06410
    robin91a@yahoo.com
    (203) 272-6855

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:40:29 PM

On 5/5/20, 6:21 AM, "Melinda Tuhus (melinda.tuhus@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    With energy efficiency and conservation we would not need more power plants. The residents of Killingly should
not have to pay the price of putting more dirty energy into the New England grid.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Melinda Tuhus 
    103 Carmalt rd
    Hamden, CT 06517
    melinda.tuhus@gmail.com
    (203) 623-2186

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:40:20 PM

On 5/5/20, 6:23 AM, "Yann van Heurck (janinawoelfin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Please do not give a permit for the Killingly plant in CT to discharge wastewater. Protect CT residents from
pollution and the costs rhis plant will entail. You're supposed to be working for the people not the polluters and
poisoners! There's enough death and misery in the country already without our public representatives selling us out.
-- Yann van Heurck, Madison CT

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Yann van Heurck 
    32 Arbor, PO Box 1215
    Madison, CT 06443
    janinawoelfin@gmail.com
    (203) 245-9720

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:40:06 PM

On 5/5/20, 7:29 AM, "Claudia Volano (claudiavolano@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    Such dumping into our CT waters should not even be an option in this day and age. How is this even on the table
as a possibility? Please do the right thing and say "absolutely not!" to this disgraceful idea.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Claudia Volano 
    24 Strathmore Lane
    Madison, CT 06443
    claudiavolano@gmail.com
    (203) 241-1125

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:39:54 PM

On 5/5/20, 8:05 AM, "Roberta Echelson (rsechelson@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    CT needs to expand energy reduction plans and sustainability. We do not need production that increases dirty
waste dumping into our water. It's unconscionable that in the growing climate crisis anyone should be allowed to
increase harmful pollution.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Roberta Echelson 
    143 Haynes Rd
    West Hartford, CT 06117
    rsechelson@yahoo.com
    (860) 232-5819

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
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From: Dykes, Katie
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:39:45 PM

On 5/5/20, 8:11 AM, "Edith Cassidy (eabc@optonline.net) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    clean air and water are a priority and there is no reason to build the Killingly power plant. I appreciate your
considering this message.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Edith Cassidy 
    245 Ellsworth St
    Bridgeport, CT 06605
    eabc@optonline.net
    (203) 330-9323

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Raisbeck
To: Dykes, Katie; Edwards, Steve
Subject: Oppose NTE permit #SP002475 for Killingly power plant
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 10:42:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the proposed Killinglyy fracked-gas power plant. It is not needed for
our energy future and will contribute 2 million metric tons of carbon to the atmosphere annuallyy. I urge DEEP to
reject all permits related to the building of this plant. With this letter I oppose Permit # SP002475 for a proposed
discharge of 90,000 gallons of contaminated wastewater daily into the Killlingly local water treatment system.
Governor Lamont in Executive Order #3 stated a goal of achieving 100% renewables by the year 2040 and 50% byy
2030. Does that Executive Order mean anything? Or was it just a sop to those in this state who believe that climate
change is the biggest threat to our communities, our state, country and planet? Approval of this permit and others
allowing the Killingly plant to go forward will demonstrate that the Executive Order #3 is hardly worth the paper it
is printed on, and the Lamont Administration has little to no commitment to addressing the critical issue of climate
change. 

Apologizze for missing letters in this coment. I can't replace them Something is the matter with Yahoo, I think.

Elizabeth Raisbeck

81 Main St.

Groton, CT

mailto:lizraisbeck@yahoo.com
mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Eleanor Fischer
To: Dykes, Katie
Cc: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Proposed Fossil Fuel Plant in Killingly, Windham County, CT
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020 4:51:29 PM

Dear Commissioner Dykes:

It has come to my attention that a 70-acre parcel in Killingly has been selected by the Killingly Energy
Center (KEC) for the placement of a frac gas site; the company, NTE CT LLC owns the site. NTE is an
international energy company; it has installed gas plants in Mexico, Europe and Asia. NTE justifies its
proposal by stating that it is responding to the need for expanding the energy base in the Killingly area
with a cost-effective, responsible facility. This claim is almost laughable; one might find it in the theme of a
poorly written horror movie. It is common knowledge that fracking destroys the environment; its emissions
of methane and other gases cause chronic and fatal illnesses. Fracking steals clean air and open space
from our children. We have known that for many years now.

The solar energy Sunrun has installed solar panels in homes all across New London county. They are a
common and welcome sight. Businesses as well as homes can work in a partnership to save money,
protect the health of its citizens, and the environment.

You are well aware that the world is a health crises none of us could imagine. Many of us hope that will
we emerge from this a better people. As Commissioner of DEEP you are in the unique position of making
a real step towards saving a small part of our state. Please reject the NTE proposal and approaching
Sunrun.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Fischer
26 Main Street
Groton, CT 06340

mailto:fischereleanor@yahoo.com
mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Edwards, Steve
To: Dykes, Katie
Subject: RE: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 2:46:00 PM
Importance: Low

Thanks for getting this to me.  This makes 76 emails so far.

-----Original Message-----
From: Dykes, Katie <Katie.Dykes@ct.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 12:40 PM
To: Edwards, Steve <Steve.Edwards@ct.gov>
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT

On 5/5/20, 8:11 AM, "Edith Cassidy (eabc@optonline.net) Sent You a Personal Message"
<automail@knowwho.com> wrote:

    Dear Commissioner Katie Dykes,

    clean air and water are a priority and there is no reason to build the Killingly power plant. I appreciate your
considering this message.

    I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge
into the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

    Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized
by Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water
discharge from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly,
and create added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the
benefit of a fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

    DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

    I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

    Sincerely,

    Edith Cassidy 
    245 Ellsworth St
    Bridgeport, CT 06605
    eabc@optonline.net
    (203) 330-9323

    This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415)
977-5500.

mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov
mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov




From: C Pyle (cpcpcp@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 9:13:53 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Why should the State give a permit to discharge POLLUTION for an ill-advised project that should never have
gotten this far anyway?  Please reject this permit.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

C Pyle 
10 codfish falls road
storrs, CT 06268
cpcpcp@sbcglobal.net
(860) 429-1235

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Martha Klein (martha.klein@sierraclub.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 7:59:42 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Both NY and NJ DEC and DEP rejected the Williams fracked gas pipeline based on concerns about water
contamination and climate impacts. Connecticut's Department of Energy has a duty to consider the climate impacts
of this unneeded power plant because DEEP has done so much to encourage the development of fracked gas, such as
issuing permits for this plant prior to the determination of need by ISO or CSC.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Martha Klein 
POB 542/ 88 Doolittle Drive
Norfolk, CT 06058
martha.klein@sierraclub.org
(860) 542-5225

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Ron Brodie (rbrodie4224@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 24, 2020 12:20:30 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please let?s keep this beautiful area of CT clean for our children to enjoy. Let?s invest heavily in wind and solar and
leave fossil fuels in the ground.
Thank you!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Ron Brodie 
19 Pine st
Columbia, CT 06237
rbrodie4224@gmail.com
(213) 304-5503

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: DOUGLAS CLARK (revdlmc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 5:58:00 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Dear Commissioner Dykes - From public statements you have made, and which you reaffirmed to me in a one-on-
one conversation, you are no longer describing fracked natural gas as a "bridge fuel," instead referring to it as a
fossil fuel. And yet, the agency you lead continues to approve permits for the Killingly plant, which is clearly
unnecessary in light of various assessments of the production and consumption of electricity in New England. Fossil
fuels need to be kept in the ground!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

DOUGLAS CLARK 
869 N Madison Rd
DOUGLAS, CT 06437
revdlmc@gmail.com
(443) 852-2439

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kelley Beimler (beimlerk@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 9:25:18 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kelley Beimler 
125 1/2 center st
Manchester, CT 06040
beimlerk@yahoo.com
(860) 281-8820

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lawrence Fogg III (lance.fogg@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 10:14:34 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

The people of Killingly do not want this plant in their town or state. Connecticut needs to focus on renewable
energy. Do the right thing. Keep this plant from operating.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Fogg III 
125 1/2 Center Street
Manchester, CT 06040
lance.fogg@yahoo.com
(860) 202-9324

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jeremy Schwartz (ravjer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2020 7:14:44 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

As a resident of Eastern Connecticut, it makes me so angry that the bodies charged with protecting our environment
instead intend to permit the Killingly plant to pollute our air with carbon dioxide, worsening the climate threat to us
and our descendents, as well as the other life we share the state and planet with, and is also planning to harm, rather
than protect, our beautiful eastern Connecticut waterways. This plant is an affront to the citizens of Connecticut and
our future generations.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Schwartz 
71 Chestnut St
Willimantic, CT 06226
ravjer@gmail.com
(860) 450-0435

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Adelino Carreira (adelinocarreira@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 7:31:22 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Adelino Carreira 
263 Fern Street
West hartford, CT 06119
adelinocarreira@live.com
(860) 402-5288

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Amanda Arce (rcgirl822@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:30:20 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This project is not needed! The added stress on Killingly's water treatment plant and the expense to do this are not
worth it! Please reject this permit!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Amanda Arce 
20 Waverly Ave., Apt 2
Portland, CT 06480
rcgirl822@gmail.com
(860) 262-0036

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Barbara Doyle (barbaradoyle543@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020 10:38:52 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Why would you even consider allowing this permit?

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Barbara Doyle 
51 Britt Road
East Hartford, CT 06118
barbaradoyle543@gmail.com
(860) 568-9048

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jordan Daniels (jdanielsffx@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020 8:11:03 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jordan Daniels 
729 N Main St
Manchester, CT 06042
jdanielsffx@gmail.com
(860) 878-7970

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Roland Therrien (ratherrien@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2020 12:03:03 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

CONTAMINATED water of this quantity should NEVER be allowed!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Roland Therrien 
5 Corban Ave.
Plainville, CT 06062
ratherrien@comcast.net
(860) 559-6460

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov




From: Lois Happe (lkhappe@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 11:56:13 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lois Happe 
10C Sycamore Drive
Storrs, CT 06268
lkhappe@yahoo.com
(850) 429-2165

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Ida G Millman (ids.millman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 10:40:12 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

CLEAN UP AFTER YOURSELF! Pre-school/kindergarten lesson.

The only advantage to this discharge of waste into public waters is to the developers of this project. There is none to
any other entity. This is now - after years of waste remaining in public water, remaining in public view, continuing
to pollute our environment. And the bucks they save rarely trickle down to the rest of us.

If it is not a profitable project unless we, the citizens of this state, the users of these waters, pay for disposal of waste
and pollution that they make, then they should not undertake to do it.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Ida G Millman 
6 Sycamore Drive: B
Storrs Mansfield, CT 06268
ids.millman@gmail.com
(860) 429-4735

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: R Kingsbury Chase (dchase88@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 9:45:50 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

What is it that keeps this project going? The money should be spent on green energy, not the same old technology
that has brought the world trouble.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

R Kingsbury Chase 
39 Woodhaven Dr
Simsbury, CT 06070
dchase88@comcast.net
(860) 658-0753

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Judith G. Hunt (judithhuntlmft@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 7:30:00 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Judith G. Hunt 
27 Filley Street
Bloomfield, CT 06002
judithhuntlmft@sbcglobal.net
(860) 242-3331

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Matthew McCarthy (matthew.t.mccarthy@uconn.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 12:46:48 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Matthew McCarthy 
29 Temple street
Hartford, CT 06103
matthew.t.mccarthy@uconn.edu
(860) 946-3757

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Adelheid Koepfer (koepfer@gmx.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 11:49:40 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

this permit would allow NTE to strain the local Publica waste water treatment facility that was just updated with
town tax money and 11% rate increases, but still won't be able to stem this new load. A failure/ spill is a matter of
time.
The planned LNG pipeline underneath the river bed threatens the Quinnebaug river. And the power from this plant
IS NOT NEEDED, as there is plenty of off-shore wind energy available: DEEP should bury all 2000MW from
Vineyard Wind, instead of only 800!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Adelheid Koepfer 
35 Whiffle Tree Road
Wallingford, CT 06492
koepfer@gmx.net
(203) 427-5294

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Richard Eldridge (reldridge2@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 11:41:17 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I request that you reject this permit. If in fact this power is needed then we should be investing in clean energy not in
a fossil fuel plat.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Richard Eldridge 
108 South Mill Drive
South Glastonbury, CT 06073
reldridge2@yahoo.com
(860) 881-4791

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kathryn Gilstad-Hayden (kgilstad@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 7:36:40 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Gilstad-Hayden 
341 Cold Spring Dr
Westbrook, CT 06498
kgilstad@hotmail.com
(860) 395-7964

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: zachary hayden (zhayden@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 7:35:24 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

zachary hayden 
341 Cold Spring Dr
Westbrook, CT 06498
zhayden@gmail.com
(860) 395-8136

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Thomas Hines (thines122@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 7:34:32 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hines 
122 torrington rd
litchfield, CT 06759
thines122@gmail.com
(860) 361-6456

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Douglas Perkins (perkinsdn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 5:36:15 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We do not need another 50 years of carbon spewing infrastructure.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Douglas Perkins 
920 Storrs Rd
Mansfield, CT 06268
perkinsdn@gmail.com
(860) 933-8865

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Guy West (milledgewest@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 5:04:24 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Granting this permit is totally out of sync with your comments at the Annual CTLCV gathering this past January
with regard to the Killingly Plant. I implore you to make a public statement opposing the construction of the
Killingly Plant.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Guy West 
12 SUNRISE DR
CANTON, CT 06019
milledgewest@gmail.com
(860) 833-0760

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lindsay Suter (suter16@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 5:02:47 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Suter 
16 Mill Rd.
North Branford, CT 06471
suter16@comcast.net
(203) 484-5059

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lynn Johnson (lynnsilverwolf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:52:19 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lynn Johnson 
31 Woodland Street 10B
Hartford, CT 06105
lynnsilverwolf@gmail.com
(860) 324-9249

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Sara Holmes (sgdodson@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:44:13 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Sara Holmes 
7 School Lane
Chester, CT 06412
sgdodson@hotmail.com
(860) 322-4118

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lydia Straus-Edwards (architects@design-in-tandem.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:42:08 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

At this time, issuing such a State permit is totally inappropriate, as other technologies are readily available and
availability is increasing.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lydia Straus-Edwards 
331 Main Street South
Woodbury, CT 05798
architects@design-in-tandem.com
(203) 263-0018

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Sharon Botelle (bobbotelle@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:39:32 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Sharon Botelle 
81 Bridge Rd
Haddam, CT 06438
bobbotelle@gmail.com
(860) 748-1924

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: robert botelle (robertbotelle@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:37:37 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

robert botelle 
81 bridge rd
haddam, CT 06438
robertbotelle@yahoo.com
(860) 345-2118

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Claudia Allen (claudiatallen2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 8:50:28 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

The Killingly wastewater facility already has significant problems that cause extremely unpleasant odor in the
vicinity of Little League field, Big Y shopping plaza and several private homes and businesses. Handling more
wastewater should not be allowed at least until the current ongoing problems are remedied.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Claudia Allen 
56 Taylor Rd.
Thompson, CT 06277
claudiatallen2@gmail.com
(860) 928-2387

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Adelino Carreira (adelinocarreira@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 10:00:24 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Adelino Carreira 
263 Fern Street
West hartford, CT 06119
adelinocarreira@live.com
(860) 402-5288

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Megan Calchera (prosemom2010@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 2:05:28 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Megan Calchera 
56 Kennerson Res Rd
Eastford, CT 06242
prosemom2010@gmail.com
(860) 933-2185

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Janet Epstein (jnut01@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 1:03:37 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please stop poisoning us. We have enough to contend with.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Janet Epstein 
76 old dike rd
Trumbull, CT 06611
jnut01@hotmail.com
(516) 567-0752

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jessica Kurose (jessica.kurose@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 12:55:19 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please protect our environment and our people. Stop dirty energy and help us save our planet.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jessica Kurose 
350 Westport Ave
Norwalk, CT 06482
jessica.kurose@gmail.com
(203) 979-4536

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Justin Paglino (justinp@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:23:10 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

If you think you will be remembered well for approving the destruction of the earth's climate, think again.  Doing
the right thing takes courage - do it!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Justin Paglino 
48 Canary Ct
Guilford, CT 06437
justinp@mac.com
(203) 457-0052

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Diane AmEnde (dlamende@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 7:10:30 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Diane AmEnde 
129 Deepwood Dr
Amston, CT 06231
dlamende@gmail.com
(860) 558-0296

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Shelley Reuben (sreuben@pobox.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 7:03:10 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Shelley Reuben 
47 1/2 Brockett Rd
Niantic, CT 06357
sreuben@pobox.com
(860) 335-4340

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Leigh Duffy (leighduffy@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 6:51:00 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I live within 25 minutes of this plant and have grave concerns about the effects of fracking on my families health as
well as the communities.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Leigh Duffy 
108 Crane Hill Rd
Storrs Mansfield, CT 06268
leighduffy@sbcglobal.net
(860) 942-4778

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: John Pagnani (pagnani@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 6:49:23 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

John Pagnani 
32 Hungerford Road East
Colchester, CT 06415
pagnani@snet.net
(860) 537-6679

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Karen Williams (kwm704@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 10:02:20 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Karen Williams 
86 Possum Dr
New Fairfield, CT 06812
kwm704@gmail.com
(203) 628-3434

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Maria Generis (mgene@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 9:11:58 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Maria Generis 
59 west Palmer st
Danielson, CT 06239
mgene@sbcglobal.net
(860) 450-9446

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Rachel Lonchar (rachelslonchar@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 9:06:04 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

New fossil fuel projects should not be approved when we're already seeing the disastrous impact of climate change.
Climate change isn't linear...there are thresholds that we may cross that trigger rapid warming and severe shifts in
precipitation patterns. The idea that this is seriously about to be approved speaks to the complete unfamiliarity (or
more likely, disregard) of current climate research by these state organizations. And the fact that this was proposed
during a global health crisis speaks to how they thought the public would react.

Of course I oppose dumping waste into our waterways, and I say that as a hydrologist. I'm not sure I know anyone in
CT that wouldn't oppose this unless they financially benefit from the profits this plant will generate, or have been
outright lied to about what this means.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Rachel Lonchar 
345 Buckland Hills Dr Apt 9223
Manchester, CT 06042
rachelslonchar@gmail.com
(203) 841-8571

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kay McAuliffe (kmcauliffe523@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 8:55:09 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please commit to the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change. Our states
may be divided by borders but one states actions affect the quality of life for the entire land. We cannot survive on
this planet if companies are permitted to continue their atrocious policies of dumping toxic pollution into the water,
land and air. Environmental abuse affects vulnerable populations first, people who already suffer at the hands of
selfish, greedy companies. Please protect your citizens and all people living on this land. Please protect this Earth.
Reject this permit.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kay McAuliffe 
18 Kellogg St
Windsor, CT 06095
kmcauliffe523@gmail.com
(860) 990-4052

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Joan Muller (hawkonsoar@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 8:07:43 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Joan Muller 
161 New Sweden Rd
Woodstock, CT 06281
hawkonsoar@aol.com
(860) 428-1563

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Christine Larson (larsonc3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 7:56:16 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This plant is not necessary! It's a beautiful, historical area. Please don't ruin it.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Christine Larson 
14 Ambassador Drive Unit B
Manchester, CT 06042
larsonc3@gmail.com
(860) 646-9755

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Mary Lawrence (wellonwheels@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 7:55:51 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Mary Lawrence 
76 Saxon Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
wellonwheels@hotmail.com
(860) 985-1645

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Douglas Sutherland (dougpub@dsutherland.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 6:28:13 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

The faster we move away from dirty fossil fuels and replace them with cleaner, renewable, sustainable energy
sources like wind and solar, the sooner we can begin to address the very real threat of, climate change - a threat that
could make our planet uninhabitable in as little as 50 years. We must leave a better world for our children and
grandchildren. If we don't, they will never forgive us!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Douglas Sutherland 
14 Petticoat Lane
Trumbull, CT 06611
dougpub@dsutherland.com
(203) 615-1599

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: ian bogoslofski (ianbogz@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 6:10:51 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This plant would violate both the wishes of Connecticut residents and environmentalists as well as the land itself.
Please don't build it.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

ian bogoslofski 
5 Martin street. apt b
enfield, CT 06082
ianbogz@gmail.com
(860) 916-4026

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Philip Dooley (philip.dooley@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 5:05:49 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Stop Global Warming NOW, or nothing else we do will matter.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Philip Dooley 
192 Goose Lane
Tolland, CT 06084
philip.dooley@snet.net
(860) 875-4455

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Denise Archambault (darchambault43@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:50:08 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Denise Archambault 
259 north shore rd, Dayville
Denise, CT 06241
darchambault43@gmail.com
(806) 933-8059

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Annie Perkins (abcperkins@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:46:11 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We don?t want gasline expansions either. The climate emergency needs you to lead and fight back against these
projects!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Annie Perkins 
920 Storrs Road
Storrs, CT 06268
abcperkins@gmail.com
(860) 933-8863

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Pam Mcwilliams (pmcwilliams@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 3:00:10 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please deny NTE the ability to harm the state of connecticut with its unneeded pollution for the next 20 years. Thank
you

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Pam Mcwilliams 
215 n shore rd
Dayville, CT 06241
pmcwilliams@me.com
(401) 651-3753

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Anne Vaughan (lanne.vaughan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 2:34:08 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Killingly is a historic town in Connecticut and has numerous lakes and streams. It would be a travesty to build a
plant such as the one proposed which would surely cause ecological devastation to this beautiful area.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Anne Vaughan 
55 Gilead Road
Andover, CT 06232
lanne.vaughan@gmail.com
(860) 338-7117

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Amy Ewing (amyofct@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 1:50:08 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

The state of CT has to protect CT air, land and water  -- particularly in an environment where the Federal
government is unwisely rolling back many protections.  It is unacceptable to allow waste water pollution --
particularly from a facility not needed.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Amy Ewing 
131 Skyview Dr
Stamford, CT 06902
amyofct@aol.com
(203) 219-5910

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Stephanie Bahramian (mandana803@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 1:43:07 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Bahramian 
44 James Ave
New Britain, CT 06053
mandana803@gmail.com
(860) 882-4058

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lisa Brochu (ldbrochu@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 1:29:59 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lisa Brochu 
73 woodchuck hill rd
Canterbury, CT 06331
ldbrochu@sbcglobal.net
(860) 514-7321

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Donald Berg (don@redoakservicesllc.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 1:13:50 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We have plenty of environmental polluters already, we dont need to fund another onee.  Please vote your support for
(mostly) clean renewables.  Renewables with battery technology can go a long ways to reducing peak Demand as
others have proven and at competitive pricing (especially if you include the true environmental costs of nat gas. 
Leakage in the supply lines at every nat gas pumping station is harmful as well. 90,000 gallons of discharge is likely
to raise water temps in the river with consequences.  Keep it simple, go economical, go clean.  Support renewables
with battery storage.  Nat gas is no longer a reasonable "bridge" technology for power, choose the right long term
solution that is actually the least cost (renewables and batteries).  Thank you.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Donald Berg 
34 Red Oak Hill Road
Willington, CT 06279
don@redoakservicesllc.com
(860) 487-1771

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Country Maron (nike06524@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:32:59 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Country Maron 
7 Third Avenue
Seymour, CT 06483
nike06524@yahoo.com
(203) 393-1586

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Sharon Anne Byron (s.byron@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:31:17 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

In the middle of the COVID-19 PANDEMICS and CLIMATE CRISIS why authorise more air and water pollution
that ultimately burdens Public Health Costs when sustainable, clean energy solutions are significantly less costly and
kinder to the future of our children?

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Sharon Anne Byron 
PO Box 1064
Simsbury, CT 06070
s.byron@snet.net
(860) 305-0215

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Sarah Hutchison (hutch06883@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:19:03 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hutchison 
20 Aspetuck Gln
Weston, CT 06883
hutch06883@gmail.com
(619) 218-5134

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: David Michl (davidmichel74@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:17:10 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This is State rep David Michel and I wholeheartedly support this message!
 I urge the DEEP to back out of this mess.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

David Michl 
4 rockledge Drive
Stamford, CT 06902
davidmichel74@gmail.com
(914) 843-7545

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Diane Lentakis (dlentakis@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 11:30:58 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Diane Lentakis 
81 W RUTLAND RD
MILFORD, CT 06461
dlentakis@sbcglobal.net
(203) 922-2151

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Loretta Wrobel (lorettaw886@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 11:02:53 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

As a member of the Ashford Conservation Commission, the potential of up to 90,000 gallons of dirty polluted waste
discharging into our regional waterways is unacceptable. The Northeast section of CT is proud of its clean water and
we need to keep it free of pollution. We do not need this added threat to our health and well being now in CT or
anywhere in the world. Please reject this permit. Thank you

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Loretta Wrobel 
297 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Ashford, CT 06278
lorettaw886@gmail.com
(860) 429-2629

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jennifer Pavlick (pavlickjenn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 8:40:02 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Pavlick 
14 Luzi Drive
Bantam, CT 06759
pavlickjenn@gmail.com
(860) 459-6339

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Julia Parry (westlook1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 7:26:16 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We can no longer afford to allow actions that put further strains on our threatened national resources.
Please don't issue this permit!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Julia Parry 
36 Money Pt. Rd.
Mystic, CT 06355
westlook1@msn.com
(303) 883-0234

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Marie Cantino (marie.cantino@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:22:10 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am strongly opposed to any expansion of natural gas in CT.  The decision to allow this gas plant will not only
delay our transition to clean renewable energy in the region, but will pollute our waters, with associated health and
environmental impacts.  These costs and risks, which will fall on CT residents and taxpayers, are much too high,
especially since this plant is NOT NEEDED. 

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Marie Cantino 
122 Dog Lane
Storrs Mansfield, CT 06268
marie.cantino@gmail.com
(860) 933-9997

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Erik Kuranko (erikkuranko@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 8:07:32 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am a disabled Marine Corps vet who served a tour in our occupation of Afghanistan. Before that I was a poll
worker in my town as soon as I was old enough. I am putting in dozens of hours volunteering at community farms
and delivering mutual aid because of our current crisis. Even with all of that I feel that I am not doing enough.
I need you to get that same feeling. I need you to do your duty to the people and the planet and reject this permit and
then continue to do everything in your power to decorbonize our economy.
Thank you,
Erik Kuranko

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Erik Kuranko 
1963 Main Street Apt. A
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
erikkuranko@gmail.com
(203) 644-5325

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jean de Smet (j.desmet@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:55:02 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jean de Smet 
39 Davis St
Willimantic, CT 06226
j.desmet@charter.net
(860) 456-2188

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Deborah Brody (deborahlbrody@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:53:04 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We need to be phasing OUT fossil fuels, not building new plants.  Our lives, and the lives of our children and
grandchildren depend on it.   Please DO NOT approve this plant.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Deborah Brody 
218-B Heritage Village
Southbury, CT 06488
deborahlbrody@gmail.com
(203) 651-9501

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Trevor Hurlbut (trevor.hurlbut@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:51:04 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Poisoning the people of Killingly with this pollution and the people of CT and the world by increasing GHG
emissions is a crime against humanity. There is no reason to allow this to occur just to line the pockets of a few
more wealthy fossil fuel executives.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Trevor Hurlbut 
71 Vine St
New Britian, CT 06050
trevor.hurlbut@gmail.com
(860) 459-5793

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jennifer Healy (jennifer_dziekan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 4:26:02 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Healy 
20 CLAPP RD N
WINDSOR, CT 06095
jennifer_dziekan@yahoo.com
(860) 849-0801

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Robin Aitcheson (raitcheson@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 1:58:40 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This measure is irresponsible.  Find another way that will omit irreparable consequences.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Robin Aitcheson 
24 Channing St
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
raitcheson@msn.com
(860) 961-6779

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Janet Bellamy (jbellamy23@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 1:33:49 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Clean water is our most precious resource, I urge you to do everything possible to protect Connecticut's water
systems.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Janet Bellamy 
11 Sunset Drive
Ashford, CT 06278
jbellamy23@yahoo.com
(860) 377-3746

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Patrick McCann (pjmccann3@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 1:04:37 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Patrick McCann 
5 Briarwood Lane
Durham, CT 06422
pjmccann3@yahoo.com
(860) 704-9003

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kara Guerin (kara.lessard@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:52:09 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We have only a small window of opportunity to stop the worst impacts of climate change. This means we must
move away from all fossil fuels, not build more fossil fuel plants. Please make the right choice and reject this
permit.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kara Guerin 
36 Jamestown Ct
Glastonbury, CT 06033
kara.lessard@gmail.com
(860) 614-2035

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Robyn E (robby_e573@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:43:19 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Time and time again we witness the implications of decisions like these, not only for our environment but for our
own health and well-being. It is neglect and an abuse to our rights to continue unnecessary pollution and outdated
practices rather than progress and move towards cleaner, more sustainable options.  Why take the risk and continue
this when it isn?t even necessary? It?s shameful and I encourage you not to wait until it?s you, your children or your
loved ones suffering from poor decisions before you decide to choose a better path for all of us.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Robyn E 
2539 Bedford St
Stamford, CT 06905
robby_e573@hotmail.com
(860) 459-2424

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Robert McArthur (ramcarthur0@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:17:49 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Robert McArthur 
40 Brushy Hill Road
Robert, CT 06810
ramcarthur0@gmail.com
(914) 441-6308

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Michael Uhl (michael.s.uhl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:17:23 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Michael Uhl 
592 Central Ave
New Haven, CT 06515
michael.s.uhl@gmail.com
(484) 553-4570

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jennifer Kleindienst (jennifer.kleindienst@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:12:40 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kleindienst 
241 West St.
Middletown, CT 06457
jennifer.kleindienst@gmail.com
(518) 391-9045

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Cindy Kelly (cbk6@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:08:06 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Cindy Kelly 
228 Joshuatown Rd
Lyme, CT 06371
cbk6@sbcglobal.net
(860) 478-6409

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Barry Kelly (clowncar@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:58:41 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

More money expanding alternative fuels is more important for our collective future.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Barry Kelly 
228 Joshuatown Road
Barry, CT 06371
clowncar@sbcglobal.net
(860) 922-1185

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Rosemari Roast (rosemariroast@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:53:12 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Rosemari Roast 
57 Morgan Dr
Winsted, CT 06098
rosemariroast@gmail.com
(860) 738-1608

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Peter Millman (peter.millman7@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:54:48 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Give Governor Lamont and the State of CT a win. Reject or delay the issuance of this permit. Thank you.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Peter Millman 
122 Dog Lane
Mansfield, CT 06268
peter.millman7@gmail.com
(860) 933-2944

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: William Kerensky (billkerensky@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 10, 2020 1:05:05 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Why not actually take a stand on protecting our environment? Environmental protection is the name of your agency.
Why not live up to your name? Grow a spine for Gods sake and do the right thing. Turn down this application. My
children and grand children will live to thank you. Otherwise your embrace of fossil fuel energy providers will just
further my cynical opinion of your so called ?environmental protection ?.  I hope and pray you make the right
decision.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

William Kerensky 
117 Perry Hill Road
Ashford, CT 06278
billkerensky@gmail.com
(860) 771-3132

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Ellen Castaldini (ellen.castaldini@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 10, 2020 1:04:14 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Instead of permitting another fossil fuel plant, Connecticut needs to focus on Sustainable energy sources.  It is
unethical for a new plant to be able to discharge up to 90,000 gallons of wastewater containing oil and heavy metals
in the local Killingly water treatment plant.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Ellen Castaldini 
400 Seabury Drive
Bloomfield, CT 06002
ellen.castaldini@gmail.com
(860) 644-9069

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Janet Heller (janet.heller@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:11:09 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please reject this plan of action. NOW is the time to reassess our lives going forward, plan to open our lives onto a
more thoughtful, sustainable future. We do not need this plant, cannot afford to add all that dirty water, all the
carbon dioxide, and all the damage to the local and global environment this plant will bring about.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Janet Heller 
452 Adams St
Manchester, CT 06040
janet.heller@snet.net
(860) 965-7829

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Macdara MacColl (mac@maccoll.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 10, 2020 11:05:58 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Macdara MacColl 
16 Hidden Springs Rd
Macdara, CT 06443
mac@maccoll.com
(203) 215-7289

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Susan Miller (susancmiller@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 10, 2020 9:46:37 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller 
10 ETHAN DR
WINDSOR, CT 06095
susancmiller@comcast.net
(860) 205-4217

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Philip Dooley (philip.dooley@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 10, 2020 1:15:24 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Stop Global Warming NOW, or nothing else we do will matter.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Philip Dooley 
192 Goose Lane
Tolland, CT 06084
philip.dooley@snet.net
(860) 875-4455

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Tom Swan (tswan@igc.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:09:21 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Tom Swan 
155 Standish Rd
Coventry, CT 06238
tswan@igc.org
(860) 729-5712

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kitty Leshay (kittycal1@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 9:15:12 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Safety in our state environment is of upmost importance

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kitty Leshay 
381 Tower Hill Rd
Chaplin, CT 06235
kittycal1@yahoo.com
(860) 455-9987

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kenny Foscue (kfosc@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 8:24:20 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kenny Foscue 
195 Wayland St
North Haven, CT 06473
kfosc@snet.net
(203) 230-2488

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Robert Dickinson (rldickinson@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 8:19:59 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

The Killingly gas plant is not needed, we need to complete the planed wind generation and plan more.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Robert Dickinson 
400 Seabury Dr Apt 4160
Bloomfield, CT 06002
rldickinson@snet.net
(860) 644-1986

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Charles Litty (chuck.litty@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 7:17:19 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Charles Litty 
67 Fox Run Drive
Southbury, CT 06488
chuck.litty@gmail.com
(203) 586-9078

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Girard Hayes (gwhayes51@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 6:22:10 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Girard Hayes 
139 Broad Street
Wethersfield, CT 06109
gwhayes51@hotmail.com
(860) 494-5117

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Adelheid Koepfer (koepfer@gmx.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 6:13:09 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

1. My power cost adjustment was a credit for the last few months. Fossil generation will not be price competitive,
but incur immeasurable future  cost on Public health, storm/ flood/ fraught damage etc.
2. Explain a public benefit of 90,000 gallons waste water per day that containing heavy metals and oil? Explain that
to the Qinnebaug Valley trout hatchery, or to any fishermen in Long Island Sound? Or to the water recreation
industry and customers?
3. No treatment is fail proof. There will be spills, and toxins in the Waters of the State. Inexcusable risk for public
health!
Please reconsider and deny the waste water permit!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Adelheid Koepfer 
35 Whiffle Tree Road
Wallingford, CT 06492
koepfer@gmx.net
(203) 427-5294

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Leticia Colon (greatbooks4kids@gmail.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 6:07:28 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Leticia Colon 
77 Pierson lane
Windsor, CT 06095
greatbooks4kids@gmail.org
(860) 580-9076

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Adelheid Koepfer (koepfer@gmx.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 5:57:17 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

The energy landscape  has change considerably since the original need/ benefit analysis, and will change even more
within the next couple years: While sale price for electric energy is falling so much that the power cost adjustment 
rate for CT consumers is negative, meaning my electric bill has been showing a credit for the last few months.
Renewable energy generation is growing rapidly and being price competitive if not more economic than gas fueled
generation, but the future cost from fossil generation (Public health, storm/ flood/ fraught damage etc) will be
devastating. There is no need for fossil generation, to the contrary, we cannot afford to build another fossil fuel
power plant!
So while the need side is inverted, so is the benefit side. How would you construct a social, cultural, economic or
health benefit from 90,000 gallons waste water per day that contains toxins like heavy metals and oil derivates?
Explain that to the Qinnebaug valley trout hatchery, or to any fishermen in the Long Island Sound? Or to the water
recreation industry and their customers?
Gas turbine waste water is an inexcusable ecological risk and public health burden, especially when the product
(electricity) can be achieved with a cleaner, less toxic and sustainable technology!
No treatment plan, if ever so carefully conceived, can guarantee keeping the  Quinnebaug River clean, it?s not a
matter of ?if? but if ?when? a spill will occur, or the treatment plant will fail, and the toxins flood the Waters if the
State.

I urge you to reconsider the ecological burden and public health risk, and deny the waste water permit for this plant.

Thank you for your consideration.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Adelheid Koepfer 
35 Whiffle Tree Road
Wallingford, CT 06492
koepfer@gmx.net
(203) 427-5294

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


5500.



From: shirley mccarthy (shirley.mccarthy@yale.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 5:21:21 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

shirley mccarthy 
16 Rockland Park, Branford, CT, USA
Branford, CT 06405
shirley.mccarthy@yale.edu
(203) 785-6144

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Greg Ames (gregoryames1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 5:18:11 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Greg Ames 
273 Thimble Islands Road
Branford, CT 06405
gregoryames1@gmail.com
(203) 710-9665

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Melinda MacDonald (melinmac@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 4:36:40 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Melinda MacDonald 
294 Mansfield Rd
Ashford, CT 06278
melinmac@gmail.com
(860) 428-5730

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Bernard Pelletier (bernard.pelletier@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 4:10:38 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I do not believe we need this plant and thus to grant a water discharge release for something we don't need seems to
be wrong headed. Thank you.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Bernard Pelletier 
21 Northcliff Drive
West Hartford, CT 06117
bernard.pelletier@comcast.net
(860) 236-0720

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Letitia Naigles (lnaigles@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 4:09:45 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I have been intensely enjoying our Connecticut woodlands and swiftly flowly clear rivers, especially during these
days of covid-19 social distancing . . . they are the only places I can go outside safely.  I shudder at how horrible
those rivers will become if this discharge is allowed.  Also, I am a person of faith who engages in Creation Care, and
this discharge is really the exact opposite--creation destruction.  Please reject this permit!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Letitia Naigles 
35 Birchwood Drive
Tolland, CT 06084
lnaigles@yahoo.com
(860) 896-0673

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Cindy Moeckel (clmoeckel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 4:03:40 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Water.  The Future.  Sanity.  LONG PAST THE TIME TO MOVE AWAY AWAY AWAY FROM FOSSIL
FUEL.  Deny this permit.  It makes no sense to ruin the future, all for continued use of a fuel of the past.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Cindy Moeckel 
79 Amidon Rd.  NO PAPER MAIL PLEASE
Ashford, CT 06278
clmoeckel@gmail.com
(860) 487-3827

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Torin Brine (tmbrine@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, May 8, 2020 8:06:45 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This plan exposes the public to significant risks that are unwarranted.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Torin Brine 
20 overlook drive
Mansfield, CT 06250
tmbrine@gmail.com
(860) 208-0776

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: David Burdette (david.burdette@snet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 10:11:58 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I live here, I bike near the plant. There are less impactful ways to produce power

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

David Burdette 
375 Pleasant St
Willimantic, CT 06226
david.burdette@snet.net
(858) 231-2543

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Judith Shosie (luzshosie22@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 8:31:13 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Water is life.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Judith Shosie 
22 Wildrose Avenue
Guilford, CT 06437
luzshosie22@mac.com
(203) 458-7402

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Cindy Moeckel (clmoeckel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 7:34:12 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Water is a HUMAN right ... And that does not include corporate "persons" which are an invention, and in this case a
dangerous invention.  Put actual human beings first, and treat clean water as the gift it is ... NOT to be squandered to
save some corporate entity from accountability for creating such dangerous outcomes from their activity. 

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Cindy Moeckel 
79 Amidon Rd.
Ashford, CT 06278
clmoeckel@gmail.com
(860) 487-3827

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Joanne Cawley (jewel1948@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 1:14:53 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Joanne Cawley 
95 Clark Ln., Apt. 115
Waterford, CT 06385
jewel1948@sbcglobal.net
(860) 442-0000

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kris Kuhn (kekuhn511@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 12:10:34 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Progression of global warming will usher in future devastating crises, including pandemics such as Covid-19.  Now
more than ever our public officials must bring an immediate halt to fossil fuel expansion and expedite the transition
to renewables.  We have no time to lose.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kris Kuhn 
104 Irving Street
Mystic, CT 06355
kekuhn511@gmail.com
(860) 608-3808

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Briana Benn-Mirandi (jengalill@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 11:04:36 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Briana Benn-Mirandi 
246 Durham Rd
Madison, CT 06443
jengalill@gmail.com
(203) 435-8248

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: paula and Daniel Coughlin (paulacoughlin@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 10:41:36 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

DEEP should NEVER allow this pollution of our rivers and streams. Our rivers and streams are already at risk; what
about the protection of the Clean Water Act? We don't need any more fossil fuel power plants but we do need
CLEAN water.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

paula and Daniel Coughlin 
733 Route 198
Woodstock Valley, CT 06282
paulacoughlin@charter.net
(860) 974-0383

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jere Armen (jarmen49@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 10:14:17 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

There are several reasons why I oppose the whole Killingly plant, but permission to discharge 90,000 gallons of
wastewater A DAY into Connecticut's waterways is perhaps the greatest assault on our clean water and, apart from
all other objections, the major factor in NOT GRANTING A PERMIT.
Please respect our waterways; we need them, now and in the future.
Thank you for rejecting this permit.
Sincerely,
Jere Armen
Madison, CT 06443

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jere Armen 
P.O. Box 1215, 32 Arbor Lane
Madison, CT 06443
jarmen49@gmail.com
(203) 903-3126

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Karen Ryker (karenryker@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 7:34:09 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please. No more Dirty Power in Connecticut!  Invest in our future health.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Karen Ryker 
757 Route 169
Woodstock, CT 06281
karenryker@sbcglobal.net
(860) 928-3908

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Janet Bellamy (jbellamy23@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 6:12:44 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Your actions to stop this unneeded plant will help protect our beautiful state for our children and grandchildren.

Thank you.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Janet Bellamy 
11 Sunset Dr
Ashford, CT 06278
jbellamy23@yahoo.com
(860) 377-2746

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lin Russell (linkruss@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 4:50:05 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lin Russell 
55 Beech Road
Guilford, CT 06437
linkruss@aol.com
(203) 458-0475

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Soule Golden (soulesoule@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 4:08:34 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please protect our natural environment and species!!!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Soule Golden 
645 Tanner Marsh Road
Guilford, CT 06437
soulesoule@gmail.com
(646) 261-9156

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Edward Boynton (ted@soundboatworksllc.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 3:23:17 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Edward Boynton 
14 Hillside Pl
Madison, CT 06443
ted@soundboatworksllc.com
(860) 399-2276

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: ROBIN THOMPSON (rthompson10@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 2:26:53 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

ROBIN THOMPSON 
147 Windy Hill Rd
Hampton, CT 06247
rthompson10@charter.net
(860) 455-9344

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Cindy Moeckel (clmoeckel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 1:53:18 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

The water would never be the same again.

Invest in clean renewable energy instead of this nonsense.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Cindy Moeckel 
79 Amidon Rd.
Ashford, CT 06278
clmoeckel@gmail.com
(860) 487-3827

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Shayla Peterson (shaylaleigh180@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 1:47:19 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

DEEP should not be allowing any type of non-renewable power production at this point. Dirty fuel pollutes our land,
our water, and our bodies. We don't have time to be investing in non-renewables with the imminent threat of climate
change facing us.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Shayla Peterson 
576 Central Avenue
New Haven, CT 06515
shaylaleigh180@gmail.com
(860) 319-6579

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Cindy Moeckel (clmoeckel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 1:45:39 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Ruin the water, and ruin the future.  SUPPORT Green Energy for All.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Cindy Moeckel 
79 Amidon Rd.
Ashford, CT 06278
clmoeckel@gmail.com
(860) 487-3827

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Cindy Moeckel (clmoeckel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 1:34:58 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We need clean energy, not dirty, spoiled, unpotable water.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Cindy Moeckel 
79 Amidon Rd.
Ashford, CT 06278
clmoeckel@gmail.com
(860) 487-3827

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Tuminski (ftuminski57@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 12:11:55 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Tuminski 
47 Hidden Brook Drive,, Address 2
Stamford, CT 06907
ftuminski57@gmail.com
(203) 322-5949

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Victor G Villagra
To: Dykes, Katie; Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject the Killingly permit request
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 9:13:33 AM
Attachments: Killingly FINAL2.docx

Dear Commissioner Dykes and Mr. Edwards, please read and consider my request in the attached letter.
Thank you.
Best regards.

Victor G. Villagra, MD, FACP
Cell: 860-614-2563

mailto:victorg.villagra@gmail.com
mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov

May 26, 2020



Dear Commissioner Dykes and Steve Edwards,



On December 4, 2019, the New England Journal of Medicine published a paper with an unusual title for a medical journal: “The False Promise of Natural Gas.” The article summarized the harms of natural gas to human health and to our environment. Abundant additional evidence points to the perils of continued reliance on fossil fuels. I suspect you too are familiar with the health consequences of climate change and embrace the shared responsibility to protect current and future generations from such perils. 



The plan to build a natural gas power plant in Killingly, Connecticut, a low income, medically underserved area is especially distressing; it represents an environmental justice blunder. As is often the case, it is the most disadvantaged who are hurt the most. The project will saddle the area with a carbon-emitting facility and 90,000 gallons of polluted water discharged daily into the local water treatment facility. This environmental aggression will have predictable adverse health consequences for the citizens of the region for years to come.  



Governor Ned Lamont has committed to making Connecticut a carbon-free state by 2040. While he alone may not have the authority to stop the project from moving forward, the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection can do its part. The Killingly Energy Center is not only incompatible with Connecticut’s goal, it is also emblematic of the regressive environmental policies that the NEJM article points out. Moreover, the energy that would be generated at Killingly is not needed. 



Please reject the requested NTE permit SP002475. Do not allow that plant to be built.



Victor G. Villagra, MD

Groton                                                          





From: Edwards, Steve
To: Jazxhi, Robin
Cc: Gore, Michelle; Hudak, Kim
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:20:29 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Lindsay Suter (suter16@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 2:41 PM
To: Edwards, Steve <Steve.Edwards@ct.gov>
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Suter 
16 MILL RD
NORTH BRANFORD, CT 06471
suter16@comcast.net
(203) 484-5059

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov
mailto:Robin.Jazxhi@ct.gov
mailto:Michelle.Gore@ct.gov
mailto:Kim.Hudak@ct.gov


From: Edwards, Steve
To: Jazxhi, Robin
Cc: Gore, Michelle; Hudak, Kim
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:20:48 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Stanley Staron (sstaron1@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 2:35 PM
To: Edwards, Steve <Steve.Edwards@ct.gov>
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Stanley Staron 
42 Maple valley Road
Bolton, CT 06043
sstaron1@aol.com
(860) 647-7761

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov
mailto:Robin.Jazxhi@ct.gov
mailto:Michelle.Gore@ct.gov
mailto:Kim.Hudak@ct.gov


From: Edwards, Steve
To: Jazxhi, Robin
Cc: Gore, Michelle; Hudak, Kim
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:21:09 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Elizabeth Tuminski (ftuminski57@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 2:23 PM
To: Edwards, Steve <Steve.Edwards@ct.gov>
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Tuminski 
47 Hidden Brook Drive,, Address 2
Stamford, CT 06907
ftuminski57@gmail.com
(203) 322-5949

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov
mailto:Robin.Jazxhi@ct.gov
mailto:Michelle.Gore@ct.gov
mailto:Kim.Hudak@ct.gov


From: Edwards, Steve
To: Jazxhi, Robin
Cc: Gore, Michelle; Hudak, Kim
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:25:22 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Elizabeth Eldridge (reldridge2@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Edwards, Steve <Steve.Edwards@ct.gov>
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Why would anyone in their right mind give permission to discharge wastewater in a water treatment plant??

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Eldridge 
108 S Mill Drive
South Glastonbury, CT 06073
reldridge2@yahoo.com
(860) 881-4791

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov
mailto:Robin.Jazxhi@ct.gov
mailto:Michelle.Gore@ct.gov
mailto:Kim.Hudak@ct.gov


From: Edwards, Steve
To: Jazxhi, Robin
Cc: Gore, Michelle; Hudak, Kim
Subject: FW: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:20:15 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Lindsay Suter (suter16@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Edwards, Steve <Steve.Edwards@ct.gov>
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Suter 
16 Mill Rd
North Branford, CT 06471
suter16@comcast.net
(203) 484-5059

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov
mailto:Robin.Jazxhi@ct.gov
mailto:Michelle.Gore@ct.gov
mailto:Kim.Hudak@ct.gov


From: Melinda Tuhus (melinda.tuhus@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 5:58:05 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Melinda Tuhus 
103 Carmalt rd
Hamden, CT 06517
melinda.tuhus@gmail.com
(203) 623-2186

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Duste Dunn (duste2@juno.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 5:11:33 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Duste Dunn 
30 Arbor Street 6N
Hartford, CT 06798
duste2@juno.com
(203) 241-8403

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Tuminski (ftuminski57@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 2:22:37 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Tuminski 
47 Hidden Brook Drive,, Address 2
Stamford, CT 06907
ftuminski57@gmail.com
(203) 322-5949

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Stanley Staron (sstaron1@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 2:35:59 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Stanley Staron 
42 Maple valley Road
Bolton, CT 06043
sstaron1@aol.com
(860) 647-7761

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lindsay Suter (suter16@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 2:40:59 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Suter 
16 MILL RD
NORTH BRANFORD, CT 06471
suter16@comcast.net
(203) 484-5059

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Eldridge (reldridge2@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:22:56 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Why would anyone in their right mind give permission to discharge wastewater in a water treatment plant??

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Eldridge 
108 S Mill Drive
South Glastonbury, CT 06073
reldridge2@yahoo.com
(860) 881-4791

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Sheila Denion (tomandsheila@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:24:12 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Sheila Denion 
400 Seabury Drive, Apt 5204
Bloomfield, CT 06002
tomandsheila@att.net
(860) 570-1074

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Mike mullins (mmichael55@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 7:25:22 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

No more waste water on land or in water!!!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Mike mullins 
Po bx  117
W  simbury, CT 06092
mmichael55@yahoo.com
(860) 392-9851

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Denise Weeks (denise@weeks1.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:15:09 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Denise Weeks 
334 Hollister Way W
Glastonbury, CT 06033
denise@weeks1.net
(860) 918-0209

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Cynthia Obert (cindypobert@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 6:42:38 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I'm counting on you to do the right thing for CT and the environment.  Thank-you!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Obert 
10 Quaddick Rd
Thompson, CT 06277
cindypobert@charter.net
(401) 996-6879

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Roz Downing (rozdow@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 6:55:02 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Roz Downing 
39 Moss St,
Pawcatuck, CT 06379
rozdow@hotmail.com
(860) 450-6863

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Diana Heymann (heydiana42@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 7:25:35 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Diana Heymann 
98 Caya Ave., #C-1
West Hartford, CT 06110
heydiana42@gmail.com
(860) 200-8525

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kathryn S Hale (kathrynshale@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 8:47:31 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kathryn S Hale 
54 Orchard Hill Dr
South Windsor, CT 06074
kathrynshale@gmail.com
(860) 416-3543

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Langhorne (langhornee@ccsu.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 8:52:34 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Langhorne 
16 Morris St
Hamden, CT 06517
langhornee@ccsu.edu
(203) 214-4081

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Andrew Henry (andy.henry@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 9:57:57 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Andrew Henry 
250 Pine Hill Road
New Fairfield, CT 06812
andy.henry@mac.com
(203) 746-5476

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Alex Delehanty (alexdelehanty@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 10:45:00 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Alex Delehanty 
504 Chaffeeville Rd.
Storrs, CT 06268
alexdelehanty@gmail.com
(860) 420-7825

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Mary L. Sanders (marymaryssc@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 12:26:42 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I remember clean air and water being a given when I was growing up.  Sadly, my 8 grandchildren, aged 11 thru 24,
are now left with an increasingly polluted environment and may never enjoy what we had then.  Please do
everything in your power to keep our environment from further deterioration - my grandchildren will appreciate it ??

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Mary L. Sanders 
184 Preston St.
Hartford, CT 06114
marymaryssc@yahoo.com
(860) 297-1670

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Anna Brewster (albrew97-email@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 2:26:19 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Anna Brewster 
111 Oliver Rd
Lebanon, CT 06249
albrew97-email@yahoo.com
(860) 455-5451

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Alison Zyla (barral11@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 3:07:17 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Having clean, noncarcinogenic water is a human right.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Alison Zyla 
1 Shore Grove Road
Clinton, CT 06413
barral11@att.net
(860) 552-4022

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Karen Schnitzer (kschnitzer1@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 4:11:21 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Department of Energy and Environment, why do energy interests always seem to win?  We don't want  a dirty and
unnecessary power plant.  We want clean energy, clean water, clean air.  Please reject this power plant and the
polluted water discharge it will create.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Karen Schnitzer 
18 Currier Pl
Cheshire, CT 06410
kschnitzer1@aol.com
(203) 250-3351

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Rose Elcsics (rosie064791@cox.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 5:00:31 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Rose Elcsics 
202 Glen Hills Rd
Meriden, CT 06451
rosie064791@cox.net
(203) 366-4242

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: John Harmon (jpharmonhome@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 6:24:24 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

In addition to any comments made previously, I want to remind you of the continuing negative financial findings of
banks and other lenders when they look at the long term demand and significant increase in costs, let alone the
'after-use' or abandonment liabilities of fossil fuel infrastructure projects. Look how quickly fracked gas became
uneconomical and unavailable during the pandemic. It will be worse 10 yrs from now, so I urge you to stop now this
waste of money and deny this permit. Use our money to move to off-shore wind and home solar.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

John Harmon 
35 Juniper Ridge Dr
Danbury, CT 06811
jpharmonhome@gmail.com
(203) 297-3414

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: margaret wade (freshpaint9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 7:01:02 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

connecticut should be less dependant on fossil fuels. we do not need to pollute our environment more than what
already exists. we should clean up and not add to the problem.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

margaret wade 
46 lewis st, House behind #44
naugauck, CT 06770
freshpaint9@gmail.com
(203) 720-0721

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dana Vo (dana.voh@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 1, 2020 7:20:52 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Please help protect our land and waters!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Dana Vo 
2371 boston post road
GUILFORD, CT 06437
dana.voh@gmail.com
(401) 696-9376

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Chris Ferrio (ferriochris@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, August 2, 2020 5:25:13 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Chris Ferrio 
310 Larkin Court
Stratford, CT 06615
ferriochris@gmail.com
(203) 258-6858

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Julia Meurice (jmjam423@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, August 2, 2020 8:02:20 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

Connecticut has been a leader for years in progressive smart measures to create an economically and
environmentally viable future. NOW MORE THAN EVER our PLANET needs Connecticut to keep leading. Clean
water and clean air should not be only for those who are privileged enough to move away from pollution!

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Julia Meurice 
233 Mansfield Grove Rd
East Haven, CT 06512
jmjam423@gmail.com
(203) 287-1120

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Tracey Clements (traceymclements@cox.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 9:42:04 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Tracey Clements 
42 Saddle Back Drive
South Windsor, CT 06074
traceymclements@cox.net
(860) 644-9134

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Katie Bateson (btson@cox.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 11:07:23 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

It is time to limit the use of fossil fuel, but even more important that we not allow this polluted water to be dumped
in CT

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Katie Bateson 
1013 Sperry Rd
Cheshire, CT 06410
btson@cox.net
(203) 272-4070

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: eric haeseler (rhinoric@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 2:17:54 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

eric haeseler 
6 oxford dr
suffield, CT 06078
rhinoric@hotmail.com
(860) 668-7557

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Beverly Motola (btmotola@cox.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 10:14:28 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Beverly Motola 
629 Nott Street
Wethersfield, CT 06109
btmotola@cox.net
(860) 539-5698

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Jacobowitz (runningwalk@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 8, 2020 2:33:35 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Jacobowitz 
7 Blue Heron Lane
Clinton, CT 06413
runningwalk@gmail.com
(860) 664-6706

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Eileen O"Neill (clarval1023@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 5:50:55 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Eileen O'Neill 
5 Westerly Rd
North Haven, CT 06473
clarval1023@gmail.com
(203) 931-5935

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Pat Topitzer (ptopitzer@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2020 5:28:41 PM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

It is incomprehensible to me that a state agency given the responsibility to protect our water and air would approve
this desecration of our environment.  Do not carry out your plan to award this permit.  It is scandalous.  Did you
hope to slip this through without the public being aware of your abrogation of your public responsibilities?  Cease
and desist.

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Pat Topitzer 
569 Whitney Ave
New Haven, CT 06511
ptopitzer@yahoo.com
(203) 893-2624

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Brent Healy (cmbhealy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2020 9:13:27 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

We need to protect our waters and air. 

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Brent Healy 
42 Rill Brook Rd
Griswold, CT 06351
cmbhealy@gmail.com
(860) 591-9199

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: WILLIAM KIEVIT (wkievit@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2020 5:23:13 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM KIEVIT
27 Cope Farms Rd
Farmington, CT 06032
wkievit@yahoo.com
(860) 919-4960

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: David Michel (davidmichel74@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, September 8, 2020 9:03:31 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

David Michel
4 Rockledge Dr
Stamford, CT 06902
davidmichel74@gmail.com
(914) 843-7548

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Dawn Gaski (dawntagariello@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, September 8, 2020 10:22:11 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Dawn Gaski
37 Tamara circle
Avon, CT 06001
dawntagariello@gmail.com
(860) 491-7751

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Carolyn Shaw (lynshaw@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:30:00 AM

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Shaw 
111 Bretton Riad
Middletown, CT 06457
lynshaw@aol.com
(860) 346-0862

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kalin Bracken (kalin.bracken@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2020 8:50:49 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

This is about human and planetary health- we are facing a climate crisis that will dwarf covid - we must move to net
zero carbon, allowing this would be going back i time and in complete ignorance of science

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kalin Bracken
5320 congress street
Fairfield, CT 10001
kalin.bracken@gmail.com
(203) 414-0682

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Kristen Pupo (atomicapricot@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Monday, September 21, 2020 1:19:48 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Kristen Pupo
20 East Pembroke Rd, Unit 37
Danbury, CT 06811
atomicapricot@gmail.com
(203) 788-7189

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Catherine Minter (cathmint1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 7:28:09 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Catherine Minter
70 Brittin Ave #2
Bridgeport, CT 06605
cathmint1@gmail.com
(555) 555-5555

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Jonathan Pinter (jonpinter@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 12:48:04 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Pinter
524 reservoir rd
Vernon, CT 06066
jonpinter@gmail.com
(860) 368-8715

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lisa Banik (zeldina26@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Edwards, Steve
Subject: Reject NTE permit SP002475 to discharge into the waters of the State of CT
Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11:10:08 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Stephen Edwards,

I am writing to oppose DEEP?s tentative decision to issue a state permit for NTE Connecticut LLC to discharge into
the waters of the State of Connecticut, Permit ID. No. SP002475.

Neither Connecticut nor the region needs the power this plant proposes to generate, a fact which was recognized by
Commissioner Dykes in her public statement that ?This plant should run as little as possible.? The water discharge
from this plant will unnecessarily stress the water treatment system that exists for residents of Killingly, and create
added expense that will burden taxpayers. It?s disturbing to see DEEP allow environmental harm for the benefit of a
fossil fuel company whose project we don?t need.?

DEEP should not permit pollution and degradation of our precious natural resources, especially when there is no
public benefit from the project proposing environmental destruction. It is particularly egregious that DEEP intends
to approve waste water pollution for a dirty power plant that we don?t need and that will hinder the state from
achieving the climate and clean energy laws that have been established to mitigate climate change.?

I urge you to protect the residents of Connecticut from this unnecessary power plant and its dirty water discharge
and reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Lisa Banik
16 Cardinal lane
Waterbury, CT 06708
zeldina26@yahoo.com
(203) 595-2318

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:Steve.Edwards@ct.gov


From: Lisa Suchy
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application 201615592 Public comments
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2020 11:29:10 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

September 26, 2020

CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Attn: Brendan Schain
 

Dear Mr Schain

On the matter of Application number 201615592, I request that DEEP reject this permit on the basis
that it is incomplete in the prevention of harmful contaminants being dumped into the Quinebaug
River here in Killingly.

NTE is another fossil fuel plant that is not wanted or needed here in Killingly.  We have another plant
just 1 mile down the road and have another company(Frito Lay) generating its own energy with a
stack less than a mile from that as well.  We are not a "not in my backyard community".  We are
concerned that we have become a place where corporations do not care if they pollute our rivers
and streams as well as our air.  We feel that DEEP is not looking out for our best interest but only
those interests (Fossil Fuel) that produce the pollution. 

NTE has a subpar proposal for contingencies for the pollution it will be producing and possible spill
procedures(after the fact not in prevention).  The waste water will no doubt have high
concentrations of minerals and our wastewater treatment plant would be required to handle.  The
costs of filtering these contaminants will fall to residents.  The chance that this and other pollutants
from this plant could damage our water quality of a river that flows through our town as well as
many others here in eastern Connecticut is one I don't want to make.  We have eagles and osprey
that nest on that river and whole ecosystem that depends on clean water.  We use that river to
enjoy the areas we live in,  and during this pandemic, are grateful that we have access to.

DEEP has the ability to deny this permit right here and right now.  This plant is not necessary or
wanted here in Killingly.  Please do your due diligence and realize this company has no interest other
than profit and will sacrifice our clean water and air for money.  We live here, they do not.

 

Sincerely,

Lisa Suchy

65 Island Rd

Dayville, CT 06241

mailto:lsuchy47@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Samantha Dynowski
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Comments on Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 8:56:09 AM
Attachments: Sierra Club comments on Application No. 201615592.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain, Attached please find comments from Sierra Club Connecticut
regarding Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge
industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations at 189 Lake
Road, Killingly, Connecticut. Thank you. Samantha

-- 

Samantha Dynowski
State Director
Sierra Club Connecticut
P.O. Box 270595, West Hartford, CT 06127
samantha.dynowski@sierraclub.org
(cell) 860-916-3639

Not a Sierra Club member yet? Join here: https://sc.org/JoinCT

mailto:samantha.dynowski@sierraclub.org
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:samantha.dynowski@sierraclub.org
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsc.org%2FJoinCT&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7Cb42523599d09421a056108d85fbfdb46%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=E%2FXd6uKgC2DlxcukiBv%2FVNkR92C3dZcXZXsLCIWCH00%3D&reserved=0



 
 


  


Connecticut Chapter 
P.O. Box 270595 


West Hartford, Connecticut 06127 
connecticut.sierraclub.org 


 
September 22, 2020 
 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Dear Mr. Schain, 
 
On behalf of Sierra Club’s more than 40,000 members and supporters in Connecticut, 
thank you for providing this opportunity to comment on Application No. 201615592 by 
NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with 
steam electric power generation operations at 189 Lake Road, Killingly, Connecticut. 
 
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this 
application. Analysis1 by Synapse Energy Economics shows that the gas plant that will 
discharge the wastewater that is the subject of this permit is not needed even 
considering potential retirement of so-called “at risk” power plants. Given that the 
electric capacity from this plant is not needed at present, and that the state must begin 
phasing out electricity from fossil fuels to comply with the GWSA and to reach Governor 
Lamont’s 100% carbon-free power by 2040 target, DEEP would needlessly be allowing 
the discharge of wastewater contaminated with pollutants including ammonia, copper, 
lead, oil, nickel, phosphorus and zinc. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come 
before an unneeded power plant. 
 
Wastewater will be treated at the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility and 
then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater will 
still contain harmful pollutants. The health of the Quinebaug, a river that has already 
experienced legacy toxins from industrial pollution, should not be sacrificed for this 
unneeded fossil fuel power plant.  
 
Furthermore, the application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl 
substances (PFAs) that must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this 
power plant.  These chemicals are persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic to people and 
animals. They can’t be broken down and cause irreversible damages. Wastewater will 
be generated from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the 
future, the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat for 
PFAS. DEEP’s permitting process should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that PFAs 
treatment does not fall solely on the rate payers and local tax revenue. 


1 
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/CSC/1_Dockets-medialibrary/Docket_470B/Prefiled_exhibits/grouped/DO470
B20190411NAPPSCTestimonyFaganGlickpdf.pdf 
 



http://ctsierraclub.wixsite.com/sierraclub-ct

https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/CSC/1_Dockets-medialibrary/Docket_470B/Prefiled_exhibits/grouped/DO470B20190411NAPPSCTestimonyFaganGlickpdf.pdf

https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/CSC/1_Dockets-medialibrary/Docket_470B/Prefiled_exhibits/grouped/DO470B20190411NAPPSCTestimonyFaganGlickpdf.pdf





 
 
Thank you for the consideration of our comments, and your attention to these issues. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Samantha Dynowski, State Director 
Sierra Club Connecticut 
 


 







From: Leticia Colon de Mejias
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Let"s stop expanding Gas plants in CT and invest in Efficiency and Renewables
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 12:42:34 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Connecticut decision makers, 

Gas is a dirty nonrenewable fuel. Can we please stop subsidizing the expansion of harmful fuels and instead invest
in our best option to lower energy waste and energy emissions through demand reduction and EE, as well as clean
energy expansion. 

There is no need for this new plant if we instead shift to draw down demands and ramp up clean energy resources
which would create additional local jobs and put our people to work while protecting our health. 

We want a clean, healthy, safe future for our people. Please stop expanding gas. We are tired of this nonsense
excuse that this is needed for demand. It is not needed. If we continue to decrease demand we can save Millions for
ratepayers and protect our health and our environment. 

https://coeh.ph.ucla.edu/effects-residential-gas-appliances-indoor-and-outdoor-air-quality-and-public-health-
california

https://efficiencyforall.org/wordpress/posts/

https://efficiencyforall.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Energy-Efficiency-Economy.pdf

-- 
Leticia Colon de Mejias 
EES Office Line 860-580-9076
www.eesgogreen.com 

To order our NGSS certified Books and tools click here 

Join our fight and learn more at: EES, Green Eco Warriors, and Efficiency For All
We are here to help. We are working to Lower Energy Burdens one home and one community at a time.
Save Energy Save Dinero! Support our mission to help people and the planet
at https://www.gewportal.org/what-we-do/ 

mailto:lcolonees@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcoeh.ph.ucla.edu%2Feffects-residential-gas-appliances-indoor-and-outdoor-air-quality-and-public-health-california&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C03444ce1e2164474b24808d85fdfaa93%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=LF67lbLxanWIrYrjMyDJ5sAqFc2%2BoacDKo%2FmSIqLO4Y%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcoeh.ph.ucla.edu%2Feffects-residential-gas-appliances-indoor-and-outdoor-air-quality-and-public-health-california&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C03444ce1e2164474b24808d85fdfaa93%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=LF67lbLxanWIrYrjMyDJ5sAqFc2%2BoacDKo%2FmSIqLO4Y%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fefficiencyforall.org%2Fwordpress%2Fposts%2F&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C03444ce1e2164474b24808d85fdfaa93%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=IZFHGYuRVY6%2FCEVegslVfgFBM1JJh5vzwQ1KN8CQseU%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fefficiencyforall.org%2Fwordpress%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2017%2F04%2FEnergy-Efficiency-Economy.pdf&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C03444ce1e2164474b24808d85fdfaa93%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=MU5UXrQeLNOvM3%2B%2BeIWgtQvWB1Ku2wng03%2Fn4A4NISo%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eesgogreen.com%2F&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C03444ce1e2164474b24808d85fdfaa93%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=UZTy8JzScHDBtgbWjd6VWLCgfl8dMxxMtaq8X1t5WyQ%3D&reserved=0
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From: Marge and David Schneider
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: N.T.E. Industrial Waste Water Pernit
Date: Sunday, September 20, 2020 11:58:34 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear DEEP Staff - We are in opposition to the permitting of industrial wastewater
from the proposed Killingly gas powered electric generation plant. Permitting this
plant's wastewater will not only result in the discharge of hazardous chemicals into
the town's water treatment facility but the potential downstream contamination of
the Quinebaug River and the Long Island Sound. Additionally, the spewing of toxic
wastes into the atmosphere by the burning of fracked gas to generate the electric
output is totally harmful to the environment of Connecticut and life on this planet.
The realities of all these harms necessitates DEEP's disapproval of this permit.

Respectfully, 
Marge and David Schneider, 78 Cedar Street, Branford, CT 06405

-- 
Vote for Peace

mailto:margedavidpeace@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Cyd
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: No More Dirty Power!
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 9:36:30 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Regarded the proposed Killingly fracked gas power plant:

Please urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection to protect the environment and stop this
unneeded dirty energy project.

We need clean, green energy now to help slow climate warming!

Cynthia Gorman

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:cgorman@thedataedge.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Emily Alexander
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:23:17 AM
Attachments: CTLCV Killingly Permit 9.30.20.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

Please find attached comments in opposition to NTE Connecticut's wastewater discharge
permit application no. 201615592. Thank you for your consideration of these comments as
DEEP deliberates on this issue.

Sincerely,
Emily Alexander 

-- 
Emily Alexander
Climate Policy Advocate | 860-617-8120

mailto:emily.alexander@ctlcv.org
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ctlcv.org%2F&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C0218b8c16ea3471b6e4208d86554aeb1%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=Zthgft8%2ByguDOa%2FXvsWK%2FZwLWYKBFxVxpowh6GW2pag%3D&reserved=0



 
September 30, 2020 
 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592  
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 
 
On behalf of the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the opportunity to comment 
on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial 
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly 
CT. We appreciate your consideration of some of the concerns we have with this permit. 
 
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The 
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air 
pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil 
and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful 
pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant. 
 
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable 
commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our 
continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions 
Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline 
will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate 
change and resiliency.  


Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). 
These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are 
bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated 
from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly 
Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process 
should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers 
and local tax revenue. 


CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity 
to submit comments on this important issue. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Emily Alexander 
Climate Policy Advocate 
CT League of Conservation Voters 
553 Farmington Ave, Suite 201 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860.236.5442 







From: Lois Latraverse
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE permit to discharge wastewater
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 7:57:39 PM
Attachments: Letter to DEEP_Brendan Schain Wastewater Discharge Permit.doc

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please find my testimony attached.

-- 
Lois Latraverse
mrsaj15@gmail.com

mailto:mrsaj15@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:mrsaj15@gmail.com



CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications


79 Elm Street


Hartford, CT 06106


Attn:  Brendan Schain


Re:  Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with a proposed natural gas power plant


Dear Mr. Schain,


On behalf of the Alexander’s Lake Homeowners Association and its’ two hundred and twenty-two members, I urge rejection of the above cited application.


While others may write about the possible pollutants that could threaten the Quinebaug River and wreak havoc on a newly taxpayer paid upgrade to the Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility…all of which we are totally and seriously concerned about…my focus is centered on the State of CT permitting a new fossil fuel power plant at all! Especially an additional one that will be located less than a half a mile from a 750 MG existing power plant.  KEC proposes automatic monitoring equipment which could allow any accident to go undetected for an undetermined amount of time.   Any accidental contaminated discharge into the already compromised Quinebaug River is unacceptable.  The Quinebaug is trying to recover from industrial waste abuse but still has toxins present.  Protecting CT’s waterways should be a priority.


How are we to meet the Governor’s Executive Order #3 signed last September which strives to put CT on the path to 100% clean energy by 2040 if CT continues to permit NEW fossil fuel plants?

CT does NOT need the power from this power plant.  It is time to seriously and actively address the seriousness of climate change.  Let’s start now and reject this wastewater discharge permit.

Sincerely,


Lois Latraverse, President


Alexander’s Lake Homeowners’ Assn., Inc.


64 Island Road


Dayville, CT 06241




From: Thomas Mione
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Opposition to building a fossil fuel burning power plant in the state of CT
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 9:35:43 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Madam or Sir:

I write to voice my opposition to building a fossil fuel burning power plant in the state of
Connecticut.  The goal of our state is to increase reliance on renewable energy, and another
fossil fuel burning plant is a huge step in the wrong direction. For all the reasons stated in the
op-eds in the Hartford Courant, ....

PLEASE CONSIDER CLIMATE CHANGE and DON"T BUILD A Fossil Fuel Burning
plant!  

Thomas Mione, 26 Leona Ln, New Britain, CT 06053. 

mailto:thomasmione@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Douglas Clark
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Public Comment re NTE CT application for wastewater discharge permit
Date: Monday, September 28, 2020 4:11:40 PM
Attachments: Letter to DEEP re LTE 09-25-2020.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain:

I have attached a .pdf file of a letter to DEEP expressing my opposition to this application.

Sincerely,
Douglas L Clark
Just to live is holy.
   Just to be is a blessing.
      --Abraham Joshua Heschel

mailto:revdlmc@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov



September 25, 2020


CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 


Dear Mr. Schain:


I'm writing in regard to Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a 
permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power 
generation operations at 189 Lake Road, Killingly, Connecticut. I urge DEEP not to 
approve this permit, for three reasons.


First, I have been following the history of the various steps that NTE CT has been taking
to secure approval for the construction of this fracked-gas fueled electricity generating 
plant, and I have become convinced that this plant is simply not needed to maintain 
sufficient electric generating capacity either in CT or in New England as a whole. The 
development of renewable resources, including offshore wind turbines, will more than 
provide for adequate generating capacity in the coming years.


Second, fracked gas is not a “bridge fuel,” as NTE would have us believe; rather, it is a 
fossil fuel that, when burned to generate electricity, will add megatons of carbon to 
Earth's atmosphere and thereby contribute to global warming, which is a threat 
multiplier for extreme weather conditions. The burning of this fossil fuel, though it is 
cleaner than coal, will nonetheless contribute to air pollution in Killingly and elsewhere.


Third, the wastewater produced by this proposed plant will be drawn from Killingly's 
public water supply, which is not unlimited, and is subject to greater limits during 
seasons of drought, such as the one we are currently experiencing. The wastewater 
discharged from this proposed plant, even after being treated by the Town of Killingly's 
water treatment plant, will still add pollutants to the Quinebaug River. The health of the 
Quinebaug, a river that has already experienced legacy toxins from industrial pollution, 
should not be sacrificed for this unneeded fossil fuel power plant. 


Thank you for this opportunity to comment on this wastewater permit application. 
Again, I strongly urge DEEP not to approve this permit.


Sincerely,
Douglas Clark
869 N Madison Rd
Guilford, CT 06437
443-852-2439 (voice & text)







From: Frankie Rollinson
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Wastewater discharge permit by NTE
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 7:05:23 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to oppose the water discharge permit being requested by NTE. I live on Alexander's Lake in Dayville,
CT. Many homes and businesses in the area have embraced solar power. There are several solar power farms in the
area. We are doing our part to keep the air and water clean. The Lake already has a power plant and we do not need
another one. It’s my understanding that the electricity is not even needed in this area, but will go on the grid to
service other states (that have clean air initiatives). Gov. Lamont has also started a clean air initiative and this power
plant goes against his goal of reducing pollutants. NTE is taking advantage of the low socio-economic situation in
this town. The approval of this permit would allow the possibility of wastewater contaminants to enter our water
supply. A spill could go undetected for awhile, especially when the company is based in FL and would be
monitoring from a distance.

Please reject the wastewater permit being requested by NTE.

Frances M Rollinson
11 Weeks Lane
Dayville, CT

mailto:rollinsonf@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Ana Perez-Girones
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Against wastewater discharge permit for the Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 9:13:47 PM
Attachments: image003.png

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Mr Schain,
I write to express my opposition to Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit
to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations
located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT.
CT does not need more pollution and dirty wastewater, which will unavoidably cost us all a dear
price in cleaning and on the impact on our health.
I hope that the DEEP will reject it.
Thank you for your attention.
 
 

  Let’s flood the media! For you, for me, for all...Put it on!

-- 
Ana Pérez-Gironés
aperezgirone@wesleyan.edu
http://aperezgirone.faculty.wesleyan.edu/
Adjunct Professor of Spanish & Educational Studies
Department of Romance Languages & Literatures
Wesleyan University
Downey House 127
(860) 865 3095
Middletown, CT

mailto:aperezgirone@wesleyan.edu
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:aperezgirone@wesleyan.edu
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From: wcw
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 8:12:59 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut,
LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation
operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT.

I strongly urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this
application. The last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only
cause filthy air pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is
likely to contain oil and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant
and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going into the
river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an
unnecessary power plant.

This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable
commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly
against Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will
increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global
Warming Solutions Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable
energy options in the pipeline will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut
back from real solutions to climate change and resiliency.

Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAs). These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant.
PFA’s are bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater
will be generated from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future,
the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat these chemicals; and
DEEP’s permitting process should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does
not fall solely on the rate payers and local tax revenue.

Again, I strongly oppose this contract and hope that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the
opportunity to submit comments on this important issue.

Winn Wilson
Willimantic

mailto:methis@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Jill Harris
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 9:55:48 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,
Please reject the application for the Killingly Gas Plant.  The climate clock in New
York tells us that we have just seven years left to save the earth from the imminent
catastrophe of climate change caused by fossil fuel plants like this one.  We do not
need this plant, as Connecticut has wisely invested in wind power and is on the path to
win-win solutions that allow us to have power and also to preserve our lives and our
health.  Fossil fuel plants have contributed to our world being on fire.  Our trees are
dying from acid rain.  Our food security is more and more precarious.  Please, do not
accept this proposal.
Sincerely,

Jill Harris
Middletown Resident

mailto:j.ellen.h.11@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Susan Eastwood
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Comment on NTE wastewater permit for Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:20:58 PM
Attachments: Wastewater permit KEC SCE.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Sir:

Please accept my comments on Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit
to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations at
189 Lake Road, Killingly, Connecticut.

Thank you,

Susan Eastwood

mailto:sce4321@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov

									September 30, 2020

CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 

79 Elm Street Hartford, CT 06106 

Attn: Brendan Schain 



Dear Mr. Schain:



Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations at 189 Lake Road, Killingly, Connecticut. 



I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application.



This application is a part of NTE Connecticut LLC’s plans to build a 650 kw gas-powered energy plant to be sited on Lake Road in Killingly in the Quinebaug and Shetucket Valley National Heritage Corridor. There are many reasons to oppose the project as a whole, and this application specifically.  

This wastewater will pollute the Quinebaug River, the contaminants will be cumulative and will add to existing legacy pollution.

Wastewater from the proposed Killingly power plant would send pollutants like lead, zinc,  ammonia, copper, oil, and nickel, as well as phosphorus and known carcinogenic “forever” PFAS chemicals, to the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility. After treatment at the expense of the local taxpayers, it would be discharged into the Quinebaug River.



NTE’s application for this permit admits that the wastewater treatment process will not remove all of the contaminants. They note that the levels of zinc, ammonia, copper, oil, nickel, Total Suspended Solids and phosphorus will need to be monitored. This concerns me greatly since infrequent monitoring and limited enforcement have been a sorry consequence of budget cuts in our state. I do not think that NTE should be responsible for monitoring themselves, and the fee that they are to pay to the Town of Killingly is very little for aggressive monitoring of all these contaminants, to say nothing of mitigation. Will DEEP be able to enforce these monitoring commitments? Who is responsible when things go wrong?



The way NTE proposes to address their discharge of lead into the Quinebaug River is of even more concern. Federal limits are set much higher than they should be, so I am concerned that the NTE application does not recommend monitoring. NTE bases their estimates of the amount likely to be discharged on the amount measured coming from the existing power plant down the road. Monitoring lead discharge is the very least they could do, and this would need to look at the cumulative amounts being discharged into the Quinebaug. 



Lead is already being discharged into the water supply that supplies Eastern CT all the way to New London. Any discharge from a new plant must be considered to be at least doubling the amount going into the river and not considered separately. 



There is no safe level of lead exposure. Lead is accumulative in the body, so any exposure will add up over time. What is the point in funding programs to mitigate lead paint exposure when we may be adding lead into the very drinking water for a large swath of our state? 



Additionally, the application should address PFAS contaminants. PFAS are persistent and bioaccumulative chemicals that are ubiquitous in our world. This very real environmental threat should be considered now, before our water is permanently polluted



The NTE gas plant is unneeded; therefore, it would be doing unnecessary harm to the environment to approve the discharge of these contaminants. 

The proposed site is on the Quinebaug River, upstream from an existing power plant.  The electricity it will produce is not needed in the area, especially when you consider that ISO-NE did not consider the 2,000 megawatts to be produced by offshore wind in coming years. 

The NTE gas plant will impact residents’ health and cause damage to the region’s air quality. The NTE power plant will emit over 2 million tons of CO2 yearly, an uptick of at least 5% in Connecticut’s annual greenhouse gas emissions. These emissions will impact the health of all the residents in the area but especially important are the students at several schools and a daycare facility in the nearby area. Further, the increased emissions will make it nearly impossible to meet Connecticut’s mandated energy goals. 

The NTE gas plant will damage the region’s water quality. The site is on the Quinebaug River near Alexander Lake. This plant will use fracked gas, to be brought in on a not yet approved branch line from the Algonquin pipeline, requiring an expansion of that branch line through Pomfret’s pristine Bafflin Sanctuary owned by CT Audubon Society, several wetland areas and the Wyndham Land Trust’s Dunn Preserve[endnoteRef:1]. It will also burn some oil. A spill of either fracked gas or oil would be disastrous since there are wells for the Killingly public water supply near the lake. The nearby wetlands, lake, river, and the public water supply for much of Eastern Connecticut is at risk.  [1: ] 


Why risk our water and air quality and damage our wetlands to make way for a harmful and unneeded new gas plant? It is crucial to look at the entire project and not pull out small pieces like this to be approved when the big picture is dangerous and unnecessary!

There are better alternatives in the wide range of renewable energy projects on the horizon. DEEP should consider this permit with a holistic perspective. What is best for Connecticut in the long run?



I urge you to deny this permit for wastewater discharge from an unneeded gas plant that risks the air and water quality for much of Eastern Connecticut, along with the associated health risks for the residents of a large area.



Thank you for your consideration.



Sincerely,



Susan Eastwood

Ashford Clean Energy Task Force, Chair

Sierra Club Executive Committee, Member

178 Waterfall Road

Ashford, CT 06278





From: Cyril May
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Comments on Killingly: Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:47:00 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I submit these comments regarding NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592.   I
urge Connecticut to reject this request to allow discharges into local waterways for several
reasons:

Discharges may likely harm the local environment and human health
Connecticut has pledged itself to transition to zero emissions over time.  Gearing up the
Killingly plant goes against our state's own climate goals.

Thank you!

Cyril John May
128 Nicoll Street
New Haven, CT  06511-2622

"Magic, by its ability to capture the imagination, can change the
world." 

- Cyril the Sorcerer

 

CJ May - Resourcerer
Cyril the Sorcerer
Greening the Planet One Magic Show at a Time
www.betterworldmagic.com   environmental magic, presentations and training for
professionals and other adults
www.cyrilthesorcerer.com   environmental magic for children and families
203-737-0475

    Receive occasional owls from the Better World Magic mailing list!

mailto:cyriljmay@gmail.com
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From: John Sievel
To: Schain, Brendan
Cc: Susan Eastwood
Subject: Comments re application 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:48:12 PM
Attachments: Wastewater.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

Please find the enclosed comments regarding application 201615592.

John Sievel
89 Perry Hill Road
Ashford, CT 06278
860-420-8022

mailto:johnsievel@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:sce4321@gmail.com

September 30, 2020

CT DEEP, Office of AdjUdIcations

79 Elm Street

Hartford, CT 06106

Attn: Brendan Schain



RE: NTE Application No. 201615592

Dear Mr. Schain,

I believe that DEEP should reject application 301615592 to discharge industrial wastewater into the Killingly sewage system. There are many components in this waste stream which are not typically processed in a standard municipal waste water treatment facility. In particular, oil and heavy metals are not likely to be removed from the sewage. Worse still are PFAs, which are bioaccumulative. Many of these components would be discharged into the Quinebaug River, contaminating water that is used downstream as a source of potable water.

Besides the wastewater issue, the proposed plant would exceed standards for ozone in Windham County. Since the plant was approved, it has become clear that the energy the plant would produce will be produced using wind, solar, and battery storage. There is no need to build or operate another gas plant that will pollute are air, water, worsen climate change, and saddle Killingly with wastewater which is impossible to treat currently. This application should be rejected.

Sincerely,

John Sievel

PO Box 203

Ashford, CT 06278

860-420-8022
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From: Kristen Coperine
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: DEEP Needs to Reject the Wastewater Discharge Permit for the Killingly Gas Plant!
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:07:25 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Brendan, 

Please forward my comments onward for the discussion tomorrow:

In the 21st century, it makes no viable sense to allow for the Killingly Gas Plant to exist, let
alone be permitted to legally discharge PFA-laden wastewater into the environment. I say
viable because it is paramount to recognize that environmental and health viability are at stake
here, human and otherwise.  DEEP ought to be encouraging sustainable energy technologies
that promote environmental vibrancy, not continuing to permit technologies that will
contribute to permanent environmental poisoning, especially given the
disproportionate environmental justice burdens in the surrounding area.  

As a CT resident and business owner, I plead with you NOT to grant the Wastewater
Discharge Permit for the Killingly Gas Plant!

Kris Coperine, 06033

Take care,

Kris Coperine
(860) 967-8762
kristen.coperine@gmail.com
greenthread.co

mailto:kristen.coperine@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:kristen.coperine@gmail.com
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fgreenthread.co%2F&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C9b3c14e24a1c4b1ecd0708d8655aea6c%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=eIdctcHqtHTdCYPpDajEt5QmbTEOmEw5%2BzaNXdh%2BCBg%3D&reserved=0


From: earl mcwilliams
To: Schain, Brendan; earl mcwilliams; Lois Latraverse; Ed Grandelski; Edmund McWilliams
Subject: DEEP Wastewater Discharge Permit
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 8:23:22 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
I am writing to urge DEEP to reject this discharge permit sought by NTE.  

I and my neighbors have opposed this fracked gas power plant for the last four and a half
years.  It would be constructed on pristine land along the Quinebaug River about one mile
from my home.  The reasons for our opposition are many, including the clear lack of any need
for the additional energy, when we have another, seldom used mega wattage power plant less
than a mile from the proposed site.  We also object to the pollution this plant will cause
especially as the smoke stack is too short to properly vent the noxious gases into the upper
levels of the atmosphere.  The stack height had to be reduced to accommodate the Federal
Aviation Agency's requirement limiting tall structures within 10,000 feet of an airport.

But our opposition also includes the threat that contaminated wastewater will pose to our
community and to the Quinebaug River, where the pollutants in such wastewater will
eventually end up.  The Killingly Water Pollution Authority has conceded
that it will be unable to identify or filter out any contaminants from this source.  NTE's offer to
establish monitoring is woefully inadequate assurance that the monitoring will be effective for
all pollutants, or that any communication of a contamination incident would be timely.  

NTE has deliberately mislead the Siting Council, the town of Killingly and town residents as to
its intentions over the years.  NTE cares not for the welfare of the community, but only for
their determination to foist this unnecessary and unwanted monster in our midst.

For our well-being and that of future generations, I urge DEEP to reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Earl McWilliams
215 North Shore Road
Dayville, CT.  06241

mailto:earlmcwilliams@hotmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:earlmcwilliams@hotmail.com
mailto:mrsaj15@gmail.com
mailto:egrandelski@gmail.com
mailto:mcwilliamsedmund@gmail.com


From: Debra Iannetti
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Gas plant and quinebaug river
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 3:47:17 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am 1 short block from the river and have great health concerns if this plant would be in
operation. I am against this for this reason. 
I do not consent to allowing the plant in killingly.  
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

mailto:debraiannetti@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
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From: Ron Nelson
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Help me and my kids and their kids
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:25:35 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Brendan,

The wind today is "nuff said".
It would power all of CT, easily. The beautiful hills of CT can all have windmills and then in
25 to 50 years, we take them down because tap water is the new energy source. They would
look so awesome and show who we are. White gigantic dinosaurs dancing to the
wind!!!!!!!!!!!!

I remember 15 years ago we did not have this wind because we did not have the micro
hurricanes and tornadoes and crazy destructive bursts that we have because we have polluted
the air and water and killed way too many species on this Planet.

ALSO, fill the hills with solar NOW.
The stupid electric companies and electric generators/suppliers would save millions. NO fuel
to buy, NO maintenance!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I, 165 Orchard Hill Lane, Fairfield, CT, am leading the charge. NO electric bill ever and
~7,000 kWh produced on my roof each and every year since 2012.
When UI gets ConnectedSolutions, I will install a battery and use my own sun produced, local
energy, all night long.
THAT is the power of the future.
THAT is now and cheaper than the fossil fuel burning plants.
Local clean energy.

Clean Transportation and local clean electricity is a no brainer and way cheaper in dollars and
cents AND will save the Planet. What about 400 Trillion dollars of savings per year,
Worldwide,  in healthcare cause we will all be healthy!!!!!!!!!!???????????????

My 2016 Chevrolet Volt Premier Hatchback, 5 door, Plug in Hybrid Electric vehicle cost me
$32k after all incentives. Pretty regular priced due to all the bells and whistles and awesome
technology.
These prices will come down when the law says, "you can only sell Battery Electric Vehicles
in your automotive dealership"
14 kWh per full charge in my battery and 53 miles of range. Then a 40 MPG, 1.5 liter,
atkinson 4 cylinder to get me to California and back if I needed to.
I have driven 100k miles in 4.75 years.
50k miles on electric only.
It is so easy and so cheap to maintain.
 
Please help me and the future of my Family and the Planet.

mailto:rnelson@apexsolarpower.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


PS: You know all those power transmission lines criss crossing the state? The big ones
moving the power from the plants to the homeowners?
They are wide swaths/spreads of land that should have solar on them.
If we built solar arrays on the entire stretch, we would never ever need fossil fuel burning
electric plants.....We would need Elon to sell us big battery storage like he did down under.
The land is there and panels would make the nasty looking towers actually look better!

I will sell solar, electric cars, clean lithium ion batteries, electric vehicle chargers for the rest
of my life because it is the only way forward.

I remain available to help you in any way.
cell/text friendly: 203-543-3200  

IMAGINE THE THRIVING ECONOMY WOULD COULD HAVE: each home must get
geo-thermal heat/a/c or put in heat pumps/mini splits.....electric heat/a/c.
Then each home must have solar and batteries.
We could open 100 factories in CT and get people to actually start moving back here rather
than running away from CT at full speed!
We can dig up each and every road in CT and rip out the natural gas lines and put in geo
thermal leaching fields!!!!!!!
We could get Elon to open another gigafactory here.......we can build Jeff Bezos' cargo
vans....all electric and clean. 

Ron Nelson • Solar Consultant - Hudson Valley, NY, Northern NJ, RI and CT
Solar, Batteries, EV Charging stations, roofs, Timber Carports
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o: 518-309-2786  l  c: 845-395-8996
e: rnelson@apexsolarpower.com l www.apexsolarpower.com
HQ: Apex Solar Power, 64 Main Street, Queensbury, NY 12804
apexsolarpower

mailto:youremailaddress@apexsolarpower.com
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.apexsolarpower.com%2F&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7Cbf97c318e9a44c035e6008d8655d7487%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=f%2BgdlhE2phUx6NQlCvTEYzZs1fXbpXpczYpA3lOw%2Frs%3D&reserved=0


From: Gail Dalby
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: KILLINGLY GAS PLANT ----SAY NO !!
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:26:13 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any 
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

The approval of this permit will allow harmful chemicals and heavy metals 
to be discharged into the Quinebaug River. This wastewater is likely to 
cause irreparable and costly damage to our rivers and in turn, Long Island 
Sound. Additionally, the permit application does not address the "forever 
chemicals", PFAs. PFAs neverbreak down in our environment and 
accumulate in plants, animals, and our bodies, causing severe health 
effects.

This power plant is unnecessary and costly to our residents. Connecticut 
has made great strides in solving our climate crisis by investing in offshore 
wind and setting ambitious carbon reduction goals, but the Killingly power 
plant is a step in the wrong direction.

Tell DEEP to reject this permit and get Connecticut back on track to 
acheiving our Global Warming Solutions Act goals.

GAIL DALBY
18 SIXTH AVE
BRANFORD, CT 06405

mailto:gaildalby@snet.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Phyllis Hawkins
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant - Say NO!
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 7:42:49 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

My husband, Peter, and I - as well as our two voting sons who live at home -
do not support the approval of the Killingly Gas Plant permit.  The approval
of such a  permit will allow harmful chemicals and heavy metals to pollute
the Quinebaug River and ultimately wind up in Long Island Sound, a
Connecticut treasure.  All of my family as well as countless friends swim in
Long Island Sound from June through October which makes this issue very
relevant and personal.  Please do the right thing - for our environment and
for the residents of CT.

mailto:phyllishawkins@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Bryan Anderson
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:20:53 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I strongly oppose the Killingly Gas Plant. I urge DEEP to reject the pending contract.
This project is contrary to the urgent goals established by Governor Lamont and Commissioner Katie Dykes to offer
a sustainable future for the State of Connecticut based upon alternative forms of energy.

When I was a Milford Alderman, we deliberated and passed unanimously a resolution to prevent fracking hazardous
waste from traveling through or being deposited within the city limits of Milford.

Further, state policy should be established to more tightly control the expansion of gas lines throughout
Connecticut.  Thank you for your consideration.

Best wishes,
Bryan

Bryan N. Anderson
167 Cherry Street, PMB 446
Milford, CT 06460
203 306-7294
Milford Alderman (2011-2019)

mailto:andersonbryan33@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: HARRY REED
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly gas plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:20:28 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Our environment is exceedingly fragile now, with Trump administration relaxation of rules to protect our air and
water that do nothing to advance the health of our population and the creatures which share this land with us.  Do
not proceed with this harmful plant.  Protect the future for our children and develop plans to support more benign
energy sources.  We are watching those who make decisions based on an economic agenda while ignoring the health
of our residents and WE VOTE!
Harry & Kay Reed, Shelton CT

Sent from Harry’s iPhone

mailto:reedhar@ameritech.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Christine Farley
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:33:52 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain:

I’m writing to you to urge DEEP to stop the Killingly Gas Plant and reject the application for a
permit that would result in a discharge of harmful pollutants into the Quinebaug River.

Christine Farley
West Hartford, CT

mailto:christinefarley87@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: brian gay
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:00:38 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Good morning,

I'm writing to express my opposition to the Killingly Gas Plant.  The proposed plant will
increase our emmissions & relies on methane - a greenhouse gas exponentially more heat
retaining that carbon which is extracted through the ecologically disastrous hydraulic
fracturing (aka "fracking").  In addition, the proposed plan does nothing to address the release
of highly toxic PFAs which would be released into the Quinnebuag River if this plan were to
go through.  We have just ten years to dramatically reduce our greenhouse gas emmissions and
make significant progress towards 100% clean renewable energy.  Approving another fossil
fuel power plant at this stage of the game would be adding fuel to the fire.  I strongly advise
the committee to block this plan from moving forward.

Thank you,

Brian Gay
Chairperson
East Hampton Clean Energy Task Force

mailto:bng415@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Roger Dionne
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 4:14:32 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Brendan,
I live in Hampton Ct and know many people that live around Alexander Lake which is a Connecticut treasure. I feel
very bad for the people in Killingly having to put up with another polluting generation plant. I have purchased our
own 8KW Solar system and also installed two Tesla Powerwalls, we plan on letting Eversource utilize some of our
stored power during periods of high electrical demand. If more people would do this there would be much less need
for peak demand plants like the one planned for Killingly. Lets solve this problem while saving clean air and water.
Best regards,
Roger & Irene Dionne
Hampton Ct

mailto:dionner@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Elizabeth Kiernan
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 3:15:19 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

I urge you to take a stand for CT and for our health.  The approval of this
permit will allow harmful chemicals and heavy metals to be discharged into
the Quinebaug River. This wastewater is likely to cause irreparable and
costly damage to our rivers and in turn, Long Island Sound. Additionally,
the permit application does not address the "forever chemicals", PFAs.
PFAs never break down in our environment and accumulate in plants,
animals, and our bodies, causing severe health effects.

This power plant is unnecessary and costly to our residents. Connecticut
has made great strides in solving our climate crisis by investing in offshore
wind and setting ambitious carbon reduction goals, but the Killingly power
plant is a step in the wrong direction.

Please reject this permit.

Best,

Elizabeth Kiernan

Ridgefield CT

16 year resident

mailto:elizabethjkiernan@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Joseph Wasserman
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:29:20 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Schain,

I am writing in opposition to the granting of  a water discharge permit for the Killingly Gas
plant. I  am concerned about the discharge of chemicals into the Quinebaug River , including
chemicals that will not break down for many years.
I am also concerned that the expansion of natural gas infrastructure will mean a rise in
methane emissions which will  accelerate climate change.Resources need to go to wind,solar
and energy efficiency instead.

Thsnk you

Joseph Wasserman
10 Starkel Road
Apt G
West Hartford, CT 06117
Joewass64@yahoo.com

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

mailto:joewass64@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
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From: Diana Collins
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:41:51 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

No to the Killingly Gas Plant - on behalf of all the humans, animals, fish, and birds who find themselves dependent
on healthy water In Connecticut waterways and shoreline.

Diana Collins
131 Great Hill Road
Guilford CT 06437

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:djc3718@icloud.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Pete & Alice Cruikshank
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly gas plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 6:19:09 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Sir, 
I urge you to work against the construction of a gas plant. I believe we are bound by
our responsibility to future generations to stop pollution, not add to it. The
discharges of the waste water from the plant would negate the efforts of so many to
clean up our Sound so that our offspring can enjoy it and species survive.
We must care for our planet.
There are other avenues to energy production. I am willing to pay more for clean
options.
Thank you,
Alice Cruikshank
Bloomfield, CT

mailto:pacruikshank@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Janina Wolfin
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly plant permit
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 3:47:50 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please stop the Killingly plant from discharging waste into the Quinebaug river, contaminating it and spilling over
into Long Island Sound. No fossil-fuel projects of any kind should be approved in our state. We must say NO now
while we still have a little clean water, air and wildlife left. We're headed on a certain course to extinction of all life
including ourselves and we can't go on pretending this is business as usual.NO PERMIT. -- Respectfully, Yann van
Heurck (Madison, CT 06443)

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From: Jamie Lohr
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Plant Wastewater
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 4:24:28 PM
Attachments: image002.png

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open
any attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Mr. Schain,
 
I am a current resident and homeowner in the town of Ledyard CT and have been a
resident of Southeastern Connecticut since 1979.
 
As a child I lived by the polluted Hudson River in New York State.  The only fish I ever
saw were floating belly up, with ulcers all over their scaly bodies.  In the 1960’s my
parents opposed and fought to prevent Consolidated Edison from building a power
plant on our mountain, and dump wastewater into the Hudson.  Many decades of
damage had already been done, but they prevailed in preventing more.  That action
literally turned the tide for the Hudson. Today, I know a young man who works on a
dredging barge that CONTINUES WORKING TO REMOVE the toxic sludge from the
riverbed. 60 years, and still dredging.
 
Also Today, I have a granddaughter to whom I want to leave clean water. Clean water
for drinking, for fish to grow and birds to hunt.  Clean water to flow from river to river
and on to the Sound, for my granddaughter to swim and play in, and to harvest fish
and shellfish from, and to enjoy for her lifetime. For a clean environment in her home
state, where she can be proud to live and work, and raise her own family.
 
And when she becomes a mother in 20 years, I don’t want my granddaughter to have
to warn her children (as my mother did for me) to stay out of the water, lest they be
poisoned from the toxic chemicals dumped into the Quinnebaug River in wastewater
from the Killingly Gas plant.  Don’t you dare pollute her rivers.
 
Thank you for your attention to this critical matter.
 
Jamie K.W. Lohr, President

Leaders in Advanced Renewable Biofuels
 
P.O. Box 2972

mailto:jlohr@petersonoil.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov



Westerly,  RI  02891
401.596.6566 X1201
860.535.9411 X1201
Fax 401.596.0670
 



From: Roselle Terry
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Power Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:40:52 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I'm writing to voice opposition to the new
Killingly Power Plant.  Reject this permit and
help CT make more strides towards green,
renewable energy. 
Thank you
Roselle Terry 
30 Steven Street 
Killingly, CT 06239
 

mailto:terry.roselle@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Carlene Okula
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Power Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:41:03 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

        

I am concerned that this power plant will do more harm than
good.  Toxic chemicals are likely to be released into the
Quinebaug River which increases pollution.

Why are we building this power plant when we should be
investing in renewable energy sources and new green jobs?  (I
understand that we have to transition toward renewables, but this
power plant is going to be expensive, and I hope the costs vs.
benefits have been fully analyzed by technical people who truly
understand what is at stake.)

Have environmental impacts been fully assessed and is there a
plan to mitigate them?

mailto:chocolatechip1409@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Jan Dudek
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 4:43:31 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please reject this dirty power plant!  Isn’t it time we commit to clean energy going forward, not another dinosaur.

Thank you
Jan and Mike Dudek
95 W Cornwall Rd
Sharon,CT

Sent from my iPad

mailto:jdudek107@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Shawn O"Sullivan
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: MTE Application No.: 201615592 Town: Killingly
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 9:22:36 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Schain,

Please do not approve this permit.   Harmful chemicals and heavy metals
can be discharged into the Quinebaug River. This wastewater is likely to
cause irreparable and costly damage to the river and in turn, Long Island
Sound. Additionally, the permit application does not address the "forever
chemicals", PFAs. PFAs never break down in our environment and
accumulate in plants, animals, and our bodies, causing severe health
effects.

This power plant is unnecessary and costly to our residents. Connecticut
has made great strides in solving our climate crisis by investing in offshore
wind and setting ambitious carbon reduction goals, but the Killingly power
plant is a step in the wrong direction.

Regards,
Shawn O'Sullivan
1161 Melville Ave. 
Fairfield, CT 06825

"But at this place, at this moment of time, all mankind is us, whether we like it or not. Let us make the most
of it before it is too late!"    - Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot

mailto:shawnophoto@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Katherine Johnstone
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: No to plants in my home state
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:34:20 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Representative Schain,

To be brief, I am asking you to keep gas plants and the Killingly Gas PLant out of our state.
NJ is a state that is mocked and viewed as a state full of factories that is gross.
Don't turn us into New Jersey. 
It is a beautiful state that everyone comes to now they have escaped the cities and NYC.
let keep it beautiful and most importantly NO risk to our water. 

I have grown up the daughter of the former head of British Gas, also a CT resident of many
years, who has told me of the dangers to our water supply and environment in the work of gas
extraction, shipping and factories and his criticisms of how the US industries mismanage and
expose Americans to risks that are not the case in more regulated countries where he work,
Britain for example. 
Americans deserve the same safety standards others enjoy. 

I do not know your level of personal knowledge and time learning from people in this
industry, that are not interested in your vote, so I share what I have learned and what I will
vote on, for my state. 

thank you for your time

Katherine Johnstone

mailto:arieswoman@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Sena Wazer
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:54:06 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

September 30, 2020

Dear Mr. Schain,

Thank you for this opportunity to present public comment on Application No. 201615592 by 

NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric 

power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT. I write to you with the hope that 

you will consider the following concerns regarding this proposal.

First, I am a 16 year old resident of the state of CT, and am incredibly concerned about what 

a new fossil fuel power plant would mean for our state, and climate as a whole. I am worried for my 

future if we as a state continue building fossil fuel infrastructure. By agreeing to build a new fossil 

fuel plant you are jeopardizing the future of my generation as well as future generations. 

Secondly, this proposed power plant is not only a danger to the future of the planet, it is also 

unnecessary. According to a study by the Acadia Center, under current plans and laws, New 

England’s reliance on fossil fuel power plants could drop from 45% to approximately 10% by 2030. 

This would make new fossil fuel infrastructure unnecessary, as well as a waste of money and state 

resources.  

CT has the opportunity to be either a leader, or a state stuck in the past waiting for others to 

go first. We no longer have time to waste debating climate change, or what we can and cannot do to 

stop it. Now is the time. We must stop building new fossil fuel infrastructure, and instead invest in 

renewable energy and energy efficiency.

Thank you for your consideration of my comments, and I look forward to working with you 

mailto:sena.wazer@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


on our state's commitment to clean energy and climate change mitigation. 

Sincerely, 

Sena Wazer

(She/Her)
253 Maple Rd.
Storrs-Mansfield, CT 06268 
860-931-9346

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Fjamiewareham%2F2020%2F12%2F30%2Fshould-you-put-pronouns-in-email-signatures-and-social-media-bios%2F%236fad0bee6320&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C97e36ee8e808498e50aa08d865590ea3%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=X2bHaB8iXqUSgUcW75oCUYgd3sHJ%2FxaObCSjrDG7Bb8%3D&reserved=0
tel:%28860%29%20429-0695


From: Emily Alexander
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:23:17 AM
Attachments: CTLCV Killingly Permit 9.30.20.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

Please find attached comments in opposition to NTE Connecticut's wastewater discharge
permit application no. 201615592. Thank you for your consideration of these comments as
DEEP deliberates on this issue.

Sincerely,
Emily Alexander 

-- 
Emily Alexander
Climate Policy Advocate | 860-617-8120

mailto:emily.alexander@ctlcv.org
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
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September 30, 2020 
 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592  
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 
 
On behalf of the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the opportunity to comment 
on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial 
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly 
CT. We appreciate your consideration of some of the concerns we have with this permit. 
 
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The 
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air 
pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil 
and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful 
pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant. 
 
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable 
commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our 
continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions 
Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline 
will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate 
change and resiliency.  


Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). 
These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are 
bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated 
from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly 
Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process 
should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers 
and local tax revenue. 


CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity 
to submit comments on this important issue. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Emily Alexander 
Climate Policy Advocate 
CT League of Conservation Voters 
553 Farmington Ave, Suite 201 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860.236.5442 







From: Mary Rydingsward
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:04:25 PM
Attachments: Killingly MR.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please find attached my testimony for the public hearing October 1 at 3 PM.

Should you have problems accessing the file, please contact me.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony.

~Mary Rydingsward
176 Marcia Drive
Bristol, CT
860.670.4761

mailto:maryrydingsward@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov



September 30, 2020 


CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 


79 Elm Street 


Hartford, CT 06106 


Attn: Brendan Schain 


 


Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 


 


Dear Mr. Schain: 


 


I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. 


 


I have concerns with this permit.  The last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. Approval of 


this plant goes directly against Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric 


grid by 2040.  


 


It will increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global 


Warming Solutions Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy 


options in the pipeline will hurt our environment and our residents and will hold Connecticut back from 


real solutions to climate change and creating resiliency. 


 


This power plant will not only cause filthy air pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty 


wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which would be treated at the 


Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the 


wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water 


should come before an unnecessary power plant. 


 


This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents.  


 


Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). 


These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are 


bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. They are a “forever” 


chemical.  


 


I strongly opposes this contract and hope that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity 


to submit comments on this important issue. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Mary Rydingsward 


176 Marcia Drive 


Bristol, CT  06010 


 


maryrydingsward@gmail.com 







From: Wayne Pipke
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 8:27:46 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Attn: Brendan Schain
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592

We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The last thing
Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air pollution, but also
irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which
would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being
treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water
should come before an unnecessary power plant.
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable commitments to
clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against Governor Lamont’s Executive
Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is
out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we
already have renewable energy options in the pipeline will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold
Connecticut back from real solutions to climate change and resiliency.
Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). These
chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are bioaccumulative,
toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated from a number of sources
including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility may
be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that
treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers and local tax revenue.
NO MORE CHEMICALS! NO MORE POLLUTION! RENEWABLES ONLY!

Wayne Pipke
41 Fern St.
Rocky Hill. CT 06067

mailto:waynepipke@sbcglobal.net
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From: MARTHA DUMAS
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 3:09:23 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain: 

I urge your agency to reject this proposed gas plant.  The last thing Connecticut
needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air pollution,
but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to
contain oil and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment
plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the
wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting
Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant, especially
during a pandemic when people are home more, thus using more water, and washing
their hands more as a recommended public health precaution.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this application.

Sincerely,

Martha Taylor Dumas
910 Glastonbury Tpke.
Portland, CT    06480
mdumas40@comcast.net
  

mailto:mdumas40@comcast.net
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From: Greg Ames
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:04:59 PM
Attachments: ctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain;
I am writing to express my wholehearted concurrence and support for all of the concerns
expressed in the attached letter from the CT League of Conservation Voters.  Construction of
this fossil fuel generating facility in our state would be a travesty that would fly in the face of
state policy and simple common sense.
Greg Ames 
273 Thimble Islands Road, 
Branford, CT 06405

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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September 30, 2020 
 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592  
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 
 
On behalf of the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the opportunity to comment 
on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial 
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly 
CT. We appreciate your consideration of some of the concerns we have with this permit. 
 
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The 
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air 
pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil 
and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful 
pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant. 
 
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable 
commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our 
continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions 
Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline 
will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate 
change and resiliency.  


Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). 
These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are 
bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated 
from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly 
Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process 
should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers 
and local tax revenue. 


CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity 
to submit comments on this important issue. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Emily Alexander 
Climate Policy Advocate 
CT League of Conservation Voters 
553 Farmington Ave, Suite 201 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860.236.5442 







From: Charlie Weedon
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE wastewater
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:12:34 PM
Attachments: NTE wastewater letter.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

See attached pdf.

Charles Weedon

mailto:cweedon24@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov



Charles Weedon 
24 Tull Lane 
Pomfret Center, CT 06259 
cweedon24@gmail.com 


 
 


September 30, 2020 
 


CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 
 
If the Killingly plant was needed and make sense in other ways then maybe it would be worth 
considering the pollution that will enter the Quinebaug River via the sewage treatment plant. 
Since it is not needed then there is no justification for risking any pollution of the river.  This is a 
private company looking to make money.  Their proposed plant flies in the face of Connecticut’s 
green house gas emissions goals.  They are not looking to the welfare of our state and indeed our 
planet.  No water pollution should be allowed for this use. 
 
Please turn down this request. 
 
 
Charles Weedon 







From: Denise Archambault
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Oct 1,2020 NTE application for a WastewaterDischarge Permit
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:42:35 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Schain,

Please read the fine print in the application.

nTE has not been in full transparency re their application…their discharge water will add to already taxed sewer
system here in Killingly. There is already a power plant in Dayville….in addition to a busy effluent producing
industrial park already in place.

And goodness, all for a power plant that NTE is proposing when there has been no need indicated….that’s right line
the pockets of out state investors….they put a plant, have little to no supervision…..and voila we the residents are
left holding the bag.

Thank you for your careful consideration, and deny the proposed permit.

Thank you Denise Archambault    a Ct resident

mailto:darchambault43@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Carrie Richards
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Oppose the Killingly power plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 5:21:59 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Sir,

Please do not allow this power plant to pollute our air and our water. This is not the path we
need to take in the face of the climate crisis. Help Connecticut be a leader in green energy. We
need to make real changes now if we want to have a future to plan for. How many millions
have already been spent cleaning our rivers only to have short sightedness pollute them again?
Please do what is right for our future and our state: do not grant these permits for the Killingly
power plant. 

Thank you for your service,
Carrie Richards 

mailto:mscarrierichards@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Jennifer Kleindienst
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Opposition to NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 9:35:03 PM
Attachments: 2020 09 Killingly.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

Attached please find my comments on NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592.

Sincerely,

Jennifer G. Kleindienst
241 West St.
Middletown, CT 06457

mailto:jennifer.kleindienst@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov

September 30, 2020 



Brendan Schain

CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 

79 Elm Street 

Hartford, CT 06106 



Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 



Dear Mr. Schain: 



Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Road in Killingly.  I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. Connecticut should be on a path to renewable energy, cleaner air and water, and net zero carbon emissions.  If approved, this power plant would cause increased air and water pollution.  



The wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River, likely still with harmful pollutants, including perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). PFA’s are bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. DEEP’s permitting process must require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers and local tax revenue.



Our state has made considerable commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction with Executive Order 3, which ensures a 100% renewable-energy-powered electric grid by 2040.  Approval of this plant goes directly against this executive order, increasing our state’s reliance on fossil fuels.  Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate change and resiliency. 



I strongly oppose this contract and hope that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this issue. 



Sincerely, 



Jennifer Kleindienst

241 West St. 

Middletown, CT 06457

image1.png





From: elisabeth holder
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please reject the Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:01:11 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

As a retired high school science teacher, who spent a couple of decades teaching Earth and
Environmental Science, I find the proposed gas plant difficult to understand. As a teacher, I
have explained to hundreds of students the importance of addressing global climate change.
As the chair of the local Conservation Commission, I have worked to save forested open space
and promote sustainability. As a state we have committed to clean energy and reduced
emissions in order to be part of the solution to this problem. Since the 1970's we have been
involved in cleaning up waterways to the point where eagles once again nest in our state.
These are worthy goals and impressive achievements, decades in the making.

Why would the dirty wastewater from this plant (with possible oil, PFA's, and heavy
metals contaminants) be any part of forward-thinking planning? How can approval of
this plant be anything but a slap in the face for Governor Lamont’s promise of a zero-
carbon electric grid by 2040. Building out the fossil fuels infrastructure should have no
place in moving toward Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions Act goals.This
spending should go toward achievable solutions to climate change and resiliency.
The citizens of this state deserve policies and proposals that move us forward not
backward to combat the worst planetary crisis of my lifetime.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Holder

Middletown

mailto:eholder007@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Adelheid Koepfer
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please reject the wastewater discharge permit for the Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 2:08:36 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

To CT DEEP,  re: 

Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC 

I am writing to request that you deny the waste water discharge permit for the Killingly gas
power plant, filed by NTE.

The Killingly waste water treatment facility will not be able to treat 90,000 gallons or how
much ever appropriately; any discharge to the Quinnebaug river will still contain high levels
of residues and highly toxic substances, including cancer causing substance. The trout
hatchery on Quinnebaug river, the aquatic wildlife in the river and the Log Island Sound, all
the way to the fish you or I might eat from the Sound, will contain  those toxins - if the aquatic
creatures don’t die first.
This is utterly irresponsible, and totally unnecessary. A power plant that plans to burn fossil
fuel, contribute to GHG emission (against CT’s GHG emission reduction plan), and poison the
water of the region, but can not prove the public need (not given, as wind and solar can cover
CT energy needs with little to no external cost) nor a public benefit (of which there are non,
only risks) - such a plant should not receive any permit at all, but definitely not a permit to kill
the river.
Side not: where does the water even come from? The northeastern part of our state is currently
in severe drought; what about the shrinking water supply for farming and drinking, and why
would we allow abstraction of much needed clean water only to get it poisoned on its way to
the Sound?

I urge you to deny this wastewater permit.
Thank you for your consideration.

Respectfully, 

Adelheid Koepfer
35 Whiffle Tree Road
Wallingford, CT 06492
koepfer@gmx.net

mailto:koepfer@gmx.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:koepfer@gmx.net


From: Carl Meyer
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please Stop the Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 8:50:51 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please Reject the Killingly Gas permit and get Connecticut back on track to
achieving our Global Warming Solutions Act goals.

The approval of this permit will allow harmful chemicals and heavy metals
to be discharged into the Quinebaug River. This wastewater is likely to
cause irreparable and costly damage to our rivers and in turn, Long Island
Sound. Additionally, the permit application does not address the "forever
chemicals", PFAs. PFAs never break down in our environment and
accumulate in plants, animals, and our bodies, causing severe health
effects.

This power plant is unnecessary and costly to our residents. Connecticut
has made great strides in solving our climate crisis by investing in offshore
wind and setting ambitious carbon reduction goals, but the Killingly power
plant is a step in the wrong direction.

mailto:carlmnet2@earthlink.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Zimmerman, Klara
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Public Comment - NTE Connecticut Application 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:02:56 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Mr. Schain,

I am writing to urge DEEP to oppose NTE Connecticut, LLC's application to discharge industrial
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation in Killingly, CT. I am a Yale University
graduate student, but I have lived in Connecticut most of my life and care deeply about our state's
environment and people. This power plant would continue our reliance on fossil fuels which is not
consistent with CT's goal for a clean energy future, as outlined in the Global Warming Solutions Act
and Governor's Council on Climate Change report. Furthermore, wastewater discharge from the
plant will likely result in more pollutants entering Connecticut waterways, which could negatively
impact human and ecosystem health. 

Thank you,
Klara Zimmerman

---
Klara Zimmerman
Master of Environmental Management Candidate, 2021
Yale School of the Environment
klara.zimmerman@yale.edu | LinkedIn | 203-561-7576

mailto:klara.zimmerman@yale.edu
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:klara.zimmerman@yale.edu
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fin%2Fklarazim%2F&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C8110d372b28a47d3200008d8656b0dbe%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=kPzN0ZZ%2BR6uykkdGmHsl3g9PlHEBn7DhRQj0FYiognw%3D&reserved=0


From: Andrew Lopez
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Public comment re: NTE Connecticut"s wastewater discharge permit for the Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:50:29 PM
Attachments: Public comment RE Application No 201615592 - NTE Connecticuts wastewater discharge permit for the Killingly

Gas Plant.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

Attached to this email, please find a PDF of my public comments regarding Application
No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater
associated with steam electric power generation located at 189 Lake Road in Killingly, CT.

Sincerely,
Andrew Lopez

Andrew Lopez | Research Support Librarian | Government Documents Coordinator
Charles E. Shain Library | Connecticut College | 270 Mohegan Avenue | New London, CT 06320
(860) 439-2656 | alopez6@conncoll.edu 

mailto:alopez6@conncoll.edu
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:alopez6@conncoll.edu



September 30, 2020 


CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
Brendan.Schain@ct.gov  


Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 


Dear Mr. Schain, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, 
LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power 
generation located at 189 Lake Road in Killingly, CT. 


I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. 
The approval of this permit will allow harmful chemicals and heavy metals to be discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. This wastewater is likely to cause irreparable and costly damage to our 
rivers and in turn, Long Island Sound. Additionally, the permit application does not address the 
"forever chemicals", PFAs. PFAs never break down in our environment and accumulate in 
plants, animals, and our bodies, causing severe health effects. 


This power plant is unnecessary and costly to our residents. Connecticut has made great strides 
in solving our climate crisis by investing in offshore wind and setting ambitious carbon reduction 
goals, but the Killingly power plant is a step in the wrong direction. It  goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will 
increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global 
Warming Solutions Act goals. 


Please reject this permit and get Connecticut back on track to meet our Global Warming 
Solutions Act goals. 


Sincerely, 


Andrew Lopez 
286 Montauk Ave. 
New London, CT 06320 
Andrew.Lopez@conncoll.edu



mailto:Brendan.schain@ct.gov

mailto:Andrew.Lopez@conncoll.edu

mailto:Andrew.Lopez@conncoll.edu






September 30, 2020 


CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
Brendan.Schain@ct.gov  


Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 


Dear Mr. Schain, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, 
LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power 
generation located at 189 Lake Road in Killingly, CT. 


I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. 
The approval of this permit will allow harmful chemicals and heavy metals to be discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. This wastewater is likely to cause irreparable and costly damage to our 
rivers and in turn, Long Island Sound. Additionally, the permit application does not address the 
"forever chemicals", PFAs. PFAs never break down in our environment and accumulate in 
plants, animals, and our bodies, causing severe health effects. 


This power plant is unnecessary and costly to our residents. Connecticut has made great strides 
in solving our climate crisis by investing in offshore wind and setting ambitious carbon reduction 
goals, but the Killingly power plant is a step in the wrong direction. It  goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will 
increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global 
Warming Solutions Act goals. 


Please reject this permit and get Connecticut back on track to meet our Global Warming 
Solutions Act goals. 


Sincerely, 


Andrew Lopez 
286 Montauk Ave. 
New London, CT 06320 
Andrew.Lopez@conncoll.edu



mailto:Brendan.schain@ct.gov

mailto:Andrew.Lopez@conncoll.edu

mailto:Andrew.Lopez@conncoll.edu





From: Ann H Berman
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Re: Killingly gas plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 4:38:37 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Mr. Schain,
There seems to be no immediate need to reinstate this gas plant. There are too many reasons for it
to be harmful, the chemicals that will impact the environment; that alone should be reason enough
for rejection to allow this plant to be back in running, and then this plant will set us back for our goal
of reducing our carbon imprint for the future.
Please be brave and reject this plant from operating because of so many negatives against it, not to
mention great health benefits and economic reasons arising from its not being operational..
 
Thank you for considering all these reasons for not supporting this gas plant. I do not live in this area,
but we all are eventually affected by these chemicals when the enter Long Island Sound.
 
Sincerely,
Ann Berman,
annberman@optimum.net
Milford, CT. 06460

mailto:Annberman@optimum.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:annberman@optimum.net


From: Su-Lin Carbonelli
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:54:40 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE
Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam
electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT. I urge the
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause
filthy air pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant
is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water
treatment plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the
wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s
water should come before an unnecessary power plant. This power plant is not only
unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable commitments to clean
energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against Governor
Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase
our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global
Warming Solutions Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have
renewable energy options in the pipeline will hurt our environment and our residents, and
will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate change and resiliency.
Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAs). These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this
power plant. PFA’s are bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken
down. Wastewater will be generated from a number of sources including cleaning equipment
and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility may be
required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process should require PFAs
monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers and
local tax revenue. I strongly oppose this contract and hope that DEEP will reject it. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this important issue. 

Sincerely,

Su-Lin Carbonelli
320 Dunbar Hill Rd
Hamden, CT

mailto:sulincarbonelli@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Marcel Knudsen
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 3:22:02 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

September 30, 2020
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Attn: Brendan Schain

Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 

Dear Mr. Schain,

I am writing with concerns about the Killingly natural gas plant and its plan
to discharge wastewater into Connecticut's waterways. I am concerned that
the state is taking a short-term perspective to build a fairly small new natural
gas plant. Given the pollution that the plant is adding to the state, and recent
research that has shown the unsuitability of natural gas as a "bridge fuel"
towards a zero carbon future, I encourage DEEP to decline NTE Power's
request.

(1) The plant is will operate for decades if not longer. This means we need to use a long-term
perspective to evaluate the plant.
(2) The costs of natural gas are becoming more apparent. The drilling process produces far
more methane than previously realized. Natural gas is not suitable as a "bridge fuel". 
(3) For the state to achieve its zero carbon goals it's essential that we not build new natural gas
plants when we already have dozens of such plants. The claims of 25% increased efficiency
are suprisingly minor for a new, state-of-the-art plant--this is not nearly good enough to justify
the costs.
(4) From an environmental justice perspective, the Killingly plant will directly impact nearby
and downstream lower-income communities. They will also be less able to pay to mitigate
those costs.
(5) The water and air pollution coming from the plant will have consequences for the health of
residents that outweigh the minor energy cost reductions that the plant provides. In addition,
NTE Energy has not submitted a plan for how they will clean and vacate the site in 2050 when
the plant may end operation. In the absense of such a plan, it seems likely that Connecticut
taxpayers will cover the cost of safe cleanup and retirement of the facility.

Sincerely,

mailto:marcel.knudsen@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


Marcel Knudsen
578 Midland Street
Bridgeport, CT 06605



From: Emily Hofstatter
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:56:24 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Brendan Schain,

I write along with the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the
opportunity to comment on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a
permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation
operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT. We appreciate your consideration of our
concerns with this permit. 

We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this
application. The last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will
not only cause filthy air pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater
from this plant is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly
water treatment plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the
wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s
water should come before an unnecessary power plant. This power plant is not only
unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable commitments to clean
energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against Governor
Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase
our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global
Warming Solutions Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable
energy options in the pipeline will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold
Connecticut back from real solutions to climate change and resiliency. Furthermore, this
application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). These
chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s
are bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down.
Wastewater will be generated from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and
drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility may be required
to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process should require PFAs monitoring to
ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers and local tax revenue.
CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this important issue.  

Sincerely,

Emily Hofstatter

mailto:emilyhof@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Marshall, Brenda
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: REJECT - Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:01:34 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
I urge the DEEP to REJECT the applications.  Why does Killingly or anywhere in CT need this? 
How is adding to air and water pollution the way to go in 2020 --- isn’t that going backward instead
of forward?  We should be focusing on Clean Energy instead of the same old dirty energy that should
be outlawed !!!
 
Why do we want to leave our children, grandchildren and future generations with a dirty, polluted mess?
How selfish is that to only think about today and the HELL with tomorrow.  Would money and greed have
a part to play ???
 
REJECT THE KILLINGLY GAS PLANT for health and safety of our environment and residents !!!
 
Brenda Marshall
Pomfret Center, CT
 
 

mailto:b.marshall@sap.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Juliet Kapsis
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Reject Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:17:59 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Brendan,

May this email finds you having a great day. I am writing in with my public comments regarding the consideration
of a discharge permit for the Killingly power plant.

Based on what I have learned, to move forward with a discharge permit for this plant would be a disaster us move
for the health of Connecticut’s environment. As I understand it, there will be chemicals and heavy metals discharge
into a river. And that forever chemicals have not been addressed in the permit application.

As a Connecticut resident, who values the natural beauty in our state, this is not to be a wise permit to approve.

Thank you,
Juliet

mailto:julietkapsis@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Roz Downing
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Reject Killingly Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 4:53:25 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I urge you to reject the Killingly gas fired power plant.  We must move away from fossil fuels - climate change is
real and we must act immediately!

Rosamund Downing
39 Moss st
Pawcatuck, CT 06379

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rozdow@hotmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Carol Royce
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Reject the proposed Killingly Gas Plant!!
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:08:31 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Do not allow this gas plant to be approved. It will only serve to set CT back in our efforts to clean up
our environment. It is polluting and dangerous and is old, dirty tech. It threatens our rivers and
streams, and ultimately the sound with waste water run off and PFA (forever chemical)  pollution
which would become ubiquitous in our state.
We need environmentally clean solutions for our energy needs if we are to move forward in our
ambitions to clean up our state, country, world.
Let's not go backwards!

Carol S Royce
8 Green Ave
Danbury, CT 

mailto:carolsroyce@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Heidi Wallace
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:23:45 PM
Attachments: ctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any
links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Mr. Shain:  Please consider the irreversible damage that this project
would cause to the Quinebaug River.  Water is our most precious resource
and it is imperative that we protect it.  Best regards,  Heidi Wallace
 
Heidi Wallace
Inland Wetland Agent
Town of Westbrook
(860) 399-3017
hwallace@westbrookct.us
Mulvey Municipal Center
866 Boston Post Road
Westbrook, CT 06498
 

mailto:HWallace@westbrookct.us
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:hwallace@westbrookct.us



 
September 30, 2020 
 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592  
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 
 
On behalf of the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the opportunity to comment 
on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial 
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly 
CT. We appreciate your consideration of some of the concerns we have with this permit. 
 
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The 
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air 
pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil 
and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful 
pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant. 
 
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable 
commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our 
continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions 
Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline 
will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate 
change and resiliency.  


Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). 
These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are 
bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated 
from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly 
Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process 
should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers 
and local tax revenue. 


CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity 
to submit comments on this important issue. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Emily Alexander 
Climate Policy Advocate 
CT League of Conservation Voters 
553 Farmington Ave, Suite 201 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860.236.5442 







From: Jeanne D
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Stop the Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 8:41:34 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

The approval of this permit would allow harmful chemicals and heavy
metals to be discharged into the Quinebaug River. causing irreparable and
costly damage to our rivers and in turn, Long Island Sound. Additionally,
the permit application does not address the "forever chemicals", PFAs. 

This power plant is unnecessary and costly to our residents. Connecticut
must continue to invest in clean energy. The Killingly power plant is a
giant step in the wrong direction.

Please reject this permit and get Connecticut back on track to
achieving our Global Warming Solutions Act goals.

Sincerely,

Bruce B. Miner Jr. & Jeanne D Miner 

Wethersfield, CT

mailto:jdm1051@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Theresa Heyl
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Stop the Killingly gas plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 9:28:28 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Climate change is here, and we need to choose new energy resources to lessen our impact on the environment. It’s
the responsible thing to do!

We need to stop this gas plant. It’s an energy source of the past. Instead, we need to choose alternate resources to
protect our environment mankind, and wildlife for present and future generations.

We need your voice to speak for us.

Thank for your time and consideration,
Theresa Heyl
Orange,CT

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:theyl1764@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Donald Gonci
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Support for transitioning away from fossil fuels
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 8:34:24 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

This is an opportunity for our state and its leadership to be in the vanguard moving from fossil
fuels.  While yes...natural gas is better than other fossil fuel approaches to provide energy, i.e.,
the chemistry of combustion makes gas the best of the fossil choices, it nevertheless is still
another way to add greenhouse gases to our atmosphere.  We must stop changing the
composition of the atmosphere.  This is a no-brainer...we need to invest resources in
renewables.  We are past the point considering natural gas as a transition source of energy. 
Every town needs to carry some of the burden in renewables.  Small towns can use their
former landfill sites to locate solar facilities.  High elevation towns, such as in the NW region
can set up windmill facilities.  Coastal towns can help with the offshore wind projects.  Let`s
just do it and make this state a leader going into the future.  This is the constitution state!

Donald Gonci, retired chemist, Old Lyme

mailto:dongonci@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Ron Blumenfeld
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: The Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:12:16 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain: 
I am opposed to the Killingly gas plant.
I will simply reiterate what you have already heard, and likely already know: this is most certainly not the time to
put into service another dirty power plant that will neutralize our state's best efforts to be part of the climate-change
solution.
Connecticut does not need this plant. I expect DEEP to have the courage to acknowledge the deep trouble our planet
is in, and not add to the trouble. Instead, DEEP must resolve to fully and forthrightly embrace renewable energy
solutions - such as solar, wind, and electric transportation - that will give our children and grandchildren a chance at
a habitable planet . Anything short of a full commitment to these modalities represents a failure to grasp the gravity
of the problem.
Your first responsibility is to current and future generations, not to the power companies. I'm respectfully but
intently looking for DEEP to do the right thing and reject the Killingly permit. 
Sincerely,
Ron Blumenfeld, MD, FAAP
Fairfield, CT

mailto:rblumen2@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Frankie Rollinson
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Wastewater discharge permit by NTE
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 7:05:23 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to oppose the water discharge permit being requested by NTE. I live on Alexander's Lake in Dayville,
CT. Many homes and businesses in the area have embraced solar power. There are several solar power farms in the
area. We are doing our part to keep the air and water clean. The Lake already has a power plant and we do not need
another one. It’s my understanding that the electricity is not even needed in this area, but will go on the grid to
service other states (that have clean air initiatives). Gov. Lamont has also started a clean air initiative and this power
plant goes against his goal of reducing pollutants. NTE is taking advantage of the low socio-economic situation in
this town. The approval of this permit would allow the possibility of wastewater contaminants to enter our water
supply. A spill could go undetected for awhile, especially when the company is based in FL and would be
monitoring from a distance.

Please reject the wastewater permit being requested by NTE.

Frances M Rollinson
11 Weeks Lane
Dayville, CT

mailto:rollinsonf@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Richard Sonder
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application # 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 9:54:11 AM
Attachments: Application # 201615592.msg

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

mailto:monson5@charter.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov

Application # 201615592

		From

		Richard Sonder

		To

		Schain, Brendan

		Recipients

		Brendan.Schain@ct.gov



CT DEEP, Office of Adjucations:





I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection to reject this application. This power plant will cause air and water pollution. The wastewater is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant that would increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline .





I oppose this contract and hope that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this important issue. 








Ric Sonder








Richard Sonder AIA


57 East Hill Road


Woodbury CT 06798


monson5@charter.net


203 266 9266
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CT DEEP, Office of Adjucations:
I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection to reject =
this application. This power plant will cause air and water pollution. =
The wastewater is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which would be =
treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into =
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater will still =
contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut=E2=80=99s water =
should come before an unnecessary power plant that would increase our =
continued reliance on fossil fuels when we already have renewable energy =
options in the pipeline .

I oppose this contract and hope that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for =
the opportunity to submit comments on this important issue.=20


Ric Sonder


Richard Sonder AIA
57 East Hill Road
Woodbury CT 06798
monson5@charter.net
203 266 9266
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CT =
DEEP, Office of Adjucations:I urge the Department of =
Energy and Environmental Protection to reject this application. This =
power plant will cause air and water pollution. The wastewater is likely =
to contain oil
and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment =
plant and then discharged into
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater will still =
contain harmful
pollutants. Protecting Connecticut=E2=80=99s water should come before an =
unnecessary power plant that would increase our
continued reliance on fossil fuels when we already have renewable energy =
options in the pipeline .
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From: Mary Pelletier
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application No. 201615592 NTE Connecticut LLC
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 6:00:15 PM
Attachments: PublicComment_Killingly.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Public Comment:
Application No. 201615592 NTE Connecticut LLC 

October 1, 2020

CT DEEP
Office of Adjudications
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106

Attn: Brendan Schain
            Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 

Dear Mr. Schain:

I urge the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (Ct DEEP) to
reject Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd,
Killingly CT.  I am opposed to approval of this permit, which will allow industrial discharges that
may contain oil, heavy metals, cleaning fluids, and PFAs through the Killingly water treatment
plant into the Quinebaug River.
 
This permit application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs).
The Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility might be required to treat these chemicals
in the future. This permitting process ought to require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment
costs are not pushed onto water/sewer utility rate payers and local tax revenue. If Ct DEEP
approves Application No. 201615592, perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs)
chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater generated by this power plant, along with funds
to monitor the health of Quinebaug aquatic life.
 
I have worked for over a decade to improve water quality in the impaired tributaries of the Park
River regional watershed. The North Branch, Park River, is impaired in part due to permitted
discharges from 23 industries and 36 facilities located in the Town of Bloomfield. No longer
swimmable, fishable or drinkable, the North Branch is merely one of approximately five hundred
and forty (540) impaired waters on the Ct DEEP’s 2020 IWQR List of Impaired Waters. Once
swimmable, fishable, and potable, there are efforts to down-grade the classification of the North
Branch, which would further ease restrictions on polluters, and hinder efforts to improve
environmental health. Permitted discharges need to required substantial long-term permittee
commitments to downstream communities. If Ct DEEP approves this application, twenty-five
percent (25%) of the profits ought to be dedicated to on-going efforts to monitor and
improve water quality in the Quinebaug River. In addition, the permittee ought to be required

mailto:maryp@parkwatershed.org
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DEEP/water/water_quality_management/305b/2020-RJ/2020-IWQR-Appendix-B1-List-of-Impaired-Waters-for-Connecticut-EPA-Category-5docx.pdf



October 1, 2020 
 
CT DEEP 
Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592  
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 


I urge the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (Ct DEEP) to reject 
Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater 
associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT.  I am 
opposed to approval of this permit, which will allow industrial discharges that may contain oil, heavy 
metals, cleaning fluids, and PFAs through the Killingly water treatment plant into the Quinebaug River.  
 
This permit application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). The Town 
of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility might be required to treat these chemicals in the future. This 
permitting process ought to require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment costs are not pushed onto 
water/sewer utility rate payers and local tax revenue. If Ct DEEP approves Application No. 201615592, 
perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs) chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater 
generated by this power plant, along with funds to monitor the health of Quinebaug aquatic life. 
 
I have worked for over a decade to improve water quality in the impaired tributaries of the Park River 
regional watershed. The North Branch, Park River, is impaired in part due to permitted discharges from 23 
industries and 36 facilities located in the Town of Bloomfield. No longer swimmable, fishable or drinkable, 
the North Branch is merely one of approximately five hundred and forty (540) impaired waters on the Ct 
DEEP’s 2020 IWQR List of Impaired Waters. Once swimmable, fishable, and potable, there are efforts to 
down-grade the classification of the North Branch, which would further ease restrictions on polluters, and 
hinder efforts to improve environmental health. Permitted discharges need to required substantial long-
term permittee commitments to downstream communities. If Ct DEEP approves this application, 
twenty-five percent (25%) of the profits ought to be dedicated to on-going efforts to monitor and 
improve water quality in the Quinebaug River. In addition, the permittee ought to be required to 
collaborate with the community to support environmental health along the Quinebaug’s riparian corridor. 
 
Approval of this application goes against Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon 
electric grid by 2040. Ct DEEP is currently hosting multiple virtual meetings in which citizens from across 
the state are volunteering to prepare recommendations on how our state can mitigate the climate crisis and 
transition to a new green economy. Given resounding citizen concern for our state’s environmental 
and community health, Ct DEEP leadership ought to reject this application. As our state is 
increasingly impacted by prolonged droughts and rising temperatures, rather than this controversial fossil 
fuel power plant, Ct DEEP ought to prioritize protection of Connecticut’s fresh water. 


Sincerely, 


  
 Mary V. Rickel Pelletier 
 80 Elizabeth Street 
 Hartford, Connecticut 06105 







to collaborate with the community to support environmental health along the Quinebaug’s
riparian corridor.

Approval of this application goes against Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-
carbon electric grid by 2040. Ct DEEP is currently hosting multiple virtual meetings in which
citizens from across the state are volunteering to prepare recommendations on how our state can
mitigate the climate crisis and transition to a new green economy. Given resounding citizen
concern for our state’s environmental and community health, Ct DEEP leadership ought
to reject this application. As our state is increasingly impacted by prolonged droughts and rising
temperatures, rather than this controversial fossil fuel power plant, Ct DEEP ought to prioritize
protection of Connecticut’s fresh water.

Sincerely,
                       
                        Mary V. Rickel Pelletier
                        80 Elizabeth Street
                        Hartford, Connecticut 06105



From: STEPHEN GROSSMAN
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application No. 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 8:27:26 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Application No.
201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations
located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT. We appreciate your consideration of
some of the concerns we have with this permit.We urge the Department of
Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will
not only cause filthy air pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The
dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil and heavy metals
which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then
discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater
going into the river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting
Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant.

Stephen Grossman

mailto:sgrossman01@snet.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Mike Grabowski
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Energy public comment
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 3:39:05 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am 100% for the approval of the waste water permit to move this project forward. This
project will create much needed construction jobs,much needed taxes to the state. NTE has
done the hard work to be a good partner with our state. This plant will be a cleaner running
plant.

mailto:MGrabowski@liunalocal230.org
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: fulkerson
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 10:21:46 AM
Attachments: Killingly Gas Plant ltr.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please see attached letter regarding the Killingly Gas Plant. Thank you,

Lynn Fulkerson

176 Clark Rd

Litchfield, CT 06759

mailto:lbfulkerson@optonline.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov





Dear Gov. Lamont and Commissioner Dykes,

We, as a community of faith, representing a diversity of religious traditions, stand opposed to the proposed fracked gas plant in Killingly. As our country is ravaged by wildfires and hurricanes, we are increasingly deeply and profoundly concerned about climate change and the destruction that it is causing. Our society should be moving swiftly to a renewable energy future, rather than continuing to invest in fossil fuels that cause so much harm to public health and the environment.

In addition, the energy generated by this proposed fracked gas plant is not needed by the state of Connecticut – we are generating enough energy already to supply our needs. In fact, excess power we do produce is exported.  It would be far more advantageous (and provide many more jobs) to invest in energy efficiency programs that would help residents and business owners save money and energy. 

This plant would also require fracked gas to operate, a devastating environmental process that creates toxic, radioactive waste.  The fracked gas will be shipped through a pipeline that will run through pristine and delicate habitats and aquifers in Connecticut. 

Finally, this power plant will make the local air dirtier. Studies have found that living near a power plant is the equivalent of smoking a pack of cigarettes day – this power plant is sited to be built near three schools in Killingly.  During the pandemic, the prospect of increased air pollution and susceptibility to lung diseases is even more disturbing, as researchers are also reporting that air pollution makes people more susceptible to Covid-19. It is another example of how our environmental choices and action impact other areas of our lives. 

Every faith tradition speaks of the importance of protecting the planet and all its inhabitants. We urge Commissioner Katie Dykes reject the proposed gas plant and continue Connecticut’s path towards a renewable energy future.

Thank you for your time. 



Very best regards, 

Lynn Fulkerson,

Co-Founder

Interreligious Eco-Justice Network
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From: Tom Hines
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 8:51:59 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to voice my opposition to the Gas plant that is proposed for Killingly. We need
renewable energy - not fossil fuel energy. Burning fossil fuel is destroying our environment
and my 3 children's future. 
We must change this. Please do not allow this plant to go into operation.
Thank you,
Tom Hines

mailto:thines122@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Terry Aleman
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 10:01:53 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please reject this waste water application. They claim it is clean water but it is not.  Chemicals will still end up in the
Quinebaug River. And if they try to control this it will be at my , the local taxpayer in Killingly , expense. NTE is in
it for profits, they have no interest in my health. And we do not need the power! CT has sufficient!  Thank you,
Frank.

mailto:tandfaleman@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Jane Steisel
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly permit
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 10:47:00 AM
Attachments: ctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ctlcv.org%2Fuploads%2F6%2F2%2F0%2F1%2F6201942%2Fctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf%3Femci%3D0f10e7f9-3003-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26emdi%3D865a6719-3403-eb11-96f5-
00155d03affc%26ceid%3D940189&amp;data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C4532c0bcd2004631900408d86618d003%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&amp;sdata=aSZuWksLdvSP637EHKFksx5QunDd8BF9xDdaEER9rwg%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:janiasteisel@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ctlcv.org%2Fuploads%2F6%2F2%2F0%2F1%2F6201942%2Fctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf%3Femci%3D0f10e7f9-3003-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26emdi%3D865a6719-3403-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26ceid%3D940189&amp;data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C4532c0bcd2004631900408d86618d003%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&amp;sdata=aSZuWksLdvSP637EHKFksx5QunDd8BF9xDdaEER9rwg%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ctlcv.org%2Fuploads%2F6%2F2%2F0%2F1%2F6201942%2Fctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf%3Femci%3D0f10e7f9-3003-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26emdi%3D865a6719-3403-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26ceid%3D940189&amp;data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C4532c0bcd2004631900408d86618d003%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&amp;sdata=aSZuWksLdvSP637EHKFksx5QunDd8BF9xDdaEER9rwg%3D&amp;reserved=0



 
September 30, 2020 
 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592  
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 
 
On behalf of the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the opportunity to comment 
on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial 
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly 
CT. We appreciate your consideration of some of the concerns we have with this permit. 
 
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The 
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air 
pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil 
and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful 
pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant. 
 
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable 
commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our 
continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions 
Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline 
will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate 
change and resiliency.  


Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). 
These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are 
bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated 
from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly 
Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process 
should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers 
and local tax revenue. 


CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity 
to submit comments on this important issue. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Emily Alexander 
Climate Policy Advocate 
CT League of Conservation Voters 
553 Farmington Ave, Suite 201 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860.236.5442 







From: Jane Steisel
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly permits
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 10:55:16 AM
Attachments: ctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ctlcv.org%2Fuploads%2F6%2F2%2F0%2F1%2F6201942%2Fctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf%3Femci%3D0f10e7f9-3003-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26emdi%3D865a6719-3403-eb11-
96f5-
00155d03affc%26ceid%3D940189&amp;data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C4eae0be52c1449e2192908d8661a0059%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&amp;sdata=XdGesfRmiR08IL9stSB39ynk139hJS1ap81E0ta12ic%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:janiasteisel@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ctlcv.org%2Fuploads%2F6%2F2%2F0%2F1%2F6201942%2Fctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf%3Femci%3D0f10e7f9-3003-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26emdi%3D865a6719-3403-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26ceid%3D940189&amp;data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C4eae0be52c1449e2192908d8661a0059%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&amp;sdata=XdGesfRmiR08IL9stSB39ynk139hJS1ap81E0ta12ic%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ctlcv.org%2Fuploads%2F6%2F2%2F0%2F1%2F6201942%2Fctlcv_killingly_permit_9.30.20.pdf%3Femci%3D0f10e7f9-3003-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26emdi%3D865a6719-3403-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc%26ceid%3D940189&amp;data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C4eae0be52c1449e2192908d8661a0059%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&amp;sdata=XdGesfRmiR08IL9stSB39ynk139hJS1ap81E0ta12ic%3D&amp;reserved=0



 
September 30, 2020 
 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592  
 
Dear Mr. Schain: 
 
On behalf of the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the opportunity to comment 
on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial 
wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly 
CT. We appreciate your consideration of some of the concerns we have with this permit. 
 
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The 
last thing Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air 
pollution, but also irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil 
and heavy metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful 
pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary power plant. 
 
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable 
commitments to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against 
Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our 
continued reliance on fossil fuels and is out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions 
Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline 
will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold Connecticut back from real solutions to climate 
change and resiliency.  


Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). 
These chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are 
bioaccumulative, toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated 
from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly 
Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process 
should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers 
and local tax revenue. 


CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity 
to submit comments on this important issue. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Emily Alexander 
Climate Policy Advocate 
CT League of Conservation Voters 
553 Farmington Ave, Suite 201 
Hartford, CT 06105 
860.236.5442 







From: Jane Steisel
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly permits for Power Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 11:25:47 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am asking you to reject the permits for the Killingly power plant. Connecticut needs to continue to move toward
environmentally safe energy.
 PFAS never go away and endanger humans, animals, our food and water supply. The toxic , harsh chemicals this 
plan would use puts all of us in danger by polluting our rivers and environment.
We already have had too many toxic chemicals ruining our rivers and environment.
 Please continue our path in Connecticut
towards using safer, cleaner alternatives and  set an example for other states.  I thank you and our environment will
benefit.
Jane S. Steisel

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:janiasteisel@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: kgm
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 8:41:19 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain; 

Please consider rejecting the permit for the Killingly power plant. Clean energy and
emissions reduction are crucial to our environment and climate change. 
Governor Lamants executive order to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040 is a
move in the right direction, however the approval of a permit for this plant goes
directly in the opposite direction. PFA's are a real threat to not only animals, but
humans as well , and this permit does not address how they would be monitored. 
I strongly oppose this contract, and hope DEEP will find other alternatives, 
Sincerely, 
Kathleen Mitchell 
Concerned Citizen 
 

mailto:kamygould@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Jane Steisel
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Power Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 12:07:14 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am asking you to reject the permit for this power plant. The use of PFAS and harsh chemicals that will be used for
this plant  are a danger to  humans, animals, our food & water supply and our environment. We’ve already had too
much damage from them & other toxins in the environment.

PFAS (and other “forever “ chemicals) NEVER go away or break down and cause deadly health problems for all. 
Connecticut needs to continue to work towards safe, cleaner energy and be an example for other states.

I thank you. Our  people, wildlife and environment would benefit from less pollution.

Jane Steisel

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:janiasteisel@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Maureen Vagnini
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Power Plant
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 11:57:52 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Brendan, this may be a day late but I still want to express my concerns about the KPP. Why are we committed to
Green Power and still going ahead with this process with gas fracking at the KPP? PLEASE, for the sake of my
children and my grandchildren, move away from fracking and on to renewable energy. Maureen Vagnini: Windsor
Climate Action

mailto:maureenvagnini@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Briana Benn-Mirandi
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Power Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 10:48:22 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Schain,
I stand with the CT League of Conservation Voters on this matter and strongly oppose allowing waste water to
contaminate our natural waterways without proper chemical treatment.  We cannot backslide in environmental
policies, especially when the federal government has made clear that they do not support protecting our
environment.  Now more than ever, the CT DEEP must be vigilant!  I am counting on you to do that.
Many thanks,
Briana Benn-MIrandi
Madison, CT

Dear Mr. Schain:
On behalf of the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated
with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT. We appreciate your
consideration of some of the concerns we have with this permit.
We urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. The last thing
Connecticut needs is more costly pollution. This power plant will not only cause filthy air pollution, but also
irreparable water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil and heavy metals which
would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being
treated, the wastewater going into the river will still contain harmful pollutants. Protecting Connecticut’s water
should come before an unnecessary power plant.
This power plant is not only unnecessary but costly to our residents. We have made considerable commitments to
clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes directly against Governor Lamont’s Executive
Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is
out of alignment with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions Act goals. Investing in gas infrastructure when we
already have renewable energy options in the pipeline will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold
Connecticut back from real solutions to climate change and resiliency.
 Furthermore, this application does not address perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). These
chemicals must be monitored in the wastewater being generated by this power plant. PFA’s are bioaccumulative,
toxic to people and animals, and cannot be broken down. Wastewater will be generated from a number of sources
including cleaning equipment and drains. In the future, the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility may
be required to treat these chemicals; and DEEP’s permitting process should require PFAs monitoring to ensure that
treatment for them does not fall solely on the rate payers and local tax revenue.
 CTLCV strongly opposes this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity to submit
comments on this important issue

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:seasidehoneybee@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Kerry Noble
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly Public Comment letter from KGN
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 12:11:37 PM
Attachments: Killingly Public Comment letter from KGN .msg

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

mailto:kerry.noble170@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov

Killingly Public Comment letter from KGN 
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		Kerry Noble
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		Schain, Brendan
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		Brendan.Schain@ct.gov





DEEP Killingly Letter.docx

DEEP Killingly Letter.docx

September 30, 2020 


CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Attn: Brendan Schain 


Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 


Dear Mr. Schain: 


I ,as a private citizen of Ct,  thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT. 


I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application. This power plant will add many air polluting chemicals to our air, and it will pollute our Quinebaug River water which drains into the Sound. Managing the toxic PFAs is costly, but would not be necessary if we reject this plant and rely on developing more renewable energy. Protecting Connecticut’s water must come before this unnecessary power plant. 


In Connecticut, we have committed to clean energy and emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes against Governor Lamont’s Executive Order 3 to ensure a zero-carbon electric grid by 2040. It will increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels and is not in accord with Connecticut’s Global Warming Solutions Act goals. It will momentarily distract Connecticut from seeking real solutions to climate change and resiliency. Our grandchildren will look to us and wonder how we could keep our heads in the sand in October of 2020 if this plant is approved. 


I am strongly opposed to this contract and hopes that DEEP will reject it. Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this important issue. 


Sincerely, 


Karen G Noble


170 Canaan Rd ,


Salisbury CT 06068








From: Edmund McWilliams
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: No Fracked Gas Plant at Alexanders Lake.
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 4:39:03 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I strongly oppose the proposed fracked gas plant to be established adjacent to the Quinebaug
River and Alexanders Lake.  Since 1965, I have been a co-owner of an historic cottage on the
lake (c 1900) which is only one mile from the proposed plant site.  

The proposed plant poses unacceptable pollution threats to the Quinebauag 
and to Alexanders Lake.  The stack for the plant is too short to disperse pollutants.  As a result,
local downwash of pollutants will inevitably impact the local environment and of course, local
residents.

The Killingly Water Authority has stated it can not filter out contaminants from plant
waste water.  Moreover, noise pollution and traffic congestion during and after construction
wil create separate, serious problems for local residents.

Undoubtably, the plant will significantly reduce property values for Lake and other
local residents.  There will also be associated negative consequences for property taxes for the
town.

Please do not allow this plant to move forward.

Edmund McWilliams
450 Jicarilla Road
White Oaks, New Mexico 88301

mailto:mcwilliamsedmund@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Amanda Kenyon
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NO gas plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 12:26:36 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Brendan,

It makes me sad that our state is considering building a gas plant. I hopeful that the voice of the residents of CT
will be heard and the plant will not be build. We can’t let power companies take the “power”. CT has been on a
trajectory for slowing climate change and we need to keep that momentum up. “Natural” gas is so toxic. The
workers who mine it and towns that have the mines are severely hurt by it. And who is going to bear the burden of
the toxic byproducts? We need to be thinking about all people and our future when choosing electricity sources. Of
course, the residents of CT are of utmost importance too.  We cannot risk damaging our rivers and water sources. 
Some of these toxins will NEVER break down. What kind of future is that? Please, let’s stick to considering wind
and solar power. REJECT THIS PERMIT.

Thank you. 

Amanda Kenyon 

Middletown 

mailto:alee2120@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Elise Thoron
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 10:26:47 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications
79 Elm Street Hartford,
CT 06106
Attn: Brendan Schain
 
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
 
Dear Mr. Schain:
 
       Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Application No. 201615592 by
NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with
steam electric power generation operations located at 189 Lake Rd, Killingly CT. I
urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this
application.
 

This power plant will not only cause filthy air pollution, but also irreparable
water pollution. The dirty wastewater from this plant is likely to contain oil and heavy
metals which would be treated at the Killingly water treatment plant and then
discharged into the Quinebaug River. Despite being treated, the wastewater going
into the river will still contain harmful pollutants.
 

Protecting Connecticut’s water should come before an unnecessary, costly
power plant. As a State we have made necessary commitments to clean energy and
emissions reduction, but approval of this plant goes against these goals.  It will
increase our continued reliance on fossil fuels, and investing in gas infrastructure
when we already have renewable energy options in the pipeline and a mandate for
clean energy.  The plant will hurt our environment and our residents, and will hold
Connecticut back from real solutions to climate change and sustainability.
 

As a Bethany resident, my family has been suffering the effects of multiple
extreme storms, weather, and power outages that last for days and leave our town
devastated and engaged in long, expensive clean-up.  It’s high time get our priorities
straight and make a real commitment to improving our air and water quality and
standing behind actions to bring down carbon emissionsthat effect our climate.  This
power plant seems like a terrible step in the opposite direction.  Thank you for your
time and taking into account citizens’ comments on this project that affects us all.

 
Sincerely,
 

mailto:oande@aol.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


Elise Thoron,
49 Anella Drive
Bethany, CT 06524

 
 



From: Peter Nightingale
To: Schain, Brendan
Cc: Peter Nightingale
Subject: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 10:12:20 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Attn: Brendan Schain
Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 Dear Mr. Schain:

Dear Mr. Schain:

The Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) must reject this application.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change almost exactly two years ago in its Special
Report stated that "rapid, far-reaching and unprecedented changes in all aspects of society" are
required to deal with the unfolding climate catastrophe. Virtually no day goes by without the
publication of new  research that shows that the developments are much faster than expected.
In fact, that has been going on for years and one might ask: "Whose expectations?" The point
is that we have no time for continuing business as usual. 

DEEP has two options: it can contribute to the solution or it can be part of the problem.
Issuing a industrial wastewater permit will do the latter. The arguments for not issuing the
permit are right there for the department to use: the application does not address perfluoroalkyl
and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAs). Of course, there are numerous other arguments; where
there is will there is a way.

If DEEP fails to stop this project, present and future generations will judge it for its reckless
endangerment of life on earth.

Sincerely yours,
—Peter Nightingale
Professor of Physics

-- 

The next auto-quote (sent by free-ware from my commercial-free computer) is:

To see what is in front of one's nose requires a constant struggle.
(George Orwell)

Sign up to stay in touch with Nature's Trust RI

Peter Nightingale
Department of Physics, East Hall
University of Rhode Island

mailto:nigh@pobox.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:nigh@pobox.com
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Kingston, RI 02881, USA
Telephone 401.874.5882; Fax 401.874.2380



From: Sharon Coman
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please. Send transcript of 10/1 teleconference. It is clear deep does not care about our concerns. We matter,

there are no disposal people
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 8:19:22 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear sir:   Please send copy of transcript from yester day 10/1 teleconference.  It is clear deep
does not care about our attempts to save our planet. There are no disposable people and ALL
LIFE MATTERS!

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

mailto:sharoncoman7@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3Fpid%3DInProduct%26c%3DGlobal_Internal_YGrowth_AndroidEmailSig__AndroidUsers%26af_wl%3Dym%26af_sub1%3DInternal%26af_sub2%3DGlobal_YGrowth%26af_sub3%3DEmailSignature&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C2e5dbf2964de4231243b08d866cd634b%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=WLxJbVgiK3wPzTdABNFg2YXR%2BtP1ydc%2BmWalRccR2qY%3D&reserved=0


From: Nancy Brown
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Power Plant
Date: Saturday, October 3, 2020 6:25:40 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

I urge you to oppose the creation of a power plant in Killingly.  Not only is it not
needed, but we, and future generations, will suffer.  That means our children and
grandchildren will be paying in dollars and cents, and in health.  We cannot do this.

It is time to turn to other sources of power: wind and solar.  CT will benefit from such
not only financially, but also health wise.  Aren't these reasons enough to oppose the
Killingly power plant?

Sincerely,
Nancy Brown
New Milford, CT  06776

mailto:nanbrown25@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Bev Brazauskas
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Proposed plant in Killingly
Date: Sunday, October 4, 2020 8:04:32 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Brendan,

Please use your brains and say NO to the new plant in Killingly by NTE Connecticut.  Aren't
we dealing with enough with Covid 19, now we're going to build a plant that will dump its
waste etc. into our waters.  Doesn't anyone in this country care about the safety and well being
of the American people any more?  Please rethink the approval of the project and say "No, not
here, not now, never."  I wish we could say "Not anywhere in th he USA" but I guess that's not
in our power.  Please, please, please think of us, our children, our elderly. I beg you to say
"No."

Beverly Brazauskas
Farmington

mailto:brazauskas.beverly@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Lois Latraverse
To: earl mcwilliams
Cc: Ed Grandelski; Edmund McWilliams; Schain, Brendan
Subject: Re: DEEP Wastewater Discharge Permit
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 8:18:37 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Well said!

On Wed, Sep 30, 2020 at 8:23 PM earl mcwilliams <earlmcwilliams@hotmail.com> wrote:

I am writing to urge DEEP to reject this discharge permit sought by NTE.  

I and my neighbors have opposed this fracked gas power plant for the last four and a half
years.  It would be constructed on pristine land along the Quinebaug River about one mile
from my home.  The reasons for our opposition are many, including the clear lack

of any need for the additional energy, when we have another, seldom used mega wattage
power plant less than a mile from the proposed site.  We also object to the pollution this
plant will cause especially as the smoke stack is too short to properly vent the

mailto:mrsaj15@gmail.com
mailto:earlmcwilliams@hotmail.com
mailto:egrandelski@gmail.com
mailto:mcwilliamsedmund@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:earlmcwilliams@hotmail.com


noxious gases into the upper levels of the atmosphere.  The stack height had to be reduced
to accommodate the Federal Aviation Agency's requirement limiting tall structures within
10,000 feet of an airport.

But our opposition also includes the threat that contaminated wastewater will pose to our
community and to the Quinebaug River, where the pollutants in such wastewater will
eventually end up.  The Killingly Water Pollution Authority has conceded

that it will be unable to identify or filter out any contaminants from this source.  NTE's offer
to establish monitoring is woefully inadequate assurance that the monitoring will be
effective for all pollutants, or that any communication of a contamination

incident would be timely.  

NTE has deliberately mislead the Siting Council, the town of Killingly and town residents as
to its intentions over the years.  NTE cares not for the welfare of the community, but only
for their determination to foist this unnecessary and unwanted monster in

our midst.



For our well-being and that of future generations, I urge DEEP to reject this permit.

Sincerely,

Earl McWilliams

215 North Shore Road

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fmaps%2Fsearch%2F215%2BNorth%2BShore%2BRoad%2B%250D%250A%2B%250D%250ADayville%2C%2BCT.%2B%2B06241%3Fentry%3Dgmail%26source%3Dg&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7Ccdc8eb950a0c4874ffcd08d866041cd6%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=VQaa01Tzja47vIDT2uLPY7BH2nahxxo4HR%2FVOcG3bk0%3D&reserved=0


Dayville, CT.  06241

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fmaps%2Fsearch%2F215%2BNorth%2BShore%2BRoad%2B%250D%250A%2B%250D%250ADayville%2C%2BCT.%2B%2B06241%3Fentry%3Dgmail%26source%3Dg&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7Ccdc8eb950a0c4874ffcd08d866041cd6%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=VQaa01Tzja47vIDT2uLPY7BH2nahxxo4HR%2FVOcG3bk0%3D&reserved=0


From: Donna Christian
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Reject Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 8:35:27 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Protect our Quinebaug river and Long Island Sound from forever-damaging chemicals. There
is no need for this environmental disaster to take place. Stop all plans NOW. 

Donna Christian
234 Opening Hill Rd. 
Branford CT

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:dchristian9@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F.src%3DiOS&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C89c5ba59bfad48682fd708d8660678c7%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=j40HmJpCGtmFjFcJyAiYpnRamE7yRsZp08klWcv6tRE%3D&reserved=0


From: Jennifer Duff
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Reject Killingly power plant
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 11:04:41 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Please do the right thing for our environment and our climate. We need drastic reducing in
greenhouse gasses every year to reach any of our climate goals in order to mitigate the most
extreme consequences of the climate crisis. Opening new fossil fuel plants, especially ones we
DON'T NEED is not the way to do that. This goes against Lamont's net zero climate goals and
will be bad for CT.

Please reject their proposal. 

Jennifer Duff 
Rocky Hill, CT

mailto:jenniferduffcreations@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Janet Bellamy
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Testimony for Oct.1 hearing re Application No. 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 3:24:11 PM
Attachments: Killingly Wastewater permit.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am submitting testimony in opposition to Application No. 201615592 

Janet Bellamy

mailto:jbellamy23@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
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CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 

79 Elm Street 

Hartford, CT 06106 

Attn: Brendan Schain 



Re: NTE Connecticut LLC, Application No. 201615592 Dear Mr. Schain: 



I am writing to request that DEEP reject Application Number 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater from electric power generation at 189 Lake Road, Killingly, Connecticut.. 



Wastewater from the proposed Killingly power plant will have a variety of pollutants including the “forever” PFAS chemicals along with a corrosive pH, all of which would need to be ameliorated by the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility and then discharged into the Quinebaug River. It is not clear that all of the contaminants could be successfully treated which would allow harmful pollutants to be discharged into the river. There are a number of other issues that make this project problematic and potentially unsafe for this low income community.



The automatic monitoring system will most likely not be monitored on site and in real time. If a problem develops there may be a long lag time before it is addressed leaving the excess pollutants to continue to go into the town facility or worse, spill out.



There will be oil waste generated and it is not clear how it will be managed. Does the state have the capacity to handle this waste or does the plant expect the state to develop new treatment facilitates?



If there is a spill what is the plan to contain it? How is the Quinebaug River to be protected? The history of fossil fuel companies spillage and damage to the environment does not give us peace of mind over this issue. No permit should ever be approved unless there are solid, evidence backed plans to avoid and contain spills.



In DEEP’s dual missions of protecting the environment and ensuring reliable energy the best practice would be to deny any further fossil fuel projects while promoting offshore wind, shared solar and other renewable technologies.



I urge you to deny this permit as the plant is not needed for power generation and is unsafe, putting the Quinebaug River at risk of pollution.



Janet Bellamy

Ashford Clean Energy Task Force

11 Sunset Drive

Ashford, CT 06278

860-377-2746 



From: Michael Green
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC Killingly Power Plant
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 4:20:48 PM
Attachments: WLT Response to NTE Wastewater Permit Application.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Brendan -

I have attached a letter from the Wyndham Land Trust in response to
Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to
discharge industrial wastewater into the Killingly publicly owned
treatment works.

I have also mailed a paper copy of the letter to your office.

Thank you for your attention.

Michael D. Green, Vice President, Wyndham Land Trust.

860 774 5614

mailto:slash2bmw@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov







From: Lenore Gudmundson
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: DEEP Wastewater Discharge Permit Public Hearing
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 3:00:01 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

My family and I are directly affected by yet another power plant and all the
segregated projects connected to it such as wastewater.  I am deeply opposed as
the cumulative health and environmental effects are drastic with all the other
industries in this quiet lake community of 300 residents. The existing 750 MG
natural gas power plant is less than one-half mile away from the proposed new
plant. I feel that this rural NE corner of the state is being taken advantage of.
 
Lenore Gudmundson
78 & 79 Island Road Box 357
Dayville, CT 06241

mailto:lenore000@atlanticbb.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Patricia Farrell
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Wastewater Discharge Permit for NTE
Date: Monday, October 5, 2020 10:50:55 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Sir.

I am writing to you as a life long Lake Alexander resident for 55 years.  I am also pleading
with you to hear what we are all saying regarding NTE.

. PLEASE REJECT this permit 

· NTE is a FL based company…not a local to be held accountable for the monitoring of the 
several pollutants this plant will emit.

· NTE is proposing to install automatic monitoring equipment which will be controlled by out 
of  state operators 

· An excess spill could go undetected for a while as no one will be standing by waiting 
for an  accident 

· Analysis’ by Synapse Energy Economics shows that the proposed gas plant is not needed · 
Approval by DEEP of this permit would needlessly be allowing the possibility of wastewater  
contaminates when protecting CT’s water should come first. 

· Water would be treated by Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility and then  
discharged into the Quinebaug River which already has legacy toxins from industrial 
pollution  and despite being treated by KWPCF will still contain harmful pollutants. 

The Town of Killingly already has a 750MG natural gas power plant with NTE’s  location being less 
than one half mile away. 

How are we to meet the Governor’s goal of zero carbon emissions by 2040 if we continue to 
support  fossil fuels over solar and wind? 

Climate Change is upon us. The time to act is now. 

PLEASE SAVE ONE OF THE LAST BEAUTIFUL LAKES IN THE STATE OF CT!!

PLEASE!!!!!!!!!

Patricia Farrell

mailto:pattifarrell13@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Martha Klein
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Application No. 201615592
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 9:08:41 AM
Attachments: Application No. 201615592.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,
In the matter of Application number 201615592, I request that DEEP reject this permit. 

Your review of the application found that the following "potential pollutants of concern" could enter the
discharged water and required monitoring: "ammonia, copper, nickel, petroleum oil, phosphorus, total
suspended solids, and zinc, in addition to the physical properties of corrosivity (pH) and temperature." In
order to perform this monitoring, the Florida based corporation NTE proposes to install automatic
monitoring equipment which will "record data" in order to "verify compliance with the terms". Almost
certainly, this automatic system will be controlled by out of state operators, as is common practice with
large energy infrastructure. It's just not that profitable to hire people to hang around waiting for something
to go wrong. But the downside of this remote monitoring is that in the real world event of a spill and/or of
higher concentrations of pollutants than DEEP allows, that excess or spill could continue for a while
before being stopped. After all, these automatic monitors (read "not human") are programmed to monitor,
not to stop or prevent problems. It is incorrect to say that these monitors "ensure protection of the waters
of the state." They only let us know when something has already gone wrong, as it invariably will. 

Oil-water separators will be used to remove petroleum oil from the wastewater. Depending on the types of
oil-water separators that will be used, there can be increased risk of oil remaining in the treated
wastewater. In the gravity plate separator, droplets of less than 60 micrometers can escape. The
presence of other chemicals in the wastewater can also decrease the efficiency of the separator. The
idea of even a small spill of petroleum in the Quinebaug River, a real possibility, is sickening. In addition,
it is not specified where the oil waste will be disposed of after its removal by the separator. Connecticut
has a waste management problem now; it is not clear where the state can put more industrial waste. 

There is no requirement that heat recovery steam generator blowdown wastewater be treated prior to
release to the POTW, yet HRSG blowdown releases, with force, water that has a high concentration of
minerals in it, and must be blown off to maintain the proper balance of chemicals inside the boiler. There
may be a risk of overwhelming the POTW by excess minerals in this case. It is not stated in the
application review by DEEP why the HRSG blowdown wastewater doesn't need to be treated. 

Another area that seems inadequately addressed is the section on spill prevention. The spill prevention
plan must be given to DEEP no more than 30 days after the plant starts operations. That means that
during the entire months of construction and for the first month of operation, there will be no spill
prevention plan. Energy companies have a long and sordid history of not planning appropriately for
contingencies, such as disasters. We have learned this over and over again, to tragic effects. In 2010,
hundreds of thousands of barrels of oil spilled over months despite BP's 580 page spill response plan
crafted by expert consultants. In less dramatic fashion, Connecticut's energy distribution companies, all
two of them, failed to prepare for increasingly disruptive weather, despite predictions and their own recent
experience with Storms/Hurricanes Irene and Sandy. It is unclear why DEEP would not ask for a spill
prevention plan at the start of construction. 

Killingly is not a wealthy community and hence is victimized by this type of polluting fossil gas
infrastructure that has been rejected by Connecticut towns of wealthier means, such as New Milford
which defeated a proposed gas power plant. DEEP's approval of NTE's proposed Environmental Justice
Public Participation Plan is underwhelming to say the least. EJ should address the fact that more polluting

mailto:puckyshouse@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov



Dear Mr. Schain, 
In the matter of Application number 201615592, I request that DEEP reject this 
permit.  


Your review of the application found that the following "potential pollutants of 
concern" could enter the discharged water and required monitoring: "ammonia, 
copper, nickel, petroleum oil, phosphorus, total suspended solids, and zinc, in 
addition to the physical properties of corrosivity (pH) and temperature." In order 
to perform this monitoring, the Florida based corporation NTE proposes to install 
automatic monitoring equipment which will "record data" in order to "verify 
compliance with the terms". Almost certainly, this automatic system will be 
controlled by out of state operators, as is common practice with large energy 
infrastructure. It's just not that profitable to hire people to hang around waiting for 
something to go wrong. But the downside of this remote monitoring is that in the 
real world event of a spill and/or of higher concentrations of pollutants than DEEP 
allows, that excess or spill could continue for a while before being stopped. After 
all, these automatic monitors (read "not human") are programmed to monitor, not 
to stop or prevent problems. It is incorrect to say that these monitors "ensure 
protection of the waters of the state." They only let us know when something has 
already gone wrong, as it invariably will.  


Oil-water separators will be used to remove petroleum oil from the wastewater. 
Depending on the types of oil-water separators that will be used, there can be 
increased risk of oil remaining in the treated wastewater. In the gravity plate 
separator, droplets of less than 60 micrometers can escape. The presence of 
other chemicals in the wastewater can also decrease the efficiency of the 
separator. The idea of even a small spill of petroleum in the Quinebaug River, a 
real possibility, is sickening. In addition, it is not specified where the oil waste will 
be disposed of after its removal by the separator. Connecticut has a waste 
management problem now; it is not clear where the state can put more industrial 
waste.  


There is no requirement that heat recovery steam generator blowdown 
wastewater be treated prior to release to the POTW, yet HRSG blowdown 
releases, with force, water that has a high concentration of minerals in it, and 
must be blown off to maintain the proper balance of chemicals inside the boiler. 
There may be a risk of overwhelming the POTW by excess minerals in this case. 
It is not stated in the application review by DEEP why the HRSG blowdown 
wastewater doesn't need to be treated.  


Another area that seems inadequately addressed is the section on spill 
prevention. The spill prevention plan must be given to DEEP no more than 30 
days after the plant starts operations. That means that during the entire months 







of construction and for the first month of operation, there will be no spill 
prevention plan. Energy companies have a long and sordid history of not 
planning appropriately for contingencies, such as disasters. We have learned this 
over and over again, to tragic effects. In 2010, hundreds of thousands of barrels 
of oil spilled over months despite BP's 580 page spill response plan crafted by 
expert consultants. In less dramatic fashion, Connecticut's energy distribution 
companies, all two of them, failed to prepare for increasingly disruptive weather, 
despite predictions and their own recent experience with Storms/Hurricanes 
Irene and Sandy. It is unclear why DEEP would not ask for a spill prevention plan 
at the start of construction.  


Killingly is not a wealthy community and hence is victimized by this type of 
polluting fossil gas infrastructure that has been rejected by Connecticut towns of 
wealthier means, such as New Milford which defeated a proposed gas power 
plant. DEEP's approval of NTE's proposed Environmental Justice Public 
Participation Plan is underwhelming to say the least. EJ should address the fact 
that more polluting infrastructure is built in less affluent communities. 
Corporations profit while local people and natural resources are harmed. 
Something more than a bit of money should be given in exchange for knowingly 
increasing rates of disease and environmental destruction. In approving NTE's 
application in an economically disadvantaged community, DEEP appears to be 
putting people for sale in a place that can't afford to fight back.  


Despite protestations to the contrary, DEEP is the arbiter of energy projects in 
Connecticut. DEEP would like the public to believe that it has no authority to 
prevent projects that are approved by federal or regional agencies such as FERC 
or ISO-NE. But that is not true. Other states have refused to approve federally 
approved projects that they found caused more harm than benefit to their state. 
These rejections have occurred recently in New York and New Jersey.  


DEEP is the agency that is responsible for the overbuild of methane 
infrastructure in Connecticut, while it has blocked the full development of the 
renewable/efficiency economy in the state. Two fossil gas power plants came 
online recently in Oxford and Bridgeport, two interstate pipelines have been 
massively expanded, and thousands of unwitting consumers were converted to 
use of residential methane at ratepayer expense. DEEP had a hand in approving 
and promoting all these fossil gas expansion projects. At the same time, DEEP 
has tried to limit the development of the solar industry, by placing caps and 
opposing a state-wide community shared solar program. DEEP also limited the 
development of offshore wind energy, by placing a cap of 2000 MW on the 
amount of OFW the state can procure. The only people who benefit from these 
various limitations to the development of the renewable energy economy are the 
owners, executives and shareholders of fossil gas companies. This preferential 







treatment for fossil gas companies while suppressing renewable energy 
development might be construed as a restraint of trade.  


There is only one state in the U.S that has combined the energy and 
environmental protection agencies, and that is Connecticut. Massachusetts has 
an agency of Energy and Environmental Affairs, but the Department of 
Environmental Protection is separate. There is a reason why these two agencies 
must remain separate: there is an inherent conflict of interest when at the same 
time, one approves and encourages energy projects while also approving and 
allowing the environmental degradation that accompanies such projects. DEEP's 
mission has been taken over by energy and the environmental protection mission 
has been abrogated.  


The pittance in taxes collected will not be worth a polluted Quinebaug River. 
DEEP is preferentially choosing to help fossil gas companies profit while failing to 
protect the waters of the state.  


Sincerely, 
Martha Klein 
PO Box 542 
Norfolk, CT 
06058







infrastructure is built in less affluent communities. Corporations profit while local people and natural
resources are harmed. Something more than a bit of money should be given in exchange for knowingly
increasing rates of disease and environmental destruction. In approving NTE's application in an
economically disadvantaged community, DEEP appears to be putting people for sale in a place that can't
afford to fight back. 

Despite protestations to the contrary, DEEP is the arbiter of energy projects in Connecticut. DEEP would
like the public to believe that it has no authority to prevent projects that are approved by federal or
regional agencies such as FERC or ISO-NE. But that is not true. Other states have refused to approve
federally approved projects that they found caused more harm than benefit to their state. These rejections
have occurred recently in New York and New Jersey. 

DEEP is the agency that is responsible for the overbuild of methane infrastructure in Connecticut, while it
has blocked the full development of the renewable/efficiency economy in the state. Two fossil gas power
plants came online recently in Oxford and Bridgeport, two interstate pipelines have been massively
expanded, and thousands of unwitting consumers were converted to use of residential methane at
ratepayer expense. DEEP had a hand in approving and promoting all these fossil gas expansion projects.
At the same time, DEEP has tried to limit the development of the solar industry, by placing caps and
opposing a state-wide community shared solar program. DEEP also limited the development of offshore
wind energy, by placing a cap of 2000 MW on the amount of OFW the state can procure. The only people
who benefit from these various limitations to the development of the renewable energy economy are the
owners, executives and shareholders of fossil gas companies. This preferential treatment for fossil gas
companies while suppressing renewable energy development might be construed as a restraint of trade. 

There is only one state in the U.S that has combined the energy and environmental protection agencies,
and that is Connecticut. Massachusetts has an agency of Energy and Environmental Affairs, but the
Department of Environmental Protection is separate. There is a reason why these two agencies must
remain separate: there is an inherent conflict of interest when at the same time, one approves and
encourages energy projects while also approving and allowing the environmental degradation that
accompanies such projects. DEEP's mission has been taken over by energy and the
environmental protection mission has been abrogated. 

The pittance in taxes collected will not be worth a polluted Quinebaug River. DEEP is preferentially
choosing to help fossil gas companies profit while failing to protect the waters of the state. 

Sincerely,
Martha Klein
PO Box 542
Norfolk, CT
06058



From: Kris Kuhn
To: Schain, Brendan
Cc: K.E. Kuhn
Subject: Citizen comment on NTE wastewater permit application
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 3:42:02 PM
Attachments: wastewaterpermitletter.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Schain,
Please see my attached letter.
Thank you,
Kris E. Kuhn

mailto:kekuhn511@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:kekuhn511@gmail.com

October 9, 2020



CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications

79 Elm Street

Hartford, CT 06106

Attn: Brendan Schain



Dear Mr. Schain,



Thank you for providing this opportunity to comment on Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations at 189 Lake Road, Killingly, Connecticut.



I urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) to reject this application.  There is well-substantiated evidence (including analysis by Synapse Energy Economics as cited in a letter to you on September 22, 2020 by Samantha Dynowski of the CT Sierra Club) that the gas plant is not needed.  Therefore, toxic wastewater contaminants resulting from its operations would pose completely needless threat to the quality of the Quinebaug River.  And it is clear that the gas plant would run counter to achievement of Governor Lamont’s 100% carbon-free power by 2040. 



A specific flaw in the application is its omission of perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFA’s) that must be monitored in wastewater being generated by this power plant.  PFAs have highly toxic effects. Wastewater will be generated from a number of sources including cleaning equipment and drains with potential discharge of PFAs that the Town of Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility may be required to treat.  Therefore, DEEP’s permitting process should require monitoring of PFAs and ensure that PFAs treatment does not fall solely on the rate-payers and local tax revenue.  



At the October 1, 2020 public hearing on this application several supporters cited the necessity of natural gas as a “bridge fuel”.  This is a decades-old justification that in fact was refuted by Commissioner Dykes at a September 2019 conference convened by the League of Conservation Voters.  The Commissioner declared, “Natural gas is a fossil fuel, not a bridge fuel.”  



It is extremely unfortunate that the leadership preceding the tenure of Governor Lamont supported the expansion of natural gas in Connecticut, as economic and political interests are more entrenched and a correction course is much more difficult to achieve.  However, worldwide environmental evidence of global warming due to greenhouse gases now is emergently pressing; and the harmful effects of methane and the degree of methane leakage associated with production and transmission are more fully recognized.   



It is critical that CT DEEP act not only to protect the citizens of Killingly and throughout the State: DEEP has the capacity to play a fundamental governmental role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and protecting life on Earth.  Evasion of this responsibility, particularly in the current absence of any positive leadership at the federal level, is a form of climate denial.  



Thank you for the consideration of my comments, and your attention to these concerns.



Sincerely,



Kris E. Kuhn

Mystic, CT

kekuhn511@gmail.com

860) 608-3808

























From: Rachel Scott
To: Schain, Brendan
Cc: Dwayne Paul
Subject: Comments on Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 10:58:06 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Mr. Brendan Schain 
CT DEEP, Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
 
October 8, 2020 
 
Dear Mr. Schain, 
 
We write from the Collaborative Center for Justice, a faith-based social justice advocacy
organization sponsored by six communities of Women Religious across Connecticut.  Thank
you for this opportunity to comment on Application No. 201615592 by NTE Connecticut,
LLC for a permit to discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power
generation operations at 189 Lake Road, Killingly, Connecticut.  We write in strong
opposition, and urge the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection to deny this
permit application.  
 
As people of faith, we take seriously our call to care for the earth and its inhabitants.  Clean
water is a precious, life-sustaining resource.  If NTE is allowed to discharge waste water into
the waters of Connecticut, there will be significant risks to the quality of the water.  Further,
the wastewater treatment costs will fall to local residents, as the waste water would be treated
by the publicly owned facility.  Residents of Killingly already bear the health
and environmental burdens associated with an existing gas power plant in their community,
and they should not be further burdened by the construction and use of additional fossil fuel
infrastructure. 
 
The energy that would be produced at the new gas power plant is not needed in order to meet
the energy needs of the people of Connecticut.  To risk contamination of the Quinebaug
River in order to produce unneeded power is unnecessary and is simply immoral.  
 
We are concerned about the gas-power plant project as a whole.  Beyond environmental
concerns, a new gas power plant and pipeline do not make economic sense in 2020.  A study
by the Rocky Mountain Institute released in September 2019 found that “by 2035, over 90
percent of proposed combined-cycle gas plants, if built, would be uneconomic to run
compared to the cost of building a new clean energy portfolio.”1 It will be more cost effective
to invest in clean, renewable energy. 

If there is a concern about energy reliability, the state should increase research and
investments in clean, renewable energy sources rather than building new fossil fuel
infrastructure.  We urge DEEP to consider projects that will expand clean, renewable energy
infrastructure.  

During this public health crisis, we urge you not to lose sight of the climate crisis we are also

mailto:rachel.scott@ccfj.org
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:dwayne@ccfj.org


facing together.  A new fracked-gas power plant would exacerbate and accelerate that crisis,
and would significantly impede, and potentially make impossible, our ability to meet our
critical climate goals on schedule.  We are also acutely concerned about the impacts of this
project on the most vulnerable people in the surrounding communities. 
 
We respectfully ask that you deny NTE’s permit request to discharge wastewater from steam
power generating activities into the Killingly publicly-owned treatment works, which
discharges into the Quinebaug River. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Dwayne David Paul – Director 
 
Rachel Lea Scott, MSW – Associate Director 
 

Sources: 1 Dyson, Mark. “A Bridge Backward? The Risky Economics of New Natural Gas Infrastructure in the
United States.” Rocky Mountain Institute, September 9, 2019. Accessed at: https://rmi.org/a-bridge-backward-the-
risky-economics-of-new-natural-gas-infrastructure-in-the-united-states/ 
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From: Anne Hulick
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: formal comments to NTE Connecticut wastewater permit-Killingly
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 4:26:54 PM
Attachments: Comments to DEEP re Killingly wastewater permit.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain, 
 
Please accept the attached formal comments in regards to the NTE Connecticut, LLC permit to
discharge industrial wastewater at the proposed plant in Killingly CT.  
 
Thank you.
Anne
____________
Connecticut Director, Clean Water Action/Clean Water Fund
Coordinator, Coalition for a Safe and Healthy CT
1224 Mill Street, Bldg B
Suite 17
East Berlin, CT 06023
860-232-6232 (office)
860-302-4861 (cell)
____________________________________
This message, including any attachment, is intended only for the person(s) to whom it is addressed, and may contain information that is
privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you receive this message in error, please notify me
immediately by phone or email, and delete the original message from your records. Thank you.

mailto:ahulick@cleanwater.org
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Katie Dykes, Commissioner

Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection

79 Elm Street

Hartford, CT 06106



RE:  application submitted by NTE Connecticut, LLC ("the applicant") under section 22a430 of the Connecticut General Statutes (“CGS”) for a permit to discharge into the waters of the state.



Dear Commissioner Dykes,  



On behalf of Clean Water Action, please accept these comments for the public record regarding the NTE permit SP002475 at Killingly Energy Center.  We respectfully oppose approval of Permit SP 002475. 

I. The Killingly Energy Center power plant is unnecessary and will impede CT from achieving critical carbon reduction goals.

The Killingly Energy Center power plant was proposed and approved at a time when energy demand and the need for natural gas was believed to be necessary to meet New England’s peak energy needs.  In just a few years, dramatic changes have taken place demonstrating these assumptions are no longer correct and will harm Connecticut’s residents and the environment.

Connecticut has been a national leader in adopting bold carbon reduction goals, expanding energy efficiency and renewable energy sources. Passage of the off-shore wind project last year is a significant, positive move that will expand electricity for the region and further drive down demand for fossil fuels.  The declining price of solar will continue to shift the market away from fossil fuels, including cheap natural gas.  These are major steps in the right direction for Connecticut and the northeast.  Building a new 650MW natural gas-fired electric generating facility will impede Connecticut’s bold 2040 carbon reduction goals and likely be unnecessary for future energy demands.

While it may not be legally feasible at this late stage, we urge you and the Governor to take any and all action that you can to stop the plant from being built.  Doing so will protect the health of CT residents, the environment and the waters impacted by discharge from the plant.



II.  The risk to our water is too high.

Permit SP002475 from the Killingly Energy Center allows for the discharge of up to 90,000 gallons per day of low volume wastewaters from steam electric power generation operations at the Killingly Energy Center to the Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility and ultimately to the Quinebaug River.  The fully treated wastewater will contain oil and heavy metals even if the permittee is in full compliance.  Oil, heavy metals, changes in temperature and Ph are harmful to receiving waters, even in low, permitted amounts.  

The permittee has not identified plans to address PFAS chemicals in wastewater. DEEP is aware of the persistent, toxic and highly polluting nature of these chemicals.  Any permit must address fully plans to prevent PFAS chemicals getting into our waters.

We should do all we can to prevent these harms to Connecticut water sources.

If there is no legal recourse in opposing the permit, we strongly urge more stringent enforcement and more frequent monitoring of the wastewater discharged to the Quinebaug.



Respectfully,



Anne Hulick, JD, MS, RN

CT Director, Clean Water Action/Clean Water Fund









1224 Mill Street, Bldg B

Suite 17

East Berlin, CT 06023

ahulick@cleanwater.org
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From: Sandy Henschel
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Killingly gas plant - wastewater discharge permit
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 9:49:00 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

I would like to express my opposition to the wastewater discharge permit that is being
considered for the planned Killingly gas plant.

In truth, I oppose everything about this plant. The very idea of building it, in a time like this
when we are in such grave danger from fossil fuels, is truly absurd. We need to be building
more clean energy projects and investing in R&D for carbon capture, if we want any chance of
protecting our planet and our own species.

We do not need to be adding more dangerous pollutants to our air and water, leading to even
more illness in eastern Connecticut. The health risks to humans and many species from PFAs
are truly scary.

I have also seen the Sierra Club's comments about how the construction will further harm the
endangered long-eared owl. I have only recently become an amateur birder, and I have been
delighted to learn about many of the amazing species we have in Connecticut. While it is
thrilling to watch so many of them and learn about them, it brings an unbearable sadness at the
same time - just knowing how they are suffering huge losses every year, all due to human
irresponsibility. It's tragic and immoral in my view to knowingly allow something to go
forward that will lead to the demise of a fantastic species like this owl.

I am no scientist and don't have a knack for the technical details that you are probably getting
in other comments. I simply want to make you aware of how angry and frustrated I get by the
way our mistakes of the past (such as reliance on fossil fuels for nearly everything we do) are
perpetuated by the power of the mega-rich corporations who run the industry, and by the
governmental agencies which often turn a blind eye to the big picture and allow the status quo
to reign supreme, at the cost of so much else.

I truly hope, in this nearly final hour, that DEEP does something for the greater good. I think
that is probably part of DEEP's mission statement, or at least it should be.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best regards,

Sandy Henschel
23 Richard Rd
Gales Ferry, CT 06335
Email: climb.ak@gmail.com
Cell:  907-723-5709

mailto:climb.ak@gmail.com
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From: Teresa Eickel
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Letter against the Killingly gas plant
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 3:31:20 PM
Attachments: IREJN letter against the Killingly gas plant.pdf

Killingly Oppose Letter Sup. T.EickelIREJN 10.5.20 (1).docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Mr. Schain,

Attached please find two letter - one is from the Interreligious Eco-Justice Network and signed
by religious leaders and people of faith from across CT.  The other is a letter in support our
letter from the Environmental Ministry Team at the Immanuel Congregational Church in
Hartford, CT.

We strongly opposed the fracked gas plant currently proposed for Killingly.

Thank you!

Very best regards,

Teresa Eickel
www.irejn.org
Interreligious Eco-Justice Network

mailto:teresa.eickel@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.irejn.org%2F&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7C8cf85213c2044b43aa6f08d86c89d6b4%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=xeIIuAsKc%2BYyb8XsdlB5PM930vH%2BfqbKpCQRzZuuE%2BQ%3D&reserved=0



 


 


Dear Gov. Lamont and Commissioner Dykes, 


We, as a community of faith, representing a diversity of religious traditions, stand opposed to 


the proposed fracked gas plant in Killingly. As our country is ravaged by wildfires and 


hurricanes, we are increasingly deeply and profoundly concerned about climate change and 


the destruction that it is causing. Our society should be moving swiftly to a renewable energy 


future, rather than continuing to invest in fossil fuels that cause so much harm to public health 


and the environment. 


In addition, the energy generated by this proposed fracked gas plant is not needed by the state 


of Connecticut – we are generating enough energy already to supply our needs. In fact, excess 


power we do produce is exported.  It would be far more advantageous (and provide many more 


jobs) to invest in energy efficiency programs that would help residents and business owners 


save money and energy.  


This plant would also require fracked gas to operate, a devastating environmental process that 


creates toxic, radioactive waste.  The fracked gas will be shipped through a pipeline that will 


run through pristine and delicate habitats and aquifers in Connecticut.  


Finally, this power plant will make the local air dirtier. Studies have found that living near a 


power plant is the equivalent of smoking a pack of cigarettes day – this power plant is sited to 


be built near three schools in Killingly.  During the pandemic, the prospect of increased air 


pollution and susceptibility to lung diseases is even more disturbing, as researchers are also 


reporting that air pollution makes people more susceptible to Covid-19. It is another example 


of how our environmental choices and action impact other areas of our lives.  


Every faith tradition speaks of the importance of protecting the planet and all its inhabitants. 


We urge Commissioner Katie Dykes reject the proposed gas plant and continue Connecticut’s 


path towards a renewable energy future. 


Thank you for your time.  


Very best regards,  


Teresa Eickel, Interreligious Eco-Justice Network 


Rev. Virginia Army, Vernon, CT 


Joseph Barnes, Board of Directors, Interreligious Eco-Justice Network, Mystic, CT 







Rev. Tom Carr, Senior Pastor, Second Baptist Church, Suffield, CT 


Lynn Fulkerson, Litchfield, CT 


Father Sam Fuller, OFM CAP, Middletown, CT 


Rabbi Joshua Hammerman, Temple Beth El, Stamford, CT 


Rabbi Brian Immerman, Congregation Mishkan Israel, Hamden, CT 


Lynn Johnson, Interreligious Eco-Justice Network, Hartford, CT 


Rev. Stephanie Johnson, Riverside, CT 


Rev. Sara Krhla, Goshen, CT 


Rev. Ranjit Mathews, New London, CT 


Leticia Naigles, Board of Directors, Interreligious Eco-Justice Network, Vernon, CT 


Mark Naigles, Board of Directors, Interreligious Eco-Justice Network ,Vernon, CT 


Rev. Carolyn Patierno, All Souls Unitarian Universalist Society, New London, CT 


Rev. Josh Pawelek, Unitarian Universalist Society – East, Manchester, CT 


Rev. Dr. Adam Robersmith, Senior Pastor, Universalist Church of West Hartford, CT 


Environmental Ministry Team, First Congregational Church of Guilford 


Environmental Ministry Team, Immanuel Congregational Church, Hartford, CT 


Environmental Ministry Team, St. John’s Episcopal Church, Vernon, CT 


 


Members of Unitarian Society of New Haven, Hamden CT 


Roye Anastasio-Bourke 


David Jones 


Rebecca Friedkin 


Kenny Foscue 


Claire Bien 


Sarah Forman 


Jacklyn Trimble Shapiro 


Stephen Evans 


Kathleen Haskins 


Carol Wade  







Tisa Wenger 


Mary Donohue 


Patricia Sarah Duff 


Frances LaFrance-Proscino 


Charisse Hutton 


Joseph Lesiak 


Sally Connolly 


Isla Alexander 


Paul Trotta 


Patricia Trotta 


Sophie Tworkowski 


Pamela Niles 


Sharon McBlain 


July Belaval 


Peggy Myers 


Pamela Miller 


Patricia Grigg 


Mary Herron 


Margaret Goodwin 


Members of Mishkan Israel, Hamden, CT 


Michelle Serlin 


Adam Hittelman 


Becky Seashore 


Alice Kosowsky 


Rosslyn Kosowsky 


Paul Kosowsky 


 






Immanuel Congregational Church

10 Woodland Street

Hartford, CT  06105



Environment Action Committee



Ms. Teresa Eickel

Executive Director 

Interreligious Eco-Justice Network (IREJN)              



Dear Ms. Eickel,						October 5, 2020



	This letter is written in support of the recent letter you wrote on the behalf of IREJN in opposition to the proposed fracked gas plant in Killingly addressed to Gov. Ned Lamont and Commissioner Katie Dykes.



	The Environment Action Committee strongly supports opposition of this proposed gas plant.  We totally agree with the arguments stated in your letter regarding the environmental harm this plant will cause in, the lack of wisdom in building such a plant when Connecticut is already generating enough energy to supply our needs, and the absolute necessity to continue Connecticut’s path toward a renewable energy future.



	I write this letter to support of your letter as Chairperson of the Immanuel Congregational Church, Environment Action Committee, whose members are listed below.



								Sincerely,



								Roland G. Axelson

								Chairperson, EAC

								503 Main Street

								Wethersfield, CT  06019



			    Environment Action Committee Members



	Audrey Chapman –       18 Biltmore Park, Bloomfield, CT 06002           

	Karim Ahmed-              18 Biltmore Park, Bloomfield, CT 06002

            Dorothy Buckley -          3 Fern Street, Hartford, CT 06105

	Joanna Gerber -             29 Timberwood Road, West Hartford, CT  06117

	Lynn Johnson -              31 Woodland Street, Hartford, CT  06105

	Rod Martin -                    3 Fernwood Road, West Hartford, CT 06119

	Morven Barwick –              Granby, CT

            Diane Benner –               243 Steele Road, West Hartford, CT  06117 

            Luke Dunlap - 	    188 Warrenton Ave, West Hartford, CT  06119

	Roland G. Axelson -       503 Main Street, Wethersfield, CT 06109
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Dear Ms. Eickel,      October 5, 2020 


 


 This letter is written in support of the recent letter you wrote on the behalf of IREJN in 


opposition to the proposed fracked gas plant in Killingly addressed to Gov. Ned Lamont and 


Commissioner Katie Dykes. 


 


 The Environment Action Committee strongly supports opposition of this proposed gas 


plant.  We totally agree with the arguments stated in your letter regarding the environmental 


harm this plant will cause in, the lack of wisdom in building such a plant when Connecticut is 


already generating enough energy to supply our needs, and the absolute necessity to continue 


Connecticut’s path toward a renewable energy future. 


 


 I write this letter to support of your letter as Chairperson of the Immanuel Congregational 


Church, Environment Action Committee, whose members are listed below. 


 


        Sincerely, 


 


        Roland G. Axelson 


        Chairperson, EAC 


        503 Main Street 


        Wethersfield, CT  06019 


 


       Environment Action Committee Members 


 


 Audrey Chapman –       18 Biltmore Park, Bloomfield, CT 06002            


 Karim Ahmed-              18 Biltmore Park, Bloomfield, CT 06002 


            Dorothy Buckley -          3 Fern Street, Hartford, CT 06105 


 Joanna Gerber -             29 Timberwood Road, West Hartford, CT  06117 


 Lynn Johnson -              31 Woodland Street, Hartford, CT  06105 


 Rod Martin -                    3 Fernwood Road, West Hartford, CT 06119 


 Morven Barwick –              Granby, CT 


            Diane Benner –               243 Steele Road, West Hartford, CT  06117  


            Luke Dunlap -      188 Warrenton Ave, West Hartford, CT  06119 


 Roland G. Axelson -       503 Main Street, Wethersfield, CT 06109 


 


 




From: Eliza Caldwell
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: No to Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 9:22:54 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
I’m writing to oppose the Killingly gas plant. I hope that CT government will deny any permits that allow this plant
to happen.
Investing in fossil fuels is not the direction we should be headed; we should be investing in renewables.
Thank you for your consideration and I hope you will block this power plant.
Thank you,
Eliza Caldwell and Adam Matlock
Treadwell St
Hamden CT

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:eliza.m.caldwell@gmail.com
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From: Richard Walser
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: NTE Public Comment: in Opposition to Killingly Gas Plant
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 10:49:24 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Governor Lamont and Commissioner Dykes,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the fracked gas plant in Killingly.  I agree
with many people who have already expressed their opposition to this plant on the ethical
grounds that building out more fossil fuel energy infrastructure at this late stage in the
climate change catastrophe being visited upon the world is morally reprehensible; but there
are also strong economic reasons to oppose this plant which should have also been
considered before building the plant in Bridgeport.

Despite the historically low price of natural gas and other fossil fuels which makes this type
of plant look attractive in today's dollars, gas plants are already being closed decades ahead
of schedule and replaced with grid level battery storage for no other reason than it is less
expensive to run and provides service that is just as reliable as the gas-fired plant.  And it is
very likely that the low cost of natural gas will not remain so for very long.  Groups on all
sides of the political aisle are working to pass legislation that will impose steep carbon fees
on fossil fuels as the first major step to addressing climate change and to quickly move our
economy off of fossil fuels.  The idea that natural gas is some kind of a 'bridge' fuel has
been thoroughly rebuked.  On the political right, the Climate Leadership Council has a
carbon fee and dividend plan that it is pushing that has broad support in the business
community.  In the political center, the Citizens Climate Lobby is supporting a bill in
Congress, the Energy Innovation Act, that is currently endorsed by 82 members of
Congress, mostly Democrats.  This too is a Carbon Fee and Dividend bill.  Economists across
the country, 3589 in all, including 4 former chairs of the Federal Reserve, 27 Nobel
Laureates, and 15 former Chairs of the Council of Economic Advisors, have signed a
statement calling for just such an approach to climate change mitigation.  With so much
support for carbon fees emerging, it is clear that some legislation will be forthcoming in the
near future, especially should the Democrat party win in November, that will make the
economic viability of fossil fuel generated electricity prohibitive.  We do not want to be in a
position in five years where we are looking to close this newly built plant because it is too
expensive to run.

In addition to all of this, just last month, the Repulican run Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission passed Order 2222 which will open up the country’s wholesale energy markets
to distributed energy resources (DERs) like rooftop solar, behind-the-meter batteries and
electric vehicles.  This new order will greatly expand the capacity of the grid to absorb more
renewable energy and will help to usher in the clean energy economy.  We do not want to
be building one of the last fossil fuel powered plants at the very moment the new 'clean
energy' economy is rampling up.  

It will not be long before we regret having ever built a gas power plant in Bridgeport much
less the one in Killingly.  Let's not make the same mistake twice.

Sincerely,

Richard Walser
53 Woodbine Street
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Hamden, CT 06517
203-209-3425
richard.walser@gmail.com
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From: JohnVal Valente
To: Schain, Brendan
Cc: Lois Latraverse
Subject: NTE’s request for a DEEP Wastewater Discharge Permit in Dayville/Killingly, CT.
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 8:42:44 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain,

I am writing to express my concern about NTE’s request for a DEEP Wastewater
Discharge Permit in Dayville/Killingly, CT.  As a resident of Alexander’s Lake, I have
numerous concerns regarding this company and its impact on our beautiful lake and
surrounding community. Please reject this permit and do not approve it.

Our lovely lake community is currently surrounded by several industries that are
already impacting and ever threatening our pristine waters. Our town already has a
750MG natural gas power plant less than .5 miles away. In addition, an analysis
conducted by Synapse Energy Economics shows that NTE’s proposed gas plant is
not needed. How does this help us meet the Governor’s goal of zero carbon
emissions by 2040?

Water from this proposal would be treated by the town of Killingly Water Pollution
Control Facility and then discharged into the Quinebaug River, a river that has a long
history of industrial pollution, and despite being treated by KWPCF will still contain
harmful pollutants. We have worked hard to clean up this river; please don’t put it at
additional risk by approving this permit.

 NTE is a company based in Florida, far away from us here in the Quiet Corner. They
want to install automatic monitoring equipment which will be controlled by out of state
operators and a hazardous spill could go undetected. There are so many potential
pollutants that would require close monitoring. I am uncomfortable and concerned
with all of this. How is this company helping our community and the State of
Connecticut?

Please help us keep this clean, healthy lake one of Connecticut’s greatest places to
enjoy. We are currently dealing with the impact of this summer’s drought on our wells.
Don’t stress our homes any more than they are currently experiencing. There is no
need for NTE to build a gas plant in our area. The potential dangers outweigh the
potential advantages. Please reject this permit for NTE. Thank you.

Sincerely,

 

Valerie Nobilio

mailto:john_val@prodigy.net
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
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14 Arrowhead Lane
Dayville, CT 06241   



From: Kelly O
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please reject Permit for NTE Gas Plant : Application No. 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 9:48:37 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
I am writing to ask that you please reject the permit for NTE Gas Plant. We need to move
away from fossil fuels towards 100% renewable, clean energy ASAP. 

Thank you,
Kelly O'Brien
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From: Kimberly Stoner
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please reject Permit for NTE Gas Plant : Application No. 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 10:07:41 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Schain:

Please reject the Permit for the Killingly NTE Gas Power Plant.

I have been participating in the public forums for the Governor's Council on Climate Change, and I have
been on the working group for Agriculture and Soil. An enormous number of people have been working
hard to identify every way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the state. The report of the Working
Group on Adaptation and Mitigation says specifically that the Killingly Gas Power Plant will prevent the
state from reaching its greenhouse gas emission targets. Further, as the price of solar and wind continue
to drop, along with the price of battery storage, investing in a gas power plant is poor economics, tying
rate payers to a technology which is already more expensive to build and maintain than renewables, and
which will become an increasingly bad investment for the life of plant - perhaps the next 40 years. Solar
and Wind Cheapest Sources of Power in Most of the World

I have also been participating in the Environmental Justice webinars. Killingly an environmental justice
community, and is listed as such by the DEEP. Dealing with the wastewater (as well as air pollution) from
this facility will burden the taxpayers of this low-income community for the next 40 years. Killingly is not a
wealthy community and would be victimized by this type of polluting fossil gas infrastructure that has been rejected
by Connecticut towns of wealthier means, such as New Milford which defeated a proposed gas power plant. DEEP's
approval of NTE's proposed Environmental Justice Public Participation Plan is underwhelming to say the least.
Environmental justice should address the fact that more polluting infrastructure is built in less affluent
communities. 

Eastern Connecticut is currently in extreme drought, as it has repeatedly been in recent
years. https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/CurrentMap/StateDroughtMonitor.aspx?CT
Experts have reported as part of the GC3 reports that droughts will become more frequent with climate

Solar and Wind Cheapest Sources of Power in
Most of the World
Brian Eckhouse
Solar and onshore wind power are now the cheapest new
sources of electricity in at least two-thirds of the world...
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change. Adding a power plant  will burden the wastewater treatment capacities of the town and that will
put freshwater supplies at risk from spills. Your review of the application found that the following "potential
pollutants of concern" could enter the discharged water and required monitoring: "ammonia, copper, nickel,
petroleum oil, phosphorus, total suspended solids, and zinc, in addition to the physical properties of corrosivity (pH)
and temperature." In order to perform this monitoring, the Florida based corporation NTE proposes to install
automatic monitoring equipment which will "record data" in order to "verify compliance with the terms". Almost
certainly, this automatic system will be controlled by out of state operators, as is common practice with large energy
infrastructure. It's just not that profitable to hire people to hang around waiting for something to go wrong. But the
downside of this remote monitoring is that in the real world event of a spill and/or of higher concentrations
of pollutants than DEEP allows, that excess or spill could continue for a while before being stopped. After all, these
automatic monitors (read "not human") are programmed to monitor, not to stop or prevent problems. It is incorrect
to say that these monitors "ensure protection of the waters of the state." They only let us know when something has
already gone wrong, as it invariably will. 
 
The pittance in taxes collected will not be worth a polluted Quinebaug River. DEEP is preferentially choosing to
help fossil gas companies profit while failing to protect the waters of the state. 

Sincerely,

Kimberly Stoner, Ph.D,
New Haven, Connecticut



From: E
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please reject Permit for NTE Gas Plant : Application No. 201615592
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 2:43:54 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I don't see how trying to move towards a cleaner environment if we as a state allow this permit for
NTE Connecticut to go through. We need to focus more on renewables and energy efficiency than
justifying waste dumping.

Elizabeth Fiorillo
North Haven CT 
Math rules!

Please consider the environment before printing this email 
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From: Carol Duffy
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please reject Permit for NTE Gas Plant : Application No. 201615592
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 3:48:41 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Sir,

CT does not need another fracked gas plant.  We are already exporting energy out of our state
to the detriment of our natural resources.  The wetlands surrounding the plant will be
polluted, killing grasses and wildlife.  Our air will be more polluted.

There are many more reasons for keeping this gas plant from being built, but I'm sure you are
hearing them from others who feel as I do.  We will not stop our efforts, but only increase
them.  Please stop efforts to build this plant now.

Thank you.

Carol Duffy

dear
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From: kkohrwoman@aol.com
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Please reject Permit for NTE Gas Plant : Application No. 201615592
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 9:27:45 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to ask that you not approve the application regarding waste water from the proposed NTE
Fracked gas power plant.  The state of CT should be a leader in promoting safe, clean renewable energy;
not in continuing to pollute and destroy the water and air that we all depend upon for healthy lives and a
healthy planet. CT does not need the additional electricity, especially not from a project inconsistent with
the goals of the GC3.  In the midst of this most serious existential crisis of climate change, we can't afford
to continue with business as usual.  We need to stop all fossil fuel development and use.  We are
accountable now for the lives are our grandchildren and their grandchildren.  Please reject this
application.  Thank you.

Katherine Kohrman
32 Huntingtown Road
Newtown, CT 06470

kkohrwoman@aol.com
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From: Zimmerman, Klara
To: Schain, Brendan
Cc: Connell, Gioia
Subject: Public Comment - NTE Connecticut, LLC Application No. 201615592
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 4:33:16 PM
Attachments: Killingly Power Plant Public Comment.docx

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Mr. Schain,

Please see attached written comment. Could you please confirm receipt of the attachment?

Thank you,
Gioia Connell and Klara Zimmerman

---
Klara Zimmerman
Master of Environmental Management Candidate, 2021
Yale School of the Environment
klara.zimmerman@yale.edu | LinkedIn | 203-561-7576
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CT DEEP Office of Adjudications

Attn: Brendan Schain

brendan.schain@ct.gov 

October 9, 2020

 

Killingly Power Plant Public Comment

Environmental Professionals, Scholars, and Residents Submission



Dear Members of the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, 



We write to you as environmental practitioners, scholars, and residents of the State of Connecticut to urge DEEP to oppose NTE Connecticut's application to discharge industrial wastewater associated with the function of its proposed natural gas plant in Killingly, CT. 



Granting this application is counter to several of Connecticut’s goals for keeping the state clean, safe, equitable, and carbon-neutral. It is critical that the state’s environmental regulations act within the best interest of Connecticut residents, local and regional ecology, and the state’s climate goals.

* 

Wastewater and Environmental Justice

Firstly, the grant of this application is likely to negatively impact water quality. While the current request to regularly discharge 30,000 to 45,000 gallons per day, with a maximum of 90,000 gallons per day, of wastewater to the Killingly Water Pollution Control Facility before release into the Quinebaug River falls within permitting standards, overflows and leaks are not out of the ordinary. The wastewater discharged will contain lead, ammonia, petroleum, phosphorus, copper and other metals that pose a danger to both residents and ecology. From kidney failure and cognitive defects to algae blooms and fish kills, the risks of releasing these toxins in the surrounding waterways are serious. 



This effect on water quality is compounded by the impact on water quantity. With periods of drought increasing, it is questionable whether or not there is actually adequate local supply of the 50,000 to 100,000 gallons of water a day during normal gas-fired operations, not to mention the 400,000 gallons a day required under peak diesel operations. 



In addition, these negative impacts are aggravated by environmental injustice. Killingly has been on and off of the state’s Distressed Municipalities List over the past several years. Distressed municipalities—or the state’s most fiscally and economically distressed communities defined by municipal capacity based on tax base, residential income, and need for public services—also define the state’s Environmental Justice Communities. Even when off the list, local residents and politicians recognize that the area’s challenges still remain, with income losses to long commutes and the lack of access to state funding. 



Siting a power plant in this environmental justice community further exacerbates existing health and siting discrepancies. The ratepayer-supported upgrade to Killingly’s Wastewater Treatment Facility needed to handle the power plant’s input will increase costs to residents by 12.5 percent per year over four years—almost doubling out of pocket expenses for water treatment. The area’s asthma rates are double the national average and 18 percent higher than the rest of Connecticut. NTE Connecticut’s will be the ninth power plant in a 30-mile radius, including plants in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. The plant is also within a residential neighborhood, with five schools and daycares within three miles. 



With work being done at the state level around improving environmental justice—including recently in special session—this project is one that has a close eye on it. While communication does exist between the plant and the community, the listening process is one-sided—with local residents' concerns left unheard and unaddressed. More must be done to ensure procedural and distributional justice in siting decisions in the state. 

* 

Climate Commitments and Statement Accuracy 

The function of the plant itself will also set the state back in its efforts to create a carbon neutral grid by 2040. The Killingly plant would pump 2.2 million tons of carbon dioxide into the air annually, or about five percent of the state’s total CO2 emissions. 



Installing this plant goes directly against state statute related to climate change commitments, which can put the state at legal risk. With this permitting process admittedly unencumbered by climate concerns, it is critical that the multiple arms and mandates across the state align in DEEP procedure.



Statements from NTE Connecticut that the energy is needed, that the cleaner plant will replace dirtier ones, and that the production will reduce electricity rates have all proved to be inaccurate. Instead, the plant’s use of local public services is increasing costs to ratepayers, and placing public health burdens on an already at-risk community.



Settling for fracked natural gas power, with its risks related to methane leaks and water pollution, is not necessary. Instead, investment in low carbon innovations has the potential to deliver on economic development in this area while also protecting public health. Attracting power producers in anaerobic digester-fed fuel cells, solar, and off-shore wind can offer economic benefits across the state both in terms of siting and in terms of manufacturing.

* 

We know that prosperity is supported by improving the environment and protecting public health, not through activities that come at their expense. We thus urge DEEP to oppose NTE Connecticut’s wastewater application and any future applications related to the plant.



Sincerely,



Gioia Montana Connell

Austin Dziki

Eluned Li

Todd-Mitchell Douglas

Acadia Kocher

Klara Zimmerman

Anna Word

Mallika Talwar

Josh Randall 

Blanca Begert

Alexander Pellegrino

Jacob Marrandino

Jeamme Chia

Sam Zacher

Jacqueline Ruggiero

Abdul Osmanu

Krista Shennum

Fiona Drenttel

Lovinia Reynolds

Mariam Khan

Faiz Farooqui

Dewi Tan

Alex Chavira

Ashmal Baig 

Samantha Bartlett






Killingly Power Plant Public Comment | Personal



I am writing to urge DEEP to oppose NTE Connecticut's application to discharge industrial wastewater associated with the function of its proposed natural gas plant in Killingly, CT. 



Put something personal, why is it important to you?

· As an environmental professional, I strongly believe that it is important to ensure that our waterways are clean and the Connecticut climate is secure.

· Wastewater discharge from the plant will likely result in more pollutants entering Connecticut waterways, which could negatively impact human and ecosystem health. 

· This power plant would continue our reliance on fossil fuels which is not consistent with CT's goal for a clean energy future, as outlined in the Global Warming Solutions Act and Governor's Council on Climate Change report. 
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From: Carolyn Johnston
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Public comment regarding Application No.201615592
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 11:15:33 AM
Attachments: October 8.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

October 9, 2020
 
CT DEEP Office of Adjudications
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Attn: Brendan Schain
 
Dear Mr. Schain,
 
I’m providing comment regarding Application No.201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to
discharge industrial waste from their proposed power generation plant, Killingly Energy Center (KEC),
at 189 Lake Road Killingly, CT.
 
 I’m concerned about the Killingly Water Pollution Control Authority (WPCA) to handle 90,000
gallons of industrial wastewater per day. There are times the proposed KEC would run on ulsd
(diesel) and would use up to 400,000 gallons of water per day. Seems a potential overburden for the
system at Killingly WPCA.
 
When I was a child living in Putnam, CT, the Quinebaug River ran in unnatural colors from industrial
pollutants. Made great strides in addressing the many insults to the Quinebaug River. It is now clean
enough for recreational use and for fishing. After the wastewater is treated, it will be discharged into
the Quinebaug River.
 
Why accept pollution for an unneeded fossil fuel power plant?
 
The level of effluent monitoring is inadequate and an open opportunity for abuse.
 
Connecticut residents should regard the unquantified heavy metal pollution as intolerable.
 
Thank you for allowing public comments.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carolyn Johnston
96 Tinkerville Rd
Willington, CT 06279
 

mailto:96tinkerville@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov



October 9, 2020 


 


CT DEEP Office of Adjudications 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Attn: Brendan Schain 
 
Dear Mr. Schain, 
 
I’m providing comment regarding Application No.201615592 by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to 
discharge industrial waste from their proposed power generation plant, Killingly Energy Center (KEC), at 
189 Lake Road Killingly, CT. 
 
 I’m concerned about the Killingly Water Pollution Control Authority (WPCA) to handle 90,000 gallons of 
industrial wastewater per day. There are times the proposed KEC would run on ulsd (diesel) and would 
use up to 400,000 gallons of water per day. Seems a potential overburden for the system at Killingly 
WPCA. 
 
When I was a child living in Putnam, CT, the Quinebaug River ran in unnatural colors from industrial 
pollutants. Made great strides in addressing the many insults to the Quinebaug River. It is now clean 
enough for recreational use and for fishing. After the wastewater is treated, it will be discharged into 
the Quinebaug River. 
 
Why accept pollution for an unneeded fossil fuel power plant? 
 
The level of effluent monitoring is inadequate and an open opportunity for abuse. 
 
Connecticut residents should regard the unquantified heavy metal pollution as intolerable. 
 
Thank you for allowing public comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Carolyn Johnston 
96 Tinkerville Rd 
Willington, CT 06279 
 









From: Susan Olson
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Public comments on Killingly Power Plant Effluent Permit
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 9:19:05 PM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

October 8, 2020

Mr Schain,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the effluent permitting process for the Killingly
Power Plant.

Economically, the only way this project is profitable is by externalizing the costs of the
pollution created - first at the fracking site
and last at the effluent from the plant in Killingly.  The cost is actually paid involuntarily by
the communities involved.  If the
companies benefitting from this project actually returned the air and water to the condition
they found it, the project would be
economically untenable.  Externalizing the true cost of fossil fuel production has contributed
to creating the climate crisis we are in.

I oppose granting the permit for the Killingly Power Plant and I urge DEEP to oppose it.

Sincerely,
Susan Olson
109 Hopmeadow St
Weatogue, CT  06089

mailto:olson.susan6@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov


From: Deshais, Janice
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: RE:
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 4:10:08 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Ok-thx
 

From: Schain, Brendan 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 4:09 PM
To: Deshais, Janice <Janice.Deshais@ct.gov>
Subject: Re:
 
Had trouble connecting with Graham today. We have a call set up at 9AM Tuesday. I should be able to get you some feedback on State Pier early in the week.
 
Brendan Schain
brendan.schain@ct.gov
(860)424-3172
www.ct.gov/deep
 

From: Schain, Brendan <Brendan.Schain@ct.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 12:19:58 PM
To: Deshais, Janice <Janice.Deshais@ct.gov>
Subject: Re:
 
Godspeed!
 
Brendan Schain
brendan.schain@ct.gov
(860)424-3172
www.ct.gov/deep
 

From: Deshais, Janice <Janice.Deshais@ct.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 12:19:34 PM
To: Schain, Brendan <Brendan.Schain@ct.gov>
Subject: RE:
 
Thanks for getting back to her.  Your timesheet is all set. 
 
On short break from hearing.  Trying to finish today.  Results of efforts at efficiency mixed, but still trying.   Have a good weekend.    Jan
 

From: Schain, Brendan 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 11:00 AM
To: Decker, Melinda <Melinda.Decker@ct.gov>; Deshais, Janice <Janice.Deshais@ct.gov>
Subject: RE:
 
Solely electronically.  We have been doing it for as long as I’ve been at the Department.  We have parties sign a form acknowledging that e-mail constitutes personal delivery of the decision.  This is consistent with language in the definition of “personal delivery” in section 4-
166, which includes “delivery by electronic mail to an electronic mail address identified by the recipient as an acceptable means of communication.”
 

From: Decker, Melinda 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 10:56 AM
To: Deshais, Janice <Janice.Deshais@ct.gov>; Schain, Brendan <Brendan.Schain@ct.gov>
Subject:
 
Are we sending out decisions via certified mail or solely electronically (by agreement of the parties). Came up on agency legal director meeting. Thanks.
 
Melinda Decker
Agency Legal Director
Office of the Commissioner
Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection
79 Elm Street, Hartford, CT 06106-5127 
P: 860.424.3859 |C: 860.748.3393 |F: 860.424.4053 |E: Melinda.Decker@ct.gov
 

 
www.ct.gov/deep
 
Conserving, improving and protecting our natural resources and environment;
Ensuring a clean, affordable, reliable, and sustainable energy supply.
 
***************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************
This email, including attachments, contains information that is confidential and may be protected by the attorney/client or other privileges.  This e-mail, including attachments, constitutes non-public information intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s).  If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this e-mail, including
attachments, and notify me.  The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited and may be unlawful.
***************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************
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From: Melinda Tuhus
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: testimony on NTE fracked gas power plant
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 11:52:01 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

Commissioner Katie Dykes
Connecticut Dept. of Energy and Envtl. Protection
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Email: Katie.Dykes@ct.gov

Oct. 9, 2020
 
Dear Commissioner Dykes,
    Sierra Club and others have weighed in on the specifics of the wastewater discharge permit
for NTE’s Killingly Energy Center. I agree with them, so I am going to make broader comments
here and I urge you not to discount or discard my letter. I appreciated that the hearing
officer, Brendan Schain, allowed many of us to speak more broadly at the hearing on Oct. 1.

    I would reiterate what I said then – fracked gas is almost 100% methane, and methane leaks
at every step of the process from drilling to final use. More recent studies have shown a
greater amount of leakage (https://bit.ly/3luy7hL) than was previously reported. And
methane, in the first 10 years after release, is 100 times worse for the climate than CO2. There
is no way CT can meet its stated climate goals if we keep building fracked gas power plants
(Killingly would be the third in three years).

    A new FERC ruling also makes it clear that even the guardians of fossil fuels are seeing the
need to expand energy choices. Order 2222 (https://bit.ly/36IL9Ee) will allow full-scale market
participation by batteries, EV chargers, smart appliances and other resources, and makes
further construction of fossil fuel plants even more anachronistic.

    Also, the NTE plant was approved before the legislature voted in 2019 to build significant
offshore wind capacity, further lessening the need for the Killingly plant (which our elected
officials and some energy experts have already said isn’t “needed”).

    While all the crazy, violent weather we’ve been having in CT this summer and fall can’t be
linked (yet) directly with the climate crisis, these storms are what the IPCC predicted for the
Northeast, so we shouldn’t be surprised they are happening.

    Please, please deny the state permits NTE needs to build this power plant! Our future
depends on it.   

Sincerely,

Melinda Tuhus
103 Carmalt Rd.

mailto:melinda.tuhus@gmail.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
mailto:Katie.Dykes@ct.gov
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F3luy7hL&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7Cd9e6353fb7c548958d5e08d86c6b4022%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=e7lasdgt6csXZkGVJn0JR7hoXERrnC7giHuXgGMSMR8%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F36IL9Ee&data=01%7C01%7CBrendan.Schain%40ct.gov%7Cd9e6353fb7c548958d5e08d86c6b4022%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0&sdata=5i7Elqw6khbp6o%2F%2F5kKDxL3EHEJscjG8EKEEWInYIWI%3D&reserved=0


Hamden, CT 06517
 

Melinda 
"Resistance is usually portrayed as a duty, but it can be a pleasure, an education, a revelation."
Rebecca Solnit



From: james root
To: Schain, Brendan
Subject: Water certificate(201908002)public comment
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:30:02 AM
Attachments: Killingly 401 letter- Oct 20.odt

EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click any links or open any
attachments unless you trust the sender and know the content is safe.

                                                            James Root
                                                            84 Lake Ave Unit 4
                                                            Danbury, CT
                                                            06810

Brendan Schain
Office of Adjudications
Department of Energy and Environment
79 Elm
Hartford, CT 061

October 8, 2020

Dear Mr. Schain,

                        I am writing in opposition to the consideration, at this time, of approval of NTE’s application for a
401 water certificate((201908002). In addition to environmental reasons listed below, the Covid 19 situation and its
hamstringing of healthy public involvement in matters such as the NTE 40 makes it necessary to postpone this
critical decision-rather than making it now ‘ad-hoc’. Also, as stated in previous comments: the applicant, NTE, has
not demonstrated clearly that there will be no lasting damage to the local wetland around the construction-especially
over time. The purpose of the 401 protocol, as you know, is to stabilize what is effectively an emergency situation
concerning our wetlands and overall water health situation. Any size parcel, no matter how small, is critical in this
context. The applicant has not demonstrated that there is a sufficient public need to warrant a ‘rolling of the dice’ in
terms of the 401 certification intent of wetland protection. Please delay any approval of the application until there
can be a more responsible investigation of the long term effects of the construction and a less distracted input by the
Connecticut public. There is no public need, especially with virus situation, to make this decision now.

                                                                            Sincerely,

                                                                            James Root
PS Document form attached

mailto:manoether@yahoo.com
mailto:Brendan.Schain@ct.gov
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										84 Lake Ave Unit 4

										Danbury, CT 
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Brendan Schain

Office of Adjudications

Department of Energy and Environment

79 Elm St.

Hartford, CT 06106



October 8, 2020





Dear Mr. Schain,





		I am writing in opposition to the consideration, at this time, of approval of NTE’s application for a 401 water certificate((201908002).  In addition to environmental reasons listed below, the Covid 19 situation and its hamstringing of healthy public involvement in matters such as the NTE 40 makes it necessary to postpone this critical decision-rather than making it now ‘ad-hoc’.  As stated in previous comments: the applicant, NTE, has not demonstrated clearly that there will be no lasting damage to the local wetland around the construction-especially over time. The purpose of  the 401 protocol, as you know, is to stabilize what is effectively an emergency situation concerning our wetlands and overall water health situation. Any size parcel, no matter how small, is critical in this context.  The applicant has not demonstrated that there is a sufficient public need to warrant a ‘rolling of the dice’ in terms of the 401 certification intent of wetland protection. Please delay any approval of the application until there can be a more responsible investigation of the long term effects of the construction and a less distracted input by the Connecticut public. There is no public need, especially with virus situation, to make this decision now.



								  Sincerely,

							  James Root



State of Connecticut 

HOUSE REPUBLICAN OFFICE 
STATE CAPITOL 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06106-1591 

 
 

Katie Dykes 

Commissioner, D.E.E.P. 

79 Elm Street 

Hartford, CT 06106 

 

 

November 16, 2020  

 

 

RE: Application No. 201615592 

 

 

Commissioner Dykes, 

 

We write to you today on the purposed application by NTE Connecticut, LLC for a permit to 

discharge industrial wastewater associated with steam electric power generation operations 

within the town limits of Killingly. This application is critical to the development and long-term 

sustainability of the wastewater within Killingly and surrounding areas. Currently, the town of 

Killingly has been waiting several weeks on multiple permits including: air permit extension, 

waste water discharge permit, and a Yankee Gas permit for construction of gas main expansion 

within existing easement under the Airline Trail. We hope these permits can be taken up by 

D.E.E.P. as soon as possible to continue the ongoing process. 

 

Sincerely, 

          
Anne Dauphinais      Rick Hayes 

State Representative, 44th District    State Representative, 51st District 
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